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Volume XXXVI

CHICAGO, DECEMBER, 1919

WILL ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN PENNSYLVANIA BE STIFFLED BY OUR
OWN HANDS?

Number 6

his answers will be apt to blunder. Observe the medical bureau to "investigate cases." He
that some statements made in good faith by testified that on visiting Dr. Daily's office and
these witnesses were actually untrue. (e. g. complaining of "pains in my stomach, looseOsteopathic colleges do not teach Hahnemann's ness of the bowels and very nervous," Dr. Daily
Osteopathy has developed serious turmoil Organum or homeopathic remedies, although said: "I will give you some pills you are to
within its own ranks in the state of Pennsyl- Dr. Snyder's testimony would seem to indicate take, and come back and see me in a few days
Set these discrepancies down to ':' * these pills will make you well." The envania and the discord promises to do osteopathy t.hey do.)
vast, if not irreparable, damage if wise counsels confusion of mind natural under the circum- velope containing the pills was shown.
Next a court detective testified that he called
do not prevail. The row-for such it is-broke stances.
Also, for a third correction of vision, bear at Dr. Daily's office. "I told hiIIJ! I had a bad
out over the character of testimony given by
several official spokesmen for the profession in in mind that there has been a violent party of cough and a hoarse voice." Dr. Daily examthe Court of Quarter Sessions, Philadelphia, opposition to Dr. Snyder all along. We are ined his throat and as the witness testified:
October 27th and 29th, in defense of one P. S. not to pass on the merits of these disputes of "He gave me some pills and told me the cost
Daily, mis-called an osteopath, who was prose- the past or say who was right or wrong. We would be a dollar and to come back in a few
days."
do not pretend to know. It is sufficient for
cuted and convicted by the medical profession
Several witnesses followed, all of whom had
for practicing drug medicine under an osteo- present purposes to realize that bitter antagon;
isms have existed. There are those who have received either drugs or prescriptions from Dr.
pathic license.
Daily for various ailr;nents.
Nothing is to be said in defense of this man. "been after Snyder's goat" for many years and
vowed they "would get it yet." Perhaps they
Next followed a number of druggists, all of
He never was an osteopath in practice and is
ought to get it-we don't know. But we want whom identified prescriptions which they had
not worth defending. His course must be deto caution these osteopaths not to "get" Insti- filled for customers, written by Dr. Daily and
spicable in the eyes of every sincere osteopath.
tutional Osteopathy's goat while evening up signed by him. These prescriptions called for
The OP feels only deepest contempt for pracold grudges with Snyder. We also know that calomel, citrate of magnesia, creo terpin comtitioners of his ilk.
Dr; Snyder makes blunders. We have seen pound, morphine, compound jalap powder and
But Institutional Osteopathy is a stake well
worth defending and it is too bad that its life, him make them. His technique in politics is other drugs.
Dr. Daily on being sworn admitted having
liberty, development, freedom of thought and often a bit rough. But he has vision and at
pursuit of usefulness are brought into jeopardy least one other of his big fights in his home given drugs or prescriptions according to the
state arose over this fact.
testimony of all of the previous witnesses.
t.hrough the errors. of such a weakling.
In' this instance of giving testimony in the
Court officials and a deputy prothonotary tesFrom a long range, impersonal point of view
Daily trial-while his testimony was weak and tified as to the recording of Dr. Daily's license,
it is evident that our whole profession in Pennfaulty in glaring respects-we applaud him and and the next witness called was Dr. O. J. Snyder.
sylvania is in need of good advisers. They
need a friendly warning. They are about to also Dr. Fiack for their main idea of trying A part of the testimony given by Dr. Snyder
to defend the liberty and academic freedom follows:
sew themselves up in a bag with a big rock
in it and beg their medical competitors to . of osteopathic physicians, and the integrity of
DR. O. J. SNYDER, being duly sworn ackindly ask the next legislature to drop it into osteop-athic colleges and hospitals. We only cording to law, testified as follows:
wish
that
all
our
good
friends
of
Pennsylvania
the ocean.
EXAMINATION BY MR. GRAY:
Therefore read the whole story that follows had equivalent vision. A lot of them seem to
Q. You are a practicing physician, A. I am.
with this corrective vision: The osteopaths be as blind as bats.
Now, then, having tried to give you your
Q. How long have you been a practicing phywho went on the stand in defense of Daily
bearings so as to read this story without par- sician? A. In the State of Pennsylvania since
were endeavoring-however, blunderingly and
poorly they did it-to defend the principle of tiality or hysteria, go to it, and make up your 1899.
Q. And is there any particular branch of
academic freedom for osteopathic physicians, own conclusions.
medicine with which you are connected? A.
a sacred right and privilege without which
+ + +
, Osteopathic branch of the practice of medicine.
there could be no science of osteopathy, and
A careful study of the testimony in the trial,
Q. Have you any official position under the
without which our practitioners could not really
Dr. Snyder's statements, the printed letter of
function as physicians. Daily was only an in- the State Executive Board and the communi· State of Pennsylvania in that connection?
A. President of the State Board of Examiners,
cident-a puerile and pathetic one at that.
cation in the North A1nerican will reveal to any
Would you really expect our medical seducers impartial reader that the two parties are really Osteopathic Examiners.
to pick a representative osteopath when laying not very far apart in what they say. While . Q. How long has that board been in existence. A. Since May, 1909.
a trap for our discomfiture?
the court testimony was far from presenting
Q.. How long have you been its president?
Then this second corrective vision: The sin- Osteopathy adequately or advantageously it at
cere and natural repugnance of our fellows least had the merit of consistency and did not A. Ever since that date.
Q. How many members are there on the
throughout the state over the fact of defending contradict itself. Unfortunately the documents
board? A. Five.
an unworthy renegade osteovath like Dr. Daily. of the Association seem actually to do so.
Q. And it is that board that under the laws
Failure to further -realize that Institutional
It is only fair also to call attention to the
Osteopathy was really the remote stake; Fail- fact that the testimony at the trial is not given of the state of Pennsylvania examines and
ure to appreciate that a man on the witness in full here. We do not know whether any- either refuses to grant or grants licenses to
stand who knows he is being ambushed by his
thing else was said which might change the them as osteopathic physicians? A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know Dr. Daily? A. I do.
profession's enemies and who must extemporize general impression given or not.
.
Q. How long have you known him? A.
Three or four years, or five years.
Q. I show you a certificate and ask you
whether that is the certificate that the board
'granted to him to practice medicine in this
Excerpts from court records in the case of Tried and Convicted of the Charge of Practicing state? A. It is.
Commonwealth verstts Philip S. Daily, for pracMedicine, Etc., without a Certificate
*
* *
* * * * *
ticing medicine, etc., without a certificate of
of Litensure,Etc..
Q. What is osteopathy as it is practiced in
licensure, etc. Tried in the Court of Quarter
this college? A. Osteopathy is that system of
Sessions, county of Philadelphia, October 27th
In the Court of Quarter Sessions, Philadelphia the practice of medicine which recognizes that
and 29th, 1919.
. County, Oct. 27th, the case of' Commonwealth . disease is very frequently due to bodily perTHE CASE OF
vs. Philip S. Daily was called.
versions, that the structure ot' the body becomes
Commonwealth vs, Philip S. Daily
The first witness was a doctor employed by perverted through displacements of parts or

That Row
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interference with tissue in some manner, and in
addition to that it also recognizes< that disease
is often due to bacterial infection and injurious
infections of various kinds and to overcome
these conditions, overcome the structural perversions when the structures of the body become distorted, correct this by suitable manipulations to overcome these perversions and any
other agency that we have found, scientifically
proved to be helpful to overcorne the disease,
whatever the agency rnay be.
Q. Can you tell us with some more detail

what those things as taught in _the college
include? A. We do our cold packs, cold baths
and means of that kind in the reduction of
fever, use hot compresses and antiphlogistin
poultices and plasters and various things, counter-irritants, internal medications, as a purgative or a sedative; this we do not find necessary very often, because we accomplish through
the manipulative procedure, but there are cases
when that does not reach the condition as effectively or completely or as quickly as we may find
necessary u,nder certain conditions, and under
those conditions we employ such other means
as I have mentioned as are demonstrated to be
helpful.
Q. Does your teaching include the use of
drugs? A. It does.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q. What other branches?
A.
All the
branches taught by the medical colleges. Some
more extensively than taught by the allopathic
and homeopathic, more extensively because we
utilize them more extensively, others not as
-extensively, because we do not use it as exten,sively, but! there is no branch in an allopathic
·01" homeopathic college that is not taught in an
osteopathic college.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. MAURER:
Q. As I understand you it is not only manipulation of the body, either of the muscles or
whatever else there may be, but the c'urriculum
',inclt£des the ad1ninistration of drugs to be taken
internally and the medicine internally? A. Yes,

sir.
Includes all? A. Includes that.
Q. SO you are more than an allopath or a
homeopath doctor, aren't you? A. Yes, sir.
Q. You are that, plus? A. We are modest.
Q. I am asking you. A. We claim to have
appropriated anything that is helpful in the
treatment of diseases and injuries.
Q. You are not only the equivalent of a
homeopath or an allopath, but you are something more? A. Allopathic physicians claim
they do all the manipulation that they find necessary to use, and all assistance known to
science. They claim to use everything that is
hp.lpful, and so do ;we.
BY THE COURT. What is the difference between your school of therapeutics and the eclectics? A
They derive theirs on drugs derived from vegetables-they don't believe in inorganic drugs like minerals. [Inference is that
we use inorganic drugs.]
Q.

DR. ARTHUR M. FLACK, being duly sworn
according to law, testified as follows:
EXAMINATION BY MR. GRAY:
Q. What is your full name? A. Arthur M.
Flack.
Q. And are you connected with the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy? A. I am the
dean of the institution.
Q. For how long have you been dean? A.
Since 1911.
.
Q. As dean you have, of course, entire charge
of the arrangement of the course of study? A.
Subject to the supervision of the board, yes, sir.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

These things you have mentioned practically'include all of :the various branches of
Q.
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medicine taught in what are commonly called
the medical colleges? A. Yes, sir.
Q. In connection with the various branches
that are taught, you have said, of course, generally that all of the things whiqh are taught by
the medical colleges are taught by your institution incidentally to these branches? A. Yes,

.
Q. I suppose to make a prescription is also
taught wherever necessary? A. Yes, sir.
Q. Or the giving of prescriptions? A. Yes,

si~

sir.
BY THE COURT. Do you teach the treatment of diseases by the 1£ses of medicine and
s1£rgery? A. Yes, sir.
CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. MAURER:
Q. And medicines taken internally? A. Yes,
sir.
Q. And write prescriptions for medicines to
be taken internally? A. Yes, sir.

MR. GRAY. I have practically the whole
staff of the college here, your Hono.rMR. MAUER. I think we can agree that if
they were called they would all so testify.
(After discussion the hearing of further
testimony was adjourned to Wednesday, October 29, 1919, at 10: 00 A. M.)
Wednesday morning, October 29th, 1919.
DEFENDANT'S TESTIMONY (Continued.)
DR. ARTHUR M. FLACK, recalled for further
cross examination. By MR. MAURER:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q. Was there anything in the course of study
in the college which in any wise concerned itself with treatment of diseases through the use
of medicines? A. Did it what?
Q. (Question repeated.)
A. Surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, diseases of the skin.
Q. Do you call that medicine?
MR. GRAY. You asked whether anything
was taught with the use of drugs in the treatment, didn't you?
BY MR.. MAURER.
Q. Was that a part of the curriculu1n.
A.
Yes, sir, I think I make no mistakes.
Q. Was not the whole idea of, osteopathy as

then taught that medicines and drugs were
useless and deleterious, and not to be used,' and
that the whole theory of osteopathy was the
manipulation of the body by the hand? A. If
I may answer that by yes or no I would say
no, but if I am permitted to elaborat~
BY THE COURT. You may explain. A. In
the use of surgery and obstetrics we would use
anesthetics and opiates and antiseptics and
germicides, etc., in the administration for the
different cases, or in a poison case we would
use an antidote, and we taught toxicology.
BY MR. MAURER. Did you teach that? A.
I did not.
Q. Was it taught? A. It was at that time.
Q. Was there anything in the course of
study in the College of Osteopathy with respect to the treatment of diseases by the use
of drugs? A. No, not in the sense as being
listed a subject of drugs but incidentally we
use treatment for various diseases. At the
present time we list various subjects, subjects as diseases of the heart, diseases of the
lungs, etc., we mean by that the osteopathic
and general treatment of the diseases of the
heart and lungs as they may appeal to the
physician in charge of the individual case. In
the same sense in those' days we taught symptomology and practice which comprises the
knowledge as taught by all of the schools that
could be used to benefit the sick.
BY MR. GRAY. Drugs or otherwise, whatever they rnay be? A. Drugs or otherwise,
without listing them as the practice of medicine.

BY THE COURT. Wh~t is the difference between the practice of medicine and the practice of osteopathy? A. In the treatment of diseases the physicians rely upon mechanical,
chemical, thermal and electrical means that effect the tissues.. The medical practice is based

chiefly upon the chemical, but not exclusively.
Osteopathy is based chiefly upon the mechanical, bu,t we do not exclude other agencies. We

use hydro-therapeutics, baths, massage, etc., 88
the general practitioner of medicine does. That
is the difference between the practice of medicine and that of osteopathy in the sense that
we speak of it. OsteopathY- is that system that
it based chiefly upon the mechanical means,
specializes on that and ma~es that its found·
ation. We specialize on the mechanical, but
not to the exclusion of others, that is, ot other
agencies.
Q. Osteopaths have a right to practice medi·

cine and other things in addition? A. As per·
tains to the practice of osteopathy.
BY MR. MAURER. Do I understand you to
say that in connection with the manipulations,
or the osteopathic treatment, the curriculum
then was that certain drugs or medicines could
be used in connection with that? A. Oh, yes.
Q. But you do not say that the use of drugs
or medicines alone, without any osteopathic
manipulations was a part of your curriculum,
do you? I mean the mere diagnosing of a case
and prescribing medicine and doing no more.
A. I don't know that I understand you fully.
Q. But you do not say that the use of drugs
or medicines alone, without any osteopathic
manipulations was a part of your curriculum,
do you? I mean the mere diagnosing of a case
and prescribing medicine and doing no more.
A. No, sir.
BY MR. GRAY. The question that was just
asked you was whether or not, as I understand
the question, the use of drugs alone without
applying to the principles of osteopathy is a
part of your curriculum. I say frankly, I did
not understand the District Attorney's question, but you do mean you do not teach the use
of drugs, or that Y01£ do teach the use ot drugs I
A. We do teach the use of drugs.
Q. If I understand the thought that was

back of the District Attorney's question, what
he wants to know and what I would like to
know is this: Are your teachings such that
when a person who is a graduate of your col·
lege, and has a license under the osteopathic
practice to practice medicine in the State of
Pennsylvaina, has a case before him, that he
must necessarily treat by mechanical means,
and not any other means, unless it is incidental,
or is he taught to use other agencies? A. He
is taught to use either or all kinds to bring
about the cUire.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Was it any different in 1914 than it was
in 1909? A. Yes, sir.
Q. In so far as the use of drugs arid med·
icines were concerned? A. Fundamentally not,
but we grew in the sense of finding out addiitlon·
al knowledge, and devised new methods, but
Q.

not in the sense of its relationship to drugsno difference. Some of the subjects we alter·

ward divided as we grew in them and listed
them as different subjects.
Q. You attended the State examinations at
that time? A. What?
Q. You attended or had knowledge of the
State examination of osteopaths? A. Oh, yes.
Q. And in those examinations were there
ever any questions asked with respect to the
use of drugs or medicines in connection with
your osteopathic treatment? A. Now, as to the
questions of the examinationsMR. GRAY. State Board?
MR. MAURER. Yes. A. I think questions
were asked which would comprise all treatment
given in the use of drugs.
Q. SO there will be no misunderstanding, If
I understand you correctly now, an osteopath
under the act of 1909, according to the curriculum' 'which then existed in a regularly incorporated college of that kind, that not only
the curriculum but the practice wa" that osteopaths could prescribe drugs and medicines t()l'
a disease and do nothing more? A. Do nothillg
more?

THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Q. Yes. A. if that was his judgment of the
individual case.
Q. Without other treatment? ·A. Yes, sir.

DR. CADWALADER D. B.' BALBIRNIE, being duly sworn acco,rding to law,' testified as
follows:
EXAMINATION BY MR. GRAY.
Q. You are a physician licensed under the
Osteopathic School of the State of Pennsylvania? A. I am.
Q.- Are you a professor at the College of
Osteopathy? A. I am.
Q. For how long have you been there? A.
_
Seven years.

Q. VVhat are the branches that you teach?
A. Bacteriology, serum ther(J}[Jy, writing prescriptions and pharmacology.
Q. For how long? A. Seven years.
BY THE COURT. Do you teach materia medica? A. Yes, sir.
CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. MAURER
Q.. You were not connected with the college
in 1909? A. No, sir, only for seven years.
Q. You were not interested in osteopathy in
1909? A. I was a student then of osteopathy.
Q. Where? A. Philadelphia College.
BY MR. GRAY. VVere those same things
tau,ght then?

A.

Yes, sir.

BY MR. MAURER. That is to say the use of
medicine or dntgs in the treatment of disease?
A. Yes, sir.
A. Alone, or in conjunction with osteopathic
manipulations? A .. Alone at times-left to the
individual to decide which he considered best.
Q. When did you associate yourself with the

college? A. 1912.
Q. 1912? A. Yes, sir.
Q. What were you instructor in at that
time? A. Bacteriology.
Q. That was all? A. I began with bacteri·
ology, but toward the end of the term of the
second semester I took up prescription writing,
and then later on serum therapy, and then later
on materia medica.
Q. Have you seen the catalogue of 1913 and

1914? A. Yes, sir..
Q. There, if this is correct, you are listed as
an instructor in bacteriology and nothing else?
A. Yes; nevertheless, we had never placed as
much stress u.pon pharmacology and materia
medica as the medical school; consequently they

have not listed-they have been listed as one
branch, but it has always been taught.
Q. If it is an integral part of the study, why
wasn't it particularly listed or particularly discussed? A. I have never had anything to do
with formulating the data, never had anything
to do with formulating the editing of the. catalogues, and I couldn't say.
Q. In 1909 the college taught not only osteopathic manipUlations and certain other things,
but also the UhSe of drugs and medicines for diseases without any osteopathic manipulations?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. SO that you were an osteopath and a regular doctor of medicine at the same time? A.
Practically.
,Q.. Is that right? A. Practically.

MR. GRAY. The defense offers to prove by
the witnesses Dr. Charles H. Muttart, Dr. D. S.
B. Pennock, Dr. L. L. Bentley, Dr. William S.
Nicholl, Dr. Edward H. Fritsche, Dr.. C. C. Curran, Dr. Edward G. Drew, Dr. S. Agnes Medlar, Dr. Peter H. Brearley, Dr. Ira W. Drew,
Dr. William F. Hawes, Dr. William P .. Masterson, Dr. James B. Elden, Dr. O. O. Bashline, Dr.
Charles W. Barber, Dr. R. K. Eldredge and Dr.
E. Zindel, who are professors at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, an incorporated
and authorized coiIege for instruction, that the
following subjects are now taught in that college: Anatomy, physiology, chemistry, toxicology, pharmacology, prescription writing,
pathology, diagnosis, hygiene, obstetrics,gynecology, surgery, gastro-enterology dieteUcs, principles and practice of osteopathy, opthalmology,
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rhinology, otology, laryngology, bacteriology,
pediatrics, genitourinary diseases, medical jurisprudence, diseases of children, orthopedics,
hematology, physics, biology, embryology, anathesia, riervous and mental diseases, cardiovascular diseases, skin and veneral diseases',
acute infectious diseases, ear, nose and throat
diseases, and materia medica.
The Court in the course of his charge to the
jury spoke as follows:
'
, Comment has been made upon the advancemimt' and improvement of science. There is
nothing in the law to limit the science of osteopathy, provided it continues when changed or
improved to remain osteopathy; but if an osteopath wishes to practice medicine, he must comply with the law and apply for a license to the
Bureau of Medical Education authorized to issue a certificate of licensure. If he possesses

the qualifications which the law requires for the
practice of medicine, he will be entitled to a
certificate, and be authorized to practice medicine.
'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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quite a goodly number in Philadelphia-in fact,
three-fourths to four-fifths of the State Society.
,It is not difficult to see what these men are
driving at and what will happen if they are not
'checked,"

Dr. Horace Walpole, Lancaster; wrote:
"The Executive Council intends to 'impeach
Snyder and suspend ,other materia 'medica ad·
herents. It is going to be a nasty mess, but
there is no ,use being blind to such actions any
longer. The outcome of all this will be of vital
interest to the profession at large-the fight is
just commencing. There will be a public statement made in the papers verY soon, setting
forth the views and attitude of the AOA. While
this is not an official communication, it is all
real news and at your disposal,'"

The Pensylvania Osteopathic
Association
(Letter sent out to the State Osteopaths)
DEAR DOCTOR:

, Accompanying this letter is a statement of the
case of Dr. Philip S. Daily, of Philadelphia,
arrested and convicted on evidence secured by
the Bureau of Medical Education and Licensure,
of the State Board, of Osteopathic Examiners,
for practicing medicine without a license.described the courses of teaching at the PhilaThe statement includes some remarkable tesdelphia College of Osteopathy which is a legally
incorporated, reputable college. He said-HAll timony given under oath by the President
the branches taught by the medical colleges. of the Pennsylvania Board of Osteopathic ExamSome more extensively than taught by ·the allo- iners and by members of the faculty of the
pathic and homeopathic, more extensively, be- Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, all of whom
cause we do not use it as extensively, but there were called by the defense, and all of whom
is no branch in an allopathic or' homeop,athic undertook to justify Dr. Daily in dispensing
college that is not taught in an osteopathic col- drugs and writing prescriptions.
lege," He also testified-"Osteopathy is that
It must be remembered that less than a year
system of the practice of medicine which recog- ,ago the President of the Board, acting then as
nizes that disease is very frequently due to chairman of the committee on legislation of
bodily perversions, that the structure of the the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association, atbody becomes perverted through displacements tempted to secure the passage of a bill to so
of parts or interference with tissue in some amend the osteopathic law that osteopaths
manner, and in addition, to that it also recog- might use any method or means in the treatnizes that disease is often due to bacterial in- meat of disease. This measure, which was not
fections, and injurious infections of various approved by many osteopaths, was overwhelmkinds, and to overcome these conditions, over- ingly defeated.
come the structural perversions when the strucThe newspapers of Philadelphia and the state
tures of the body become distorted correct this condemned this attempt to open up the osteoby suitable manipulations to overcome these pathic law so as to include drug practice, properversions, and any other agency that we have nouncing the bill "vicious,," At the meeting of
found, scientifically proved to be helpful to overthe P. O. A. at Lancaster, last May its sponsor
come the disease, whatever the agency may
very speciously, plausibly and almost truthbe;" and that the teaching includes the use of
fully defended the measure, though claiming
drugs and medicines to be taken internally.
that he had not expected that it would pass as
It is for you to determine whether or not you
written. That is, he laboriously tried to exare convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that de- plain, the clause which w9uld enable osteop;:tths
fendant practiced medicine, held himself out as to use "any method or means" was to be yielded
a physician, and prescribed for the use or'sick to the pressure which the medical school was
persons medicines and drugs as is commonly expected to bring. No other member of the
done by physicians.
committee had heard such procedure hinted at
before the memorable oration in May. It is interesting to comp,are his statements made to
CONCLUSION
After discussion of the legal points in the the legislative committee, the May speech, and
case the jury retired and in returning to the his testimony in the Daily case.
It is only reasonable to conclude that this
court room returned a verdict of guilty.
bill was one of the immediate reasons leading
to Daily's arrest. It is certain that it is the
Excitement is Rife
basis of announcements made by medical bu• reau
officials and others that "osteopaths
Dr. Harry M. Vastine, Harrisburg, writes: thro,ughout the state are violating the law and
"This has been a severe jolt to osteopathy in more arrests will follow Dr. Daily's conviction/'
Pennsylvania and our people are up in the air
WE CANNOT IGNORE ANOTHER FACT IN
over it. Through this rotten testimony the THIS CONNECTION. With the public record
medics have been giving us not a little unfavor- of a legislative bill to enable osteopaths to use
able publicity. Their latest' is an attack on the "any method or means" and the court record
York Sanitarium, claiming it is operating with- in the Daily case, the medical forces can make
out a State license. The facts are that they
a powerful plea in the next legislature to obapplied for a state license early, but it has been tain a repeal of our law.' They can urge that
held up, quite likely by the medics to serve as we claim one thing and, do another. We must
ammunition for a drive on us which was set ourselves right with the public if we hope
brought about through this damnable testimony to retain its confidence.
in the Daily trial, coupled with the attempt
Please read carefully the extracts from the
of Snyder and that bunch to place an amend· court record. Newspaper accounts may be misment to our law giving the rights to our people leading, but you may rely upon the accuracy
,to give drugs. They have surely made a mess of the certified copy of the court 'record from
of osteopathy in here. The state outside of which these excerpts are taken. THEY ARE
Philadelphia is dead against them, as well as RECORDS THAT WILL BE USED IN FUTURE
There is also testimony of the branches taught
and practiced in legally incorporated, reputable
colleges of osteopathy. Dr. Snyder, President
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PROCEEDINGS AS HAVING ESTABLISHED ident of your board been arrested for prescribing a dose of castor oil or calomel, the charge
A PRECEDENT.
would have been the same and the prosecution
You will draw your own conclusions from
would have taken the same course, for the
the sworn testimony. We submit the facts and
ask if your convictions agree with those of the State Medical Board holds that all that a D. O.
witnesses. Candidly, we do not expect the can do legally is to "manipulate" his patients
P. O. A. to endorse such statements. We will and do absolutely nothing else.
J. A. Cozart, D.O., Canonsburg, Pa., directed
say further-and say it with all the firmness
we can command-that the present officers of a nurse in the Canonsburg hospital to administhe Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association de- ter an enema to a patient of his. The nurse,
nounce and repudiate such statements. They Miss Blanche E. Lytle, superintendent of the
are far from true osteopathic principles as we bospital, wrote to Dr.. Baldy for instructions
whether to do this. Dr. Baldy, under date of
conceive and practice them.
We ask an immediate expression from you January 8th, 1918, replied as follows: "Under
on this matter. A most critical situation con- the laws pf the state, an osteopath is only
fronts us. A special meeting will soon be called, authorized to administer treatment of a manHe is specificially exand every real osteopath in the state should ipulative character.
make it his most sacred duty to attend. Mean- cluded from giving any treatment which pertime, send your opinion at once to the Pres- tains to the use of medicine and surgery, exident, Dr. Nettie C.. Turner, Land Title Build- cepting that surgery be minor surgery. No
ing, Philadelphia. We must know how the pro- board of managers, even if they elect an osteofession of Pennsylvania stands. WE BELIEVE path to their staff, has any right to counteTHERE IS A LARGE MAJORITY OF 100% nance any treatment by him of any patients,
OSTEOPATHS. Write or wire without delay. private or otherwise, in their institution by
. a.ny means, excepting manipulative methods.
Cordially yours,
THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
This being the law, no nurse would have the
right to administer the treatment (enema),
Nov. 28 1919.
ordered by a doctor or member of the staff.
Are you D. O.'s of Pennsylvania satisfied to
Dr. Snyder's Statement:
have your professional endeavors circumscribed
President 0 .. J. Snyder, of the Board of Osteo- in that manner and to that extent?
pathic Examiners, in reply to our interrogation
While we do not approve of all of Dr. Daily's
promiscuous drugging of his patients-in fact,
wrote:
"In re the Daily case, final action has not as condemn him and his methods without limit or
yet been determined upon. Dr. Daily is one qualification and shall ~ttempt to revoke his
of those irregular fellows who secured a license license as well as that of any other D. O. who
thru special legislation Act 313, Session 1915. shall be shown to use drugs for curati ve purHe prescribed drugs in certain 'Of his cases (but poses-we do insist that, in such cases as our
practiced more that way than osteopathically, surgeons and specialists may find occasion to
as we have since learned) and was arrested use them as a part of their operative proceand convicted for violating the medical prac- dure and by the general practitioner for palliative effects under warranted circumstances, they
tice act.
shall be privileged to employ them. This an"Those of us who were called upon to testify
as to what our colleges taught testified that for noyance of a court test case was not on account
certain purposes and under certain conditions of Daily not having been a regular graduate.
we taught the administration of drugs b1tt never That question was not even touched upon. Act
313 providing for license of the "irregulars" is
for curative purposes. Dr. Vastine and some
others equally hysterical are on the war path serving well the purpose of its enactment.
Dr. C. M. Bancroft, that wonder-worker of
because it was testified that the Philadelphia
College taught prescription writing. We have
the New York State Association, seven years
not as yet decided whether or not to take this its secretary and now its president, wrote us
case to the supreme court. Had Daily been a few days ago, as follows: "You had the
vision when you provided for licensing your
one of our regular licensees, we would not hesitate. Herewith I send copy of an article which irregulars on the basis that your law provides.
T was hard against it at first and said so freely;
I wrote for our 'Bulletin.'''
now I say that I was wrong and that you were
The Dailv Case
right. May your vision continue strong and
never grow dim!"
President. State Ex~mining Board , Explains Why Professio~
All of this detail is presented to you in this
Supported Daily in His Defense
Dr. Daily was one of those registered osteo· fullness, to the end that you may fully comprepaths, who procured his license under Act 313 bend the situation and give your State officers
after attending the Philadelphia College the every support that they may ask of you.
-0. J. Snyder, D. O.
prescribed time. He prescribed drugs in the
treatment of several of his patients. The
charge against him was admitted at the trial.
[From Philadelphia North American. December 1st.]
His defense was that he had authority to do
this under his osteopathic license. The Faculty Osteopaths Who O. K. Drug-Giving
of the Philadelphia College testified that the
effect of drugs upon the human system was
Are Repudiated
taught in the college and that under certain
Pennsylvania Associatio'n Hits Defenders
special, unusual and extraordinary conditions
a.nd circumstances the administration of drugs
of Dr. Daily
was taught. The kind of drugs and the conNo
Right
to
Give
Medicine,
is View-Violation of Law to do
dition under which they were prescribed by
so-Also Contrary to Teachings
Daily was not gone into at the trial. The ract
The Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association,
that he prescribed any drug at all constituted
thru . its executive officers has issued a state·
the offense.
All of our surgeons and eye, ear, nose and : men!' forcibly repudiating .those osteopaths who
throat specialists must positively employ drugs 'appeared in defense of Dr. P. S. Daily, convicted
in their operations in some way and in some October 27 of practicing medicine without a
form or other. It was for that reason that . license. Those named in the statement include
the profession, afte.r much consideration, de- the chairman of the state board and the dean
.cided thaI it was best .to secure a favorable rul- "gf'the Philadelphia .College Qf Osteopathy.
',The state association takes the ground that If
ing from the e!Jurt,. upon this proposition,'in
order to establish the prerogative' of our sur- _ J)I:. Daily did administer drugs he violated the
. geons' andspeci~lists'in their practice. The ~Iaw, and hi~ conviction was not o,nly justified,
fact thaf Daily. was not a regular licensee had ,but was in 'the best interests of osteopathy..
no bearing on The case at all, and had the presDr: Nettie C.. Turner, who, as president of the
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state association, is one of the signers of that
organization's statement, EXplains in an inter·
view the purpose of the association's action.
"The position taken by those osteopaths who
appeared in defense of the accused in that trial
has been extremely distressing to the osteopathic profession at large, and is looked on hy
the association's officers as a menace to the
standing of osteopathy before the law, and as
a science.
"I am sorry for the defendant in that case,
and I would like to believe that he is innocent.
But if he or any other osteopath, unlicensed as
a physician by the state medical board, admin·
isters drugs, he violates the state law, and he
justifies perfectly the position taken by tb,
medical men when they fought the bill creat·
ing a state board of osteopathy. It is necessary
for the osteopathic association to repudiate the
positiop. taken by those osteopaths who appeared in that trial and maintained that the
administering of drugs is part of osteopatblc
science. It is not, and the state board of osteopathy has no power to license anyone to
administer drugs."
The formal statement issued by the officers
of the association acting with Doctor Turner
contains the following:
"On October 27, 1917, an osteopathic physl.
cian was convicted in the court of quarter sessions of Philadelphia county for practicing
medicine without a certificate of licensure from
the state board of medical examiners.
"Among those who testified in his defense
were Dr. O. J. Snyder, president of the state
board of osteopathic examiners, and Drs. Arthur
Flack, dean, and C. D. B. Balbirnie, professor
of bacteriology of the Philadelphia College or
Osteopathy.. Doctor Snyder testified that the
practice of osteopathy includes internal drug
medication, while Doctors Flack and Balbirnie
corroborated this, and testified that it is so
taught as a part of the curriculum of the col.
lege they represented, tho drug medication is
not listed in the school catalog.
"The Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association
not being in accord with said statement of sald
witnesses, issues this public statement of the
true principles and teachings which govern the
practice of osteopathy. It cannot afford to pass
unchallenged any perversion of the principles
and teachings of the said science of osteopathy
which it represents by anyone-official, col.
lege or otherwise.
"Our association is amazed to learn that one
of our colleges has so far departed from Its
higherto high standard as to be guilty of alien
teaching. It is most deplorable. It is not with.
in the scope of our understanding that any
men of our profession should thus subvert our
principles in an endeavor to secure the acquit.
tal of a man found to be quilty of administer.
ing drugs, while practicing as an osteopath;
they should have been aiding in his conviction.
"We take this means of publicly repudiating
so much of their testimony which relates to
the internal administration of drugs for it II
manifestly incorrect, and out of harmony with
osteopathic concept. Internal drug medication
.Is not a part of our system of therapy; and
when osteopaths resort to such methods they
violate the law and automatically confess their
lack of knowledge of the fundamentals of oste·opathy.
"Osteopathy is a distinctive science in !lseIt,
in support of which assertion we take pleasure
in quoting from a no less distinguished author.
ity. than the founder of osteopathy himself. Dr.
A. T. Still:
"Osteopathy deals with the body as an intricaU! . .
. chine which, if kept in proper adjustment. nourished &Ild
cared for, will run smoothly .into a ripe and useful
'old age.
As long as the human machine is in order, like tilt
. locomotive or any other mechanical contrivance, it wiD
,perform the functions for which it was intended.
U

(Continued on page 18)
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OSTEOPATHIC TECHNIQUE

College of Osteopathic
Physicians and Surgeons
Los Angeles, California

The teaching of osteopathic principles and osteopat.hic technique the injurious things in the environment are then studied. The
is, of course, of supreme importance in an osteopathic college.
mechanisms of the body, by virtue of which the body resists
injury through a change, such as of temperature, altitude, food,
Unless the student absorbs the true osteopathic concept and
acquires comprehensive ability in osteopathic technique, all his or work, are exhaustively discussed. The remarkable defensive
powers-active and passive-which the living body
other studies will avail him little in becoming an
employs against germs, are thoroughly studied. In
inteJligent, successful osteopathic physician-a
short, the mechanism of resistance to every cause
really efficient helper to those who battle with disof disease is studied. The student learns that resisease. At the College of Osteopathic Physicians and
tance depends upon the normal working of certain
Surgeons, these subjects are given thorough attenanatomical and physiological mechanisms. He sees
tion. The institution takes pride in the special emclearly that so long as these mechanisms are norphasis placed on these studies and in the breadth
mal, the living body in the average environment,
of understanding attained by its students in these
will remain. well. The moment this fact, in all its
departments.
relations, is understood, the fun truth and signifiDr. Harry W. Forbes conducts the course in osteocance of the osteopathic concept takes possession of
pathic principles which requires 90 hours in the 5th
the student's mind. Thereafter wh'en he sees a livsemester. Comprehensive answers are given to the
ing body the seat of disea~e, the first question
two questions which conSititute the subject matter
which arises in his mind is: What is wrong with
of the science of osteopathic therapeutics, namely:
the body that it failed of adaptation and became
(l) What are the objects of treatment; that is, for
ill? The student is required to give close attenwhat specific end is treatment given? (2) What
tion to the subject of the recovery of the body from
are the agents or means that will accomplish these
existing disease. Each process of disease is studied
ends? The natural resistance of the human body
Forbes
to discover what agencies
to the various causes of
and forces the living body
disease is the first subject
uses to recover from illstudied in this department.
ness. The student learns
Why does the average perhow and why the body reson remain well? What
covers from typhoid fever
keeps him well and fit for
and other infections; from
work? Disease producing
the various intoxications
agencies are everywhere
and poisons; from injury,
anti at all times present.
wounds, fractures, etc.;
Temperature and other
from fatigue, overstrain
climatic conditions and inand exhaustion;
fro m
fluences with which the
burns and local freezing;
body must maintain its
from inflammation of the
adaption are unceasingly
various organs and parts
changing. Disease producof the body; and from all
ing germs are ubiquitous
other conditions fro m
and cannot be avoided.
Poisons are universal in
which recovery is possible
Hunt
Edmiston
Hull
the i r distribution and
when the student reaches
an understanding of the natural provisions for healing the
everyone is exposed to them. Unsuitable and confunction he, as a physician, must perform, becomes ciearly
taminated food, water and air are widely distribdefined in his mind. He sees that he must learn well the
uted. Work that is hard, hours that are long, unanatomical and physiological mechanism for healing and must
discover each and every remedy that the body uses to produce
hygienic conditions in places of employments are
healing in each process of disease. Having studied natural recommon; and yet, notwithstanding all of these facts
sistance. and the provisions for defense, and natural recovery.
the average person remains well. He does this, not
and the mechanism, agencieg and forces which cause healing,
the student is introduced to the subject of natural relief and the
because he successfully avoids all of these causes
anatomical
and physiological provision by virtue of which the
of disease, but because he resists them. How does
body obtains ease from pain and other forms of distress and
the living body resist the causes of disease? The
relief from functional derangements-symptoms of v~rious
kinds. This study includes a discussion of rest, exercise.
answer to this question constitutes one of the most
reaction. counteraction, vicarious action, diversion, colinter-irriinteresting in the course on principles of ostetation, etc. The student is taught that symptoms must be
opathy. The natural agencies which surround the
translated into terms of cause and morbid anatomy before
living body' are classified into those which are necan attempt is made to treat them, and that remedial treatment and removal of the cause must always take precedence
essary to life, and those which are injurious to
over palliative treatment. Methods and means for relieving
life-the extrinsic causes of health and the exdistress and suppressing functional disorder without interfertrinsic causes of disease. The living body must,
ing with remedial treatment are fully explained. Osteopathic
technique is taken up exhaustively in two courses. the work
Nelson
under penalty of death, take advantage of the benebeing done under the immediate supervision of the profesficial and necessary, and successfully resist the in-·
sors: Dr. John Ordway Hunt, Dr. Lura B. Nelson, Dr. Louis
T. Hull and Dr. J. H. Edmiston. In the first course of 144, hours, lecjurious and destructive things and forces in its environment,
tures are given and laboratory work done covering diagnosis and correction
The protective mechanisms, by virture of which the living body of
anatomical lesions and the technique of spinal movement and corrective
continues to live in a state of health, are carefully studied. The operati'ons are performed. In the second course of 90 hours. advanced innatural appetites and cravings which prompt pursuit of the bene- struction is given in specific lesion technique. The work is taken u'p in
systematic manner. Each spinal and costal lesion is studied; corrective
ficial in the environment are studied. The natural aversions and aoperations
are practiced; and special attention is given to the principle of
disagreeable sensations and feelings which prompt avoidance of correction applying to each particular lesion.
Far Complete Catalog and Detailed lnfo·,.,nation, Address-

The College of Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons
Los Angeles
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The Unique Baby
If all babies were alike,
and had the same powers of digestion
and assimilation, a standard of feeding
mixture calculated to agree with the
average baby would sufficeBut each is different from every
other baby, must be considered individually, and fed according to his
individual requirements.

The correct arrangement of diet for the individual baby marks the difference between
success and failure in infant feeding.

TO THIS END WE PREPARE

MEAD'S
DEXTRI-MALTOSE
IN 3 FORMS
(No.1, No.2 and No.3)
No.1 With Sodium Chloride, 2%
No.2 Unsalted
No.3 With Potassium Carbonate, 2%

WHY DIFFERENT SALTS IN
THE DIET OF INFANTS?
Sodium Chloride is a useful addition to the
diet when an infant suffers from diarrhoea.

Potassium Carbonate is valuable generally as
a corrective in constipation of infants.

By the' proper use of one of the
different forms of Mead's DextriMal tose in combination with a milk
mixture suitable for the individual case,
infant feeding attains a greater degree
of success.
.
The simple, rational p1'inciples of modern
bottle feeding are clearly and concisely
described in our booklet" Sim plified
.Infant Feeding."
Write for it.

Physical Culture Publishes a $ I 00,000
Boost for Osteopathy
HYSICAL CULTURE for November contains as its lead article a 3,250 word presentation of osteopathic theory and practice in connection with giving the profession
full credit for its remarkable achievement in
life-saving throughout the late epidemic.
"Osteopathy's Victory in the Flu-Pneumonia
Epidemic" is the title.
The statement is modern, quite adequate to
illuminate the subject in the public mind, and is
built on the text of the statistics recorded by
the profession. Bunting did it. The statement
is like another chapter of that noteworthy series
of editorial discussions on this subject, six of
which have appeared the past year in current
issues of Osteopathic Health.
The profession seems very appreciative of the
value of this service to adjustive medicine and
many enthusiastic encomiums are being received by the writer who trusts that his friends
will not forget to express gratification also to
the editor of Physical Culture.
Dr. Ralph M. Crane of New York says it's a
hundred thousand dollar boost for osteopathy.
Well, be that as it may, it is deserved in the
first place; and in the second place the publishers of Physical Cultnre were very glad to feature it as their leading article for the month
and pay Bunting for his trouble in writing it.
Osteopaths will not fail to observe that their
article takes precedence of one on venereal diseases by Dr. Rupert Blue, Surgeon-General of
the United States Public Health Service.
The editor of Physical Culture himself calls
this article one of the most interesting contri-'
butions to the subject that has appeared in the
discussions of the epidemic. His coment on it
is as follows:

P

WHAT HAVE THE DOCTORS TO SAY ABOUT
OSTEOPATHY'S SHOWING AGAINST
THE FLU

The success of osteopathy in battling with the
"fiu" as compared with the record of the "regular" medical profession last year was nothing
short of amazing. It is for this reason that we
believe this article is one of the most interesting statements of therapeutic methods and
success ever published, covering, as it does,
well over a hundred thousand cases. The question arises as to what has medicine to say about
osteopathy in view of these facts? Why was
osteopathy unrecognized in the U. S. Army, and
osteopaths as such excluded from service, when
the mortality from pneumonia in our army
cantonment hospitals was over one-third of all
cases, as against osteopathy's record of only
one-tenth of all cases?
Physical Culture
would be glad to hear from the medical side
of the case lmd to publish any satisfactory refutation, if such there may be, of the claim of
the osteopaths.-The Editor.

Says Dr. Ralph M. Crane, New York City
"The masterpiece on osteopathy has finally
been written and appeared in Physical Culture
Magazine for November. I congratulate you,
Dr. Bunting. You have done as much for osteopathy in that article as can be done in a hundred thousand dollar campaign."

Says Dr. Leslie S Keyes, Minneapolis:
"Congratulations on your article in the cur·
rent issue of Physical CuUure. It certainly
created lots of comment and was a presentation
in which we are all proud."

MEAD JOHNSON & CO.

Says Dr. McCole, Great Falls, Mont.:

EVANSVILLE, IND.

Physical Culture and said to myself, 'I must
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praising you too much would be like praisIDI
myself, but certainly do think you have done,
masterly stroke for us.
"It is a wonderful article even if 1 have to
say it myself. It is specially pleasing to me because I believe it with all my soul; becaUII
I want all the people to know about it and because 1 sat up nights writing my article whea
every fiber of my body called for sleep and rest.
"It is seldom that we get all we deserve III
the way of gratitude or publicity when we have
done a specially difficult thing in the callie
of humanity. In this case, however, 1 feel repaid a thousand times over.
"Needless to say if you bring out reprints I
want a liberal supply of them."

Says Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan, Chicago:
"Such a notable service to the science and
profession is not to be compared with any of
the petty things the profession so often attempts
in the hope of osteopathic advancement. Our
national association tried last summer to get
just such recognition for osteopathy by a campaign pushed from the Orange headquarten,
when those wonderful statistics were fresh and
hadJ news value-but they did not seem to get
. even a mention.
"Now, in the wake of such failure, you step
in and turn the trick brilliantly in just one
happy instance, as if to show us how it really
can be done by experts, even after amateur
publicityists have muffed the ball and really
lost the profession's opportunity. It is all the
object lesson I need, Harry-if 1 needed one
before, which I really didn't-to demonstrate
that our national publicity should be in your
hands carte blanche, with adequat~ remuner·
ation for your professional services as adve~
tising expert. The AOA should create a port·
folio of publicity and put you in absolute charge
of it. Then, I'm thinking, we would get accustomed to seeing osteopathy put its right foot
forward in American journalism, as it has done
in this one step so brilliantly.
"I well recall, too, that front page story in the
Chicago Tribune and other newspapers you gave
the Chicago convention of 1911 when you caused
osteopathy to challenge the three medical
schools to a competitive show-down in treating
pneumonia, la grippe and typhoid fever-have
you forgotten it? The Associated Press put It
next day in every newspaper in the land. That
is the kind of publicity work we are in need of,
Harry. Give us more of it. More punch to
your pen!"

Says Dr. Herman F. Goetz, St. Louis:
Dear Harry:

Read your article in PhysicoJ
When 1 say it Is
the best Osteopathic story that 1 have ever read
and that I know of no other that has ever been
written that even gets within shooting distance
of its "power," I mean exactly what 1 say. The
thoughts, the turning of the phrases, the style,
certainly do arouse my pride. You were III
good company too-that makes it all the
stronger. My hand is on your shoulder, old
friend, I am proud "to know you."-With belt
Culture and it is a dandy!

wishes, Sincerely yours, Henn.

Says Dr. Canada Wendall, Peoria:
"Good work. Keep it up. I have full faith
that I will live to see Bunting in untrammeled
direction of osteopathy's propaganda with a
million dollars a year to spend in putting II
over the top."

"I read the first page of your article in the
write Bunting at once and congratulate him on
his splendid article.' Then I turned over a
page and ran across my name and felt that

The editor is very grateful to his friends of
the profession for such appreciation and jolnB
them in wishing that our science's publicity
were a professional instead of an amateur sport.
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Harmony at KirksvilleCan You Beat It?
Dr. Carl P. Mc Connell packed his old camp kit, put on a
happy smile and went back to the Cradle of Osteopathy last
month- reconnoitering. Carl was used to seeing the old
cradle Rock
in the days when he knew it. What he found
.
out is told in two interviews.
'

"That curriculum we are glvmg the students now is certainly
the goods.
.•

"There hasn't been a single committee wait on me this fall to
kick on a faculty member or ask any change in the curriculum.
"School is in the fourth month now and, you know, nothing
like this ever happened before! So much for unity of purpose,
centralization of authority, and harmony in school administration."
-

The speaker was Dr. George A. Still, President, ASO.

"Everything is so serene and peaceful here in the college now
that it frightens me. Nobody does anything but work and
make good. I pinch myself once in a while to be sure I am
not dreaming."
-

The speaker was Professor Charles C. Teall, Dean, ASO.

Carl came back and told "Joe" Sullivan the Millenium had
Dawned and that it was already quite busy at Kirksville.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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:-Rotary Helps Osteopaths

Post Graduate Work
The following are excerpts from communications sent to us by two doctors
who attended our September 1919
clinics:
"This to let you know I ne'v,er enjoyed
a meeting more-nor have I any recollection of having had more solid instruction or inspiration along professional lines in so few days. I came,
I saw, you conquered."
"I should like to express the appreciation I feel toward the School for the
splendid work we received at the
clinics arranged for us in Chicago.
The abundance and variety of clinical
material was very gratifying and the
illuminative demonstrations of the
work by your Director and his able
assistants of the Faculty were intensely instructive and most helpful.
The range of work was so great in
both the hospital operations and the
demonstrations of office technique that
one felt he had actually seen almost
everything he might be called on
to do."
Write us for copies of letters from
other doctors, and for an outline of our
Course.

School~of

Orificial Surgery, Inc.

Utica Building, Des Moines, Iowa

OU know, I am not much of a scientist,
anyway, so let's cut the high-brow movement and delve in the ever present needs
of the now. You know when I was in Salt
Lake at the International Rotary Convention I
was chosen chairman of the Osteopathic Division and I saw there a great opportunity to do
good for the Osteopathic work. ',We are dividing up the several districts into twenty-four of
them and putting a chairman in each district
and it will be his business to see that osteopathic men get out to district conferences of
the Rotary Club, that they get to their local
state and county meetings, that they get to the
International meeting of the Rotary Clubs at
Atlantic city next spring, and that they all g(l
to the Osteopathic Convention at Chicago next
summer.
Incidentally, we are making a very strenuous
movement to get osteopathic men into the Rotary Clubs all over the country because thru
them there is a wonderful opportunity to educate a high-grade clientele in regard to the
, needs and the progress of osteopathic work.
I am enclosing this card, together with the
list of the district chairmen of the International Rotary, so that you can see who they are
and if you want to publish that you will find a
lot of interest taken on the part of outside people. You know that with the Lions Club, with
the Kiwanis Club and other organizations of a
similar nature we have an opportunity for Osteopathic Physician to become interested in
outside affairs, much to the benefit of themselves and to the benefit of the community at
large-to say nothing of the benefit of the Osteopathic Profession itself in the added dignity
and the opportunity for service.

York, Pa.

Dr. .Arthur Kew, 1102 1st National Ba:nk---Bldg..
Pittsburgh, Pa.
7. Dr. E. H. Shackleford. 504 Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Richmond, Va.
8. Dr. Frank F. Jones, 354 Second St., Macon. Ga.
9. Dr. Hugh W. Conklin, 321-14 Ward Bldg., Battle
Creek, Mich.
10. Dr. E. R. Booth, 603 Traction Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
11. Dr. ,M. E. Clark, 410 Board of Trade, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
12. Dr. D. D. Donovan, 214 Ferguson Bldg., Springfield,
Illinois.
,
13. Dr. J. ,ErIe C~llier, 713 Stahl;"an Bldg., Nash·
ville; Tenn.
14. Dr, Henry Tete, 1117 Maison Blanche Bldg.• New
Orleans, La_
'
15. Dr. C. A. Upton. 517 Empire Bldg.. St. Paul,
Minn.
16. Dr. C. B. Atzen, 412 Omaha Nat. Bk. Bldg., Omaha.
Neb.
17. Dr. John Watts Parker, 432 Ridge Bldg.. Kansas
City, Mo.
18. Dr. S. L. Scothorne, 843 Wilson Bldg., Dallas,
Texas.
19. Dr. G. Glen Murphy, 639 Somerset Bldg., Winni·
peg, Can.
20. Dr. Wm. R. Stryker, Livingston, Mont.
21. Dr. Geo. W. Perrin, 515 Empire Bldg.. Denver,
Colorado.
22. Dr. W. E. Waldo, 327 Northern Bk. Bldg.. Seattle,
Wash.
23. Dr. H. F. Miles, Forum Bldg.. Sacramento, Calif.
24. Dr. Franklin Hudson, 12 Lansdowne Crescent, Edin·
burgh, Scotland.

Y

DISTRICT CHAIRUAN, OSTEOPATHIC SECTION,
INTERNATIONAL ROTARY

Pennsylvania
Osteopathic
Sanatoriuln

6.

No.
1. Dr. H. L. Spangler, 145 German St., St. John, N.
B., Canada.
2. Dr. Alex. F. McWilliams, 30 Huntington Ave.•
Boston, Mass.
3. Dr, Clinton E. Achorn, 6 East -Thirty-seventh St.,
New York City.
4. Dr. Edwin R. Larter, 2118 Main St., Niagara Falls,
N. Y.
5. D,', Edwin M. Downing, York. Pa.

Thank you.-Merrill, Los Angeles.

Is the Public Entitled to KnowThis?
N an article in a medical magazine, Ely G:
Jones, M. D., of Buffalo recently said: "As
physicians we have failed in our duty to
the sick; we have failed to find a definite treat·
ment for the diseases common to our country.
As a result of this sad state of things there
are thirty-five million people in the United
States that depend upon some form of drugless
healing when they are sick. It is said that 'the
average mortality from disease in this country
would not be over 7 per cent without any med·
ical treatment.' 'flle mortality under the treat·
ment of some physicians is 12 per cent. From
this it will be seen that the public would be
better off without them. If we as physicians are
to be of any real benefit to the public the mor·
tality under our treatment must be below 7 per
cent."

I

""-Easily Demonstrable
We offer to every physician the opportunity to prove to himself and his
patient, the superiority of the

PHILO BURT APPLIANCE
over all other mechanical spine supporting devices.
Its support to the shoulders is as firm as that of any
plaster of paris, leather, or iron ribbed jacket, while yet
it is flexible and yielding, and light in weight.
This is one of the few large Institutions
in which everyone professionally connected therewith is 100 per cent Osteopathic.
Doctors :-If your patients need institutional care, send them to us.
Nervous, Mental, Surgical, ObstetricaF---any disease except Tuberculosis.
Dr. O. O. Bashline
President and Surgeon

Dr. J. E. Barrick

It is durable and efficieut, and is made to order only
to individual measurement for each case.

Made to Measure-SoldonTrial
We will gladly send you full information about this
perfected Spinal Appliance and our plan of co-operation
with physicians. Please send a postal today.

Superintendent and Treasurer

M. J. Shambaugh, Esq.
Secretary and Business Manager

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

H is hygienic, being instantly removable for bathing,
examination or manipulation treatment of the vertebrae.

Philo Burt Company
.141 E Odd Fellows Bldg.

. Jamestown. N. Y.
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Finest Technical Equipment
Nujol is manufactured under a system of rigid supervision and inspection that absolutely insures the quality and purity of this product.
A corps of expert chemists follo'w the product through, and tests are
made during the various processes of manufacture. ·Thus the uniform
quality of Nujol is maintained.
The makers of N ujol command the finest grade of raw material the
world produces. In addition Nujol is made under the most modern
sanitary conditions in bright, cleanly, well-aired laboratories.

Nujol
REG.

u.s.

PAT. OFF.

For ConStipation

The Nujol Laboratories of the Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) hl:l,v<.;
made every viscosity from a watery fluid to a jelly, and have proved
the correctness of the viscosity of N uj 01 by careful clinical test and
observation.
Sample and authoritative literature dealing with the general and
special uses of Nujol will be sent gratis. See coupon below.

Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) 50 Broadway, New York.
Please send me sample of J uj 01, also booklet.
[
[

] "AN OSTEOPATHIC AID"
] "IN GENERAL PRACTICE"
Constipation and its sequell",
[ ] "THE DAYS THAT GO BEFORE"
Constipation in pregnancy and
nursing period
'(Suitable tor giving to expectant mothers)

[

]

"AS THE TWIG IS BENT"
Constipation in children

(Suitable tor giving to mothers ot children)

[]

"WAGES OF NEGLECT"
Constipation as a cause of piles
(Suitable tor giving to patients,
'<hemorrhoids")

Name ........................................••
Address .................••..•..................
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California and Osteopathy

The Last Word in W
Iridology
IRIDIAGNOSIS
-By-

Henry Lindlahr, M. D.
The science of reading internal conditions of Health and
Disease from Nature's records
in the Iris of the Eye. Profusely illustrated with Charts,
Drawings from Life, and a
Color Plate displaying color
signs of drug poisons, psora
spots, nerve rings, lymphatic
rosary, scurf rim, radii solaris,
etc.
From the artistic and the scientific standpoint these illustrations are the best and most
accurate ever produced. For
the first time, they make it possible to acquire a practical
knowledge of Iridology from a
text book.
Cloth binding. $2.65 postpaid

By George F. Whitehouse, D. O.

HEN I left for California eighteen
months ago, several osteopaths in the
East said to me, "We have heard so
much in criticism of the California Osteopaths
that we wish you would investigate and let us
know if these statements are true. We know
you will have plenty of opportunity to learn
the facts, and certainly we do not wish to condemn the California Osteopaths if the criticisms
we have been hearing are not true."
I had met Drs. Forbes and Tasker in Washington, D. C., some months before and had
questioned them very closely concerning these
same stories, for I, too, was anxious to know
the facts. After they told me the California
side of the story, I made this remark: "Certainly, if what you say is t~ue, California has been
working and progressing while the East has
spent its time in criticising. I, however, decided
to wait and see for myself before saying anything in defense of California, and I feel that
eighteen months in the West, of which I spent
twelve months in California, meeting with every
local society in the state from one to five times,
visiting more than three-fourths the offices in
the state, and meeting personally more than
nine-tenths of the osteopaths, has given me a
fair knowledge of the situation,
The statement I made to Drs. Tasker and
Forbes in Washington, D. C., so clearly states
the situation as it is, that if I were now asked
to give briefly my opinion, I would say what
I said then, but with a great deal more emphasis. California has been working and progressing and stands ready today for greater
progress than ever.
COJ\1PARISON AS TO

KIND OF

ORDER TODAY
Literature descriptive of Dr.
Lindlahr's new works sent
on request. Four volumes
of the LIBRARY OF NATURAL THERAPEUTICS
now ready. 1. PHILOSOPHY; II. PRACTICE;
III. DIETETICS; IV. IRIDIAGNOSIS.

LINDLAHR
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
523 So. Ashland BouI.
_'Chicago,jll.
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UMBERS

First of all, let me give you a comparison
of California, and the East as to numbers:
The city of Cleveland, Ohio, (and Ohio is
one of the best osteopathic states in the east,)
with a population considerably larger than the
city of Los Angeles, has approximately twentyfive osteopaths. Los Angeles has two hundred
and twenty-five. In order to bring their number
up to the same ratio as Los Angeles, Cleve.
land would need 315 more Osteopaths. Other
cities of the East compare similarly. For instance, Detroit would need 294 more, Chicago
904, Philadelphia 588 and New York City 2,231.
OSTEOPATHY PRACTICED

,
In answer to the oldl criticisms of the indiscriminate use of drugs by ALL of the California Osteopaths, it can readily be seen that
the above figures alone conclusively disprove
this statement. Two hun'dred and twenty-five
osteopathic physicians could not make a living practicing medicine in a community already overrun with medical doctorf:. We all
kno\v that the average medical doctor goes
through a starvation period of several years
duration before he establishes even a meager
practice, while the average osteopath builds
a well established practice in a comparatively
short time, and the better the osteopath he
is the bigger his practice, providing osteopathy
is well thought of in that community. There
is not another large city in the world where
the osteopathic physicians are universally doing as well as they are in Los Angeles. I am
told that 100% of the last graduating class of
the Los Angeles College located in Los Angeles.
Why? Can you blame them for locating where
business is good? A professional man's office
is likewise considered as a fair indication of
the size of his practice and anyone who has
seen the California offices knows that they compare with the average osteopathic office in
-the east, about as the better hotels: of Chicago
and New York City compare with the better
hotels of cities of from 50,000 to 100,000 population, and their practices, and ~'in many in·

stances their fees, compare at about the same
ratio. All of which goes to prove that they
are not practicing medicine or they would be
starving to death.
Does anybody think well of medicine? No.
not even the men in the medical profession. The
public patronizes medical men today either out
of habit or because of ignorance of something
better. Nor does anyone think well of poor
osteopathy or of a poor osteopath, yet, osteopathy is so well thought of in Southern California, that if it were equally well thought of
generally throughout the United States, osteopaths could secure state and national legis.
lation by an almost unanimous vote. In con.
gress every southern California representative
stood unqualifiedly for Osteopathy, and in the
California legislature the vote of the southern
delegation last year stood more than nine for,
to everyone against, on every vote on each of
the three osteopathic bills. In the Senate the
vote was unanimous on all three bills and in
the Assembly, unanimous on one, and twenty.
two for to one against on the other two, or a
percentage of 95% favorable in the Assembly,
and 100% in the Senate.
Think what a similar sentiment in every
p"art of this country would mean to the future
of osteopathy. From almost every community
in the east comes the cry, "Wake up osteopaths
or osteopathy will sink!" No one in California thinks of it sinking. They are concerned
only in brushing aside the obstacles that hinder
its progress, and that progress will be greater
in the next few years than it has ever been
before.
The question may be asked, why is California
making such progress? The answer is threefold. First, numbers; second Osteopathy in·
telligently practiced; and third, organization,
team work, a leadership that recognizes that
it is elected not to dictate, but to carry out
the wishes of the majority, and a membership
that spends its time working instead of crit·
icising. An osteopath in Portland recently
asked me this question. "How about it, are
any of the California osteopaths criticising this
new plan?" I replied, "Just one." His an·
swer was this "I certainly admire the Califor·
nia osteopaths the way they hang together on
everything they undertake/' Which is true,
and as one California osteopath put it, "We
either have to hang together or hang separately,
and we prefer to hang together."
I might go on and give facts ad infinitum, but
what's the use? Those who desire to be con.
vinced will find the above facts not only suf.
ficiently convincing, but a warning to the east
to stop criticising and get busy, while those who
do not want to be convinced, or who like the
person "Convinced against his will is of the
same opinion still," would not be convinced
by any number of additional facts.
To illustrate: I presented the above facts
and many others to one osteopath in the east,
and after he had found it impossible to disprove any of them, but still was not convinced.
he came back with this statement:
"Well, why is it then, if the California oste·
opaths are such good osteopaths, that they
have a man like Vanderburgh representing
them on the state board? Everyone knows
he is a medical doctor and that the only reason
he was ap,pointed as a member of the medical
board was because he was recognized as a med·
ical doctor, and that he is representing the
medical profession and not the osteopaths."
When I informed this particular individual that
he was mistaken, that Dr. Vanderburgh was
not a medical doctor-in fact, never had been
inside of a medical school as a student, he
threw up his hands and exclaimed, "Oh, why
t.alk to a man like you who won't stick to the
truth!" and walked out. I felt like saying as
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CLINIC
Diagnostic; Operative; Therapeutic; Skeletal; Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat;
Nervous .£ Mental, Gynecological; Obstetrical; Genito-Urinary; Proctology; Cardio- Vascular .£ Respimtory; Gastro-Intestinal .£ Renal;
Pediatric. Hund"eds of patients are availing themselves of the Diagnostic, Treating and Operative Facilities of OUT Clinic.

Des Moines
.Still College of
Osteopathy
Des Moines, Iowa

ANAESTHE~IA

Do you want to know more about Anaesthesia? If so, come'to Des
Moines Still CoUege of Osteopathy where you can get by actUal experience a thorough knowledge of the ad1ninistmtion of ether, chlorofor'ln, nitrous oxide ether, novocaine and other loeat anaesthetics.

S. L. Taylor, A.B., D.O., M.D.
M. E. Bachman, D.O. - - J. N. Waggoner, M.D., D.O. C. F. Spring, B.S., D.O. C. W. Johnson, B,S., D.O. M. E. Golden, D.O. - - . E. E. Steffen, B.S., D.O. - W. H. Gillmore, Ph.C., Ph.n.
R. B. Bachman, D.O. - D. M. Lewis, Phm.C., D.O. D. D. Clark, D~O. ~ - ~ L. D. Taylor, D.O., M.D. - G. C. Taylor, B.S., D.O., M.D.
P, S. McQuirk, D.O.
F. J. Trenery, D.O.
C. D. Heasley, D.O.
J. P. Schwartz, D.O.
B. L. Cash, D.O.
H. Utterback, A.M., L.L.oB.

OBSTETRICS
As 'we G're the only educationalJ institution in Des Moines opcTating a
clinic; our Obstet1'ical Depart1nent has access to a field for num,e1"OUS
and varied cases, giving our student body. experience and pTactice by
personal t07,ch ve,'y seldom equalled.

11

Surgery
Osteopathic Therapeutics
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat, Nervo1ls Diseases
Theory .£ Principles of Osteopathy
Biology
- Pediatrics, Sanitation
Pathology
Ohemistry, Dietetics, Toxicology
Obstetrics
• Histology, Physiology, Laboratory Diagnosis
Technic
Gynecology
Genito-Urina1'y, Proctology, Physical Diagnosis
Anatomy
X-radiance
Anaesthesia, Clinical Diagnosis
Embryology, Bacteriology
Laboratory
- - Medical hlrisprudence

GYNECOLOGY
InteTested and Efficiemt TeacheTs; pmctical work by the students;
satisfied clinical patients all a1"gue success for this depart'YI'I.ent.

Debridement and' Dioxogen*
Among the surgical lessons of the war one of the most noteworthy has been the recognition of the importance of the mechanical cleansing of wounds. The French call this debridement, but it cannot be better described than as mechanical antisepsis.
In studying the action of peroxide of hydrogen as a w0l.!nd-cleanser, particularly a peroxide as potent as
Dioxogen, it would seem that its efficiency in decreasing the bacterial count in an infected wound' must depend in no little degree on the physical processes which attend the liberation of oxygen. In other words,
when Dioxogen is introduced into a wound, it bubbles and foams, thus mechanically detaching fragments
of dead and dying tissue, and in this way .cleansing the wound surfaces much more effectually than is possible by irrigation.
Is it not a rational conclusion, therefor€, that the efficiency of Diox-ogen in the treatm€nt of wounds is due
not only to its disinfecting power, but quite as much to its unique action in mechanically freeing wound surfaces from the foreign material that if allowed to remain would essentially handicap and delay the healing
process?
Th~ use of Dioxogen means debridement and disinfection-mechanical cleansing and effective antisepsiswith the further advantage of absolute freedom from toxic or irritating action. No other antiseptic at
the service of the medical profession makes possible such satisfactory application of the latest teachings in
regard to wound treatm€nt.
*For further information in respect to Dioxogen, address
The Oakland Ohemical Co., 10 Astor Place, New York Oity.
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Denver Polyclinic and
Post Graduate College
Gives Three Post Graduate
Courses
No.1-The Osteopathic Efficiency
Oourse. Twenty-one years of study

and experience at your service to help
solve all vexing and difficult problems
in practice. The business side. Efficiency of technique. Saves back and
nerves. Intensified review over main
studies in practice.
One month.
Next course begins
February I, 1920.
No. 2-0adaver and. Olinical Ooulrse
on Ear, Nose and Throat. The anat-

omy, physiology, pathology, diagnosis
and treatment taught. All operations
are done on the cadaver by the student. We aid you in selection of best
instruments.
One month.
Next course begins
March 1, 1920.
No.3-Didactic and Surgical Eye
Oom-se. Anatomy, diseases and treat-

ment. Surgery done on cadaver by
the 'Student. A course in refraction.
One month.
Next course begins
April 1, 1920.
Address

DR. C. C. REID

Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat SPecialist

501 Interstate Trust Building - Denver, Colo.

Are You
Protected

Drs. Forbes and Tasker did when I asked
them why they did not reply to tp.e criticisms.
of California.. "What's the use?" .
...
The facts as I have since corroborated them
are as follows: Dr. Vanderburgh- has-n-ever
stUdied medicine, does not use it in his practice, and to say he ever represented the medical
profession WOUld, by any California osteopath.
be considered a huge joke. On the contrary,
he secured recognition for the Los Angeles College four years ago while a member of the college.investigating committee of the State Board
of Medical Examiners, when the college had
been without recognition for several years. He
was chairman of the legislative committee during the past year when three osteopathic bills
were passed, and because of his excellent service was elected president of the state association
this year. If you were to ask the California
osteopaths, particularly around the Bay. who
would rather fight for Osteopathy than eat, they
would answer in a chorus, "Vanderburgh!"
I have given the above illustration to show
that the eastern criticisms of California are
not always based on facts, but many times on
biased or incorrect information. That some
of the California Osteopaths give drugs, no
one would attempt to deny, but those who do
are by no means graduates of the California
school. Some are, but there is a reason and
the reason is being remedied. The California
graduates in Texas and other eastern states
which grant unlimited licenses are not using
drugs any more than the graduates of other
schools. The fact remains, however, that in
these states every osteopath has the right to
use drugs, and since all look down upon their
indiscriminate use, the younger man finds it
necessary to apologize for using them instead
of having a reason to brag about it. On the
other hand, in the state of Washington, where
osteopathic graduates were permitted to take
the medical examination, and in California
where the law permits the younger graduates,
and a few others who have passed on oral examination, to use drugs, without giving that
right to every osteopath, a few of these have
considered it necessary to show off their rights,
and supposedly their knowledge, by giving
drugs indiscriminately.. The California pro-

fession, however, think less of these few than
do the osteopaths of the east.
One California osteopath who went with me
to see onEY of these men, after we had listened
to his exposition of a new drug he had just
discovered (evidently in a Park-Davis folder,)
said as we were leaving the man's office. "The
poor simp-isn't it too bad that some men were
born without brains?" Fortunately for osteopathy, the most of these have out a shingle
as "Physician and Surgeon," instead of "Oste·
opathic Physician and Surgeon," and since the
public pays little attention to dil;>lomas, osteopathy does not suffer a great deal. These men
are, however. in poor standing, and several of
the most flagrant ones have been voted ineligible
to the California Association, and the others, as
Dr. Spencer has so ably put it, "Will soon see
the folly of their ways, when they find themselves starving to death, and return to the fold,"
Never have the osteopaths of any state worked
harder than did the Osteopaths of California
during the past year, under the able leader·
ship of Dr. Spencer, to change the law that is
responsible for this condition. Unfortunately
the Governor vetoed the. bill, but that will not
keep it from passing again.
The reference to the practices of the California osteopaths may have suggested this question to the reader: If the osteopaths of California are doing so well, shall we all go to
California to practice? I would answer No,
for even California will some day have a supply equal to the demand. On the contrary,
why not try a little Oalifornia Jazz on your
own c01nl1umity? If every state would work as
unitedly as does California, and their officers
recognize as keenly that they were chosen to
represent the majority and not to rule them,
or the membership were given an opportunity
to aid in the work of organization-a privilege
which is often denied them by officers willing
to represent the majority but too zealous to
permit them to aid in the work-organizations
could be built up in every community, which in
a few short years, would change a seemingly
hopeless situation into one so favorable, that
we could go to congress or to any state legislature and secure, by an almost unanimous
vote, anything we could ask for that was just
and fair.

by

Central's Accident
and Health Policy?
When you buy ins'urance, buy the best
that can be had.
Central's Accident and Health Policy
pays $5000 for accidental ~eat~: It pays
$25 a week for total dIsabIlity' from
either accident or sickness. The cost to
you is only $40 annually or $10 quarterly.
Now, doctor, you cannot afford to be
without this protection. Our company
pays promptly and without red tape.
Drop us a line and we will be pleased
to give you further details about Central's policy.

CENTRAL BUSINESS MEN'S
ASSOCIATION
Westminster Building, Chicago, In.
H. G. ROYER, President
C. O. PAULEY, Secretary and Treu.....
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Write for Catalog

Me MANIS TABLE COMPANY
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Does This Mean Anything?
THE DIOKOL COMPANY.

August 23, 1919..

Samples received. Had immediate use for same in a new case with a large carbuncle on right arm, area of which was
over 3 inches in diameter and about one inch deep. Removed crater 114 inches under cocaine, then covered it fully with Diono!.
Had patient return next morning. Never saw such rapid results. It is now 3 days and the most excellent improvement
I have ever witnessed has followed this treatment.
.
M.D.

Or This
THE DIONOL COMPANY.

August 22, 1919.

First, I had wonderful results in treating the "Flu" last winter with Dionol Treatment.
I was recently called in consultation with Dr
in a case of facial erysipelas. He gave an unfavorable prognosis
and turned the case over to me. I at once put her on to Dionol, externally and internally and she made a very rapid recovery,
temperature reducing from 104 to NORMAL in 3 days treatment.
The same day I was called in consultation in a case of acute articular rheumatism in a child 7 years old, and had marvelous results in this case with Diono!. I am reporting these cases, as to me, the results obtained were the finest I have ever
witnessed under any method of treatment.
Dr
.
DIONOL
DIONOL

is the "something different" that secures results, unobtainable by conventional i.e. old fangled methods.
is effective in subduing local inflammation whether the latter exists locally or as a part of some general

disease.
The acid test of Promise is Performance. Try DIONOL
Send for literature, Oase Reports, price lists, etc.

THE DIONOL CO., Dept. 12, 864 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

The Laughlin Hospital, Kirksville, Mo.
Dedicated to Andrew Taylor Still
f

HIS new modern forty-two room
T hospital
is now ready to receive
patients. The building, which is absolutely fire-proof, was built of the best
material obtainable and contains many
conveniences, such as electric automatic elevator, etc.
There are thirty-five rooms which
contain beds for patients, and two
operating rooms-one for general surgery and the other for orthopedics.
An able staff has been secured to
support Dr. Laughlin in the following
departments:
1. Osteopathic. 2. Orthopedic. 3.
General Surgical. 4. Obstetrics. 5.
Gynecology. 6. Nose and Throat. 7.
Proctology and Urology.
8. X-Ray
and Laboratory Dia.gnosis.

A training school for nurses will also
be maintained. A separate building
for nurses' home has been secured,
For further information address Dr.
George' M. Laughlin, Kirksville, Mo.
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TAYLOR CLINIC
DR. S. L. TAYLOR,
President and Surgeon-in-chief

DR.

F.

J. TRENERY,

Superintendent and Roentgenologist

DR. DWIGHT D. CLARK,
Field Manager

DR. J.

N. WAGGONER,
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

DR. GEORGE CARR TAYLOR,
Genito-Urinary and Rectal Diseases

DR. LOLA

D.

TAYLOR,

Gynecology and Obstetrics

DR. BYRON L. CASH,
Laboratory Diagnosis £G Cystoscopy

DR. C. D. HEASLEY,
House Physician

DR. JOHN

P.

SCHWARTZ;
Interne

DR.

E. M. DAVIS,
Externe

Des Moines General Hospital
Cor. E. 12th and Des Moines Sts.
Des Moines, Iowa

A Mid -Year Class
For Freshmen
Will begin January 5, 1920, and conthe Summer Quarter.

~_ through

This Mid-Year Class should interest
those who have completed a four-years'
standard High School course, and were
not prepared to enter College at the
beginning of the: Fall Quarter. Write
for special circular.
Send us the names of your prospective
students.

APost-Graduate Course
For Doctors
Will begin February 2, 1920, and continue for two weeks only.
For further information, addres8
the Dean.
.

Chicago College of Osteopathy
5200-5250 Ellis Avenue

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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Los Angeles County Society Discusses AOA
. and WOA Organic Incompatibilities
ERHAPS the largest meeting ever held by
the Los Angeles Osteopathic Society took
place November 3rd, at the Christopher
Banquet Hall, during which the lack of mutual
adaptability between the working plans of the
AOA and the Western societies was seriously
considered yet without finding the remedy.
The occasion was a reception to the returned
service men of. our profession, and 254 loyal
men and women of the local profession turned
out to extend the open arms of welcome, and
made thoughts of joy moistened here and there
with a threatened tear. All gave voices to the
sentiment that they were sorry the boys had to
go but were glad they had gone and very happy
to have all but a very few of them return.
The program opened at 6: 19 P. M. with a
ten minute informal reception to the sixty-two
Dough Boys who now are preparing to be real
"D.O." boys; following this every three minutes until 8.. 00 o'clock something of unusual interest took .place, beginning with the command
to "fall in" and then go "over the top" with
America led by "Hugo" Kerchoffer who is
in charge of the community song service in
Los Angeles County and who had charge of
the community song service at Camp Lewis. He should have been named "Kick-offer" because of his enthusiasm in the 'attack"
and keeping every gun popping. The audience
went wild when "Hugo" jerked off his coat
and jumped on the table and with smiling eyes,
clap of hands, turned-up-mouth corners, and a
voice and personality that charmed (he entire
company, carried them every other number, or
every six minutes, from triple pianissimo to
triple forte, down diminuendo and up crescendo
humming, chanting and actually singing until,
as one man, they were on their feet at the finish,
saluting and singing a tribute to our grand old
Stars and Stripes.
The boys were especially honored by having
present Dr. 'vV. W. Vanderburgh, State President, who toasted the "Battle." He drew some
splendid comparisons between the battle "over
there' and our battle for recognition; this was
followed by Dr. Geo. Whitehouse, Western organizer, who responded to the toast "Victory"
and made a splendid application of victory in
every defeat. A telegram was read by Mrs.
Goodfellow, welcoming the guests of the evening. The Bugle sounded and "Roll Call" of
the service men by Capt. Ernest Bashor. The
roll showed those present, missing, and listed
as casualties, and the assembly stood for a
brief period in silent respec~ for those who
made the supreme sacrifice.
The reception was closed with a very fitting
selection "America, I'm here" rendered in tenor
solo by Dr. W. G. Green, who took first tenor
in the "Loving Cup Win" at the Panama-Pacific
Philharmonic Contest.
Following the reception, a business session
of two hours was held in which all who were
present, (including delegates from Pasadena,
Long Beach, Pomona, Riverside, San Bernardino and Orange County societies) took a very
active interest in noting the discrepancies between the AOA constitution and the constitution
of the Western States. President Vanderburgh,
of the California association, had announced the
discussion in "Team Work." the bulletin of the
LACOS,
viz:
I

P

'Dear Doctor:
It is no easy task to make our Constitution harmonize
with that of the AOA. We of course desire to be a
-"divisional society," but it appears to me that changes in
both constitutions are desirable. To accept tbe AOA
Constitution as it now is would be to change our enti-re
plan of organization.
Fraternally,
W. W. V ANDERBURGH,
President.
Which do you think we should do? Answer by your
pI·esence.

While final action was not taken, it was practi·
cally unanimous that we let nothing disturb the
harmony and strength of California or or the
Western Osteopathic Association.
Dr. Vanderburgh outlined the program or the
coming year for the State Association, particularly with reference to committee work and the
legislative situation and prognosis. Dr. Whitehouse followed with a plea for more speedy responses to the requests of the state osteopathic
administration, that the efforts of the Associ·
ation might be more effective. Plans to get
more students for the college, to meet the ex·
penses of association speakers, and to pro rate
car-fare to out-of-town visitors to joint meet·
Ings, were adopted.
That Hospital Boycott

Dr.· Emery announced a committee to investi·
gate the boycotting of osteopaths by the local
hospitals and recommend the necessary remedy
by the courts or otherwise.
Announcement of a paper to be published by
the freshman class of the college, and the com·
ing of the field day at Redondo Nov. 21st
brought us to a close.
Publicity Committee
Dr. T. D. Ruddy, D.O., Chairman.
Marie Thorsen, D. O.
N. W. Giesy, D. O.

Dr. Cabot Tells the Truth
about Drugs
[From Press Dispatches]

OSTON, Mass., Nov. 5.-Dr. Richard C.
Cabot, noted physician, tonight exposed
some of the "neat tricks" which he says
those of his profession practice upon the public.
His address was before the Medical School
Society.
Condemning the prevalent use of drugs he
stated that out of some 400 diseases only seven
were curable by using drugs while five rnay he
curable by inoculation. "The people," he said,
"ought to know this trut~"
"I do not imply that drugs do not have value,"
lie added. "But they are used too freely by
many physicians."

B

British Medical Officer
Reenters ASO
R. George McDonald, a graduate of the
University of Edinburgh with five years
service in the British Medical Army Div·
ision in India, Egypt, German East Africa and
other points, has re-entered the American School
of Osteopathy to complete his osteopathic work,
having taken two years of it nine years ago.
While in war service Dr. McDonald made the
complete physical examination of over forty
thousand patients, specializing in diagnosis, laboratory work and tropical diseases. He wlll
assist the Department of Diagnosis at the ASO
Hospital while in Kirksville.
He stated in a talk to the Rotary Club that
the present course at the American School or
Osteopathy equals anything in the way of Instruction in the medical world, and that he had
come all the way from Scotland, not only to get
genuine osteopathy but a number of other subjects that were taught better at Kirksville than
anywhere else he knows of in the world. Dr.
McDonald is an enthusiastic osteopath and has
a fixed determination to practice osteopathy
rather than medicine.

D
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Is Your Practice Growing?
Is your practice what it should be? Are you making the
cures you should make? Is your income as much as it should
be? In general, are you satisfied with yourself?
If any of the above is the case, it is proof positive that
your curing ability is not what it should be.

You can increase your curing ability at least 100% by the
proper methods. Why not baths? Thousands of people go to
bath resorts every year, then spend thousands of dollars and'
bring back the credit of their cure with them and boost for
the bath resort while you sit in your office helpless, and you
know the value of baths yourself. You can keep this money
at home, save your patients great sums of money and get nice
fees besides, others are doing it, so can you. People know
the value of baths as they are so wen advertised and {hey get
the results. Let Dr. Fossler get you started and started right,
install the Dr. IPossler system of medicated baths, and enhance

your curing ability, prestige and income 100%. You can do
it and you are boosting for Osteopathy at the same time.
The Dr. Fossler baths are easy to operate, handsome in
appearance, and economical. No hot room necessary, your
patients breathe pure air, you don't need extra rooms or extra cots or extra blankets for each patient, the whole operation all being done
in the bath cabinet, when your patient leaves the cabinet, the operation is complete and he is ready to go down on the street, the whole
operation only taking one hour. And the expense? only two towels. The first is the only cost and you will find it the best advertising medium you could ever think of.
.
Write to us for prices and literature and let us get you started in this wonderful new field that is so well advertised yet not
overdone.

FOSSLER BATH CABINET COMPANY
Sterling, Illinois

Dr. Wellington C. Fossler, President

No. 34

STILL-HILDRETH OSTEOPATHIC SANATORIUM
MACON, MISSOURI
A. G. Hildreth, D.O., Supt.

The pioneer Osteopathic Institution of its kind on earth created
for the sole purpose of treating mental and nervous diseases, an institution that has already proven the value of osteopathic treatmt'nt for
insanity.
Write for Information

Burdick Deep Therapy Lamp
The New Daylight Therapy
Quick relief of pain.
Relieves inflammations
Stimulates all vital functioning.
and infections conrlition~.
Cures mo!!t superficial skin lesions.
Sooths irritated nerves.
One physician used it. in two hundred influenza cases lnst winter.

Tbe Lesson of a Cured Lumbago
Ills tbat Lie Between Acute and Purely
Surgical Practice

$10.00 WILL BRING IT TO YOU

A New and Rational Hope for Patients
Wbo Have Not Been Relieved

Send for Bulletin No.1 eontaining full descriptions of variOils types
and photographically setting forth the latest methods of leadin~ American Operators. OUf proposition is liberal
and makes it possible for you to secure this
new development in light Therapy now.

Burdick Cabinet Company
175 Atlantic Ave., Milton, Wis.
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TEXAS ASSOOIATION SPEAKS UP FOR
DR. M. B. HARRIS.

Two issues back we printed the appeal of Dr.
M. B. Harris of Amarillo, Texas, for AOA support in a local suit he is pushing against the
medics to prevent them keeping him out of the
local hospital where for some years ·the doctor
has been accustomed to do surgical work.
Last issue we stated on the editorial page
that the AOA would have nothing to do with
Dr. Harris' suit because he is not an association man. Also that the AOA did not believe
that the doctor's suit was of more' than ordinary or local importance to the profession. We
were told so by President Hugh Conklin, speak·
ing for the American Osteopathic Association.
We also stated, what we understood to be the
fact in discussing this case, that Dr. Harris
had not affiliated with his local Texas association either, and had not contributed to its efforts
to establish the profession legally in its former
and official battles so that his Texas conferers
were also not going to assist him.
From the following letter which we have received from the Secretary-Treasurer of the
Texas Osteopathic Association we find that an
injustice has been done Dr. Harris in so far
as his home state connections are concerned,
and so we gladly print the correction as prom·
inently as the error was stated last month.
The letter of correction follows:
Temple. Texas,
November 26th, 1919.
In the last issue of your paper some reference
is made to the case of Dr. M. B. Harris, of
Amarillo. Now, while I have misplaced the copy
of your paper containing the article. I recall
that you make the statement that, owing to the
fact Di·. Harris has lived to himself professionally, so to speak, and has not supported the
osteopathic organizations. the state and national
osteopathic organizations will take no part in
his suit against a local hospital for recognition.
N ow I am Quite sure that you have been misinformed in this case, Doctor Bunting, and I
trust.. that you will correct this false impression
you have painted upon the minds of our members about Doctor Harris. Doctor Harris, was
one of the six stalwart pioneers who incorporated the Texas Osteopathic Association, back in
1900. Doctor Harris spent much time during
the several legislative battles for osteopathic
recognition. Dr. Harris, not only gave of his
time but of his means for this work. Doctor
Harris has been a member of the State Association since its organization, with perhaps the
exception of one or two years when the health
of his wife took him out of the state or his Post
Graduate Study took him away.
Personally I would not know Doctor Harris,
were I to meet him, as he lives in one section of
the state far removed from the annual meeting
place of our association and seldom attends, but
I am quite sure that the Doctor does not deserve
the black eye you unintentionally gave him, even
tho he is devoting his energy to his special field
of surgery.-H. B. Mason. D.O., SeC1'etaTy-

T1·easure'I", Texas Osteopathic Association.
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We presume, then,. judging from Secretary
Mason's letter, that the Texas Osteopathic Association feels the call and will support Dr. Harris, morally if not financially; - iii- -1i.Ts"-flght
against medical oppression.
Now is this not a queer situation where our
national body discredits a member of the profession who is admitted by his state organization to have been one of its founders, at present
a member, and to have given freely of his time
and means to help on the osteopathic cause?
We regret that we unwittingly did Dr. Harris
an injustice, and if his home state profession
is for him-as must be inferred from Dr.
Mason's letter-so are we.
DR. OABOT SUSTAINS OUR POSITION
We would like to call the attention of several
members of the profession who objected to our
June issue of Osteopathic Health, entitled "95
Per Cent of all Diseases are Beyond the Realm
of Medical Victories," to the statement of Dr.
Richard C. Cabot, quoted elsewhere in this
issue, who has now declared publicly the same
basic facts that we set forth as our June peri·
odical, only less conservatively than we put
them.
Three good progressive men took a fall out
of the editor on this issue as though the title
and, to some extent at least, the contents also
were quite wrong, and as if it were very faulty
in judgment for use as osteopathic propaganda.
Needless to say we believe these gentlemen were
very wrong in their radical criticisms. Considerable argument failed to change the opinions of either doctor one particle. And yet
these men are really wide-awake progressive
osteopaths.
One of these thought the title especially was
very. erroneous and misleading, and calculated
to excite unfavorable criticism for osteopathy.
etc.
What does Dr. Cabot say as to the fact set
forth in our title?
He says that 96-2/3 per cent of all diseases
are beyond the realm of medical victories!
Osteopathic Health said only 95 per cent.
If it is true when Dr. Cabot says it, it was
also true when an osteopathic editor said itwasn't it?
Dr. Cabot says that "out of some 400 diseases only seven are curable by using drugs
while jive ?nay be cured by inoculations." That
makes 12 diseases out of some 400. That figures 96-2/3 per cent. Osteopathic Health was
1-2/3 per cent under stating the whole truth as
Dr. Cabot has revealed it.
Osteopathic Health, however, credited medicine with victories over only eleven diseases
while Dr. Cabot counted a possible twelve. We
should like to know what the doctor's addi·
tional disease is that he puts in this list.,
Your editor's statement which was written
seven months ago was wholly independent of
Dr. Cabot's position in this matter and had
no reference to any similar statement he may
have made earlier. While we knew, of course,
his attitude on drug therapy in a general way,
we were not influenced in any degree by any·
thing he had ever written. We drew our basic
facts from Lane's writings in Osteopathic
Health, now available in book form in "A. T.
Still, Founder of Osteopathy," and estimated
the percentage of diseases not helped by drug
therapy at 95 per cent as a bit of original computation from all the well known facts of the
situation. Not only did we believe that the
percentage named was a good sensible estimate
of the share of diseases, numerically listed as
different diseases, but we were convinced, after
giving the subject some study, that it would
be as good an estimate as anybody could make
of the total number of cases of sick persons
who logically could not expect cure by drug
agencies, accepting as true (for argument's
sake) all the claims, made for the cure of those

few ills listed as curable by specific drugs, vac·
cines and serums.
Yet some of our. C911eagues seem to feel that
we were' "in bad'" in this estimate, or in using
such facts at a\.l for osteopathic propaganda,
We are proud to see that such an untra=eled,
sincere, competent authority as Cabot sustains
the editor's position fully..
•
Sometimes in debating with his more Inti·
mate friends of the profession over the high
standard, originality and dependable merit in
Osteopathic Health the editor is wont to say
in all candor, "It's better than you really know,
or realize. When you don't like it there is
room for argument whether it is not really too
good for you, instead of being, as you sometimes say, not good enough."
This June issue presented a message of trulh
that the world needs, and that osteopathy needs
to have the world know. The editor was proud
of it. To osteopaths who said they "couldn'l
use it because the M. D.'s in their home towns
wouldn't like it," the editor replied, "Never
mind the M: D.'s and what they like or dislike
-osteopathy is not built and will not go for·
ward on medical favor. The point is, is it
true? If it is true, circulate it."
"But I think it is too hard on the M. D.'s,"
reported a certain weak brother. "The hell it
is!" we answered. "Don't you think promiscu·
ous druggery is infinitely harder on millions 01
poor human beings who have their health de, stroyed and often come to untimely graves because M. D.'s persist in practicing and boosting.
an exploded, charlatan, super!ltition in Ihe
name of scientific therapy?" There you have
it in a nut shell.
THE NEW AOA DIRECTORY
Dr. E. A. Archer of PUllman, Washington,
writes to ask "would it be possible for you 10
stir the new AOA officers up to the point thai
we may have another professional directory?"
Aren't you a little unreasonable in this request, doctor? Don't you know that they gave
you a directory in April, 1918, just twenty
months ago?' What do you think an organiza·
tion deriving $35,000 of revenue from dues an·
nually ought to do for its members in exchange
for ten dollars per caput per annum-print a
new directory every year? Be reasonable, man.
Be sympathetic.
You must realize that the Orange office is
very busy now frying other fish. They are
in commercial business now, you know, solielling and selling bulk orders of field literature
to the profession; and since they have pul
themselves vigorously into competition with
corporate and private publishing houses that
serve the profession-and this commercial
competition is a fierce game of extinction for
one of the other side that plays it-you musl
be reasonable and patient. Give them time at
Orange. You must not expect the sort of ser·
vice under these arduous circumstances thai
you could demand of the AOA were it merely
a great scientific, social and professional broth·
erhood, with nothing to sell the membership
except such service as could not be supplied
by private initiative on a commercial basis.
The Orange office is now more interested in
selling you a thousand copies of Osteopathic
Magazine monthly on annual contract than In
giving you a directory, or giving you acceptable
cas'e reports, or good clinics at conventions, or
any of the other small and inconsequental society services that you seem to be selfish
enough to expect in exchange for your money.
You must realize that the Orange office Is
compelled to make a showing of profit on our
subsidized association field literature business
since this speculative venture has really wasted
thousands of dollars J;or the AOA treasury to
date and there are signs that the profession is
about to look into its investment.
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The Violin and the Music Master
A FABLE

VIOLIN quite out of tune criticized the Composition of the
Music Master, pointing out
insistently where theme and harmonies were spoiled by defective
time and obvious discords, and demanded that the Music Master
should write Perfect Music before
appealing to the admiration of Violins.
"The image of one's eye is
blurred by its own organic defects, the report of the ear becomes
muffled by its own intrinsic errors," replied the Music Master.
"Each person has the defects of his
own qualities. The defect is not
with my Composition but with
your own Pegs which have so
slipped and loosened your Strings
that you do not vibrate to the joy
and worth of my Composition.
"First let me tighten up your
Pegs and tense your Strings and
then you may come to understand
and find joy in the Art of my
Work."
The Master thereupon turned up
the Violin, put it in harmony with
his Inspiration, after which it was
able to feel and reveal the glories
of his Composition with fidelity to
the Master's Art.
Moral: A physician who has
never written one scientific case report in his life or penned a useful
contribution to the technical literature of his profession should indeed hesitate to criticise field literature created for his service in the
Laboratory of Advertising and
Journalistic Specialism. Every man
for his own craft. The person who
has not shown eminent attainment
or leadership in his own work, let
alone in the literary and advertising fields, should not feel competent on that account to form expert
judgments about a highly Technical Service which is a synthesis of
two difficult and deep sciences,
namely, Journalism and Advertising. The beginning of progress
comes when we learn to respect and
trust Expertism in any field of action. Differentiation of form and
specialization of function should be
the guiding law of Osteopathic
Life and Growth, just the same as
it is throughout all nature.

A
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So the mills of solicitation and sales grind
busily on at Orange and if the Directory that
was due April, 1919, is still a few more months
coming out, don't worry. Try to find consolation in the hope that Orange enterprise may yet
turn that serious annual loss on Osteopathic
Magazine into a few cents of profit.
Another thing: You should realize that the
new officers of the AOA you speak of have nothing to do with such matters as publishing-and
really, not much authority over anything. Publishing directories is in the same hands it has
always been in. True, a new secretary was
elected at the last Chicago convention and certain organization duties were divided up with
him; and a new editor has taken over that detail, but the old Orange office goes on, as ever,
under the same old auspices, with merely a
change of title and after this sloughing off of
a few detached duties now settles down in the
same old way to run "the real business" of the
AOA, the most active part of which obviously
is your association advertising and job printing business. Of course you're proud of such
able society management and leadership.
Naturally!
SKILLED LABOR'S EARNINGS
As skilled labor is being paid today in many
fields the osteopathic physician should receive
a minimum fee of $3..QO per patient if he were
to be evaluated only in the class of "skilled
technical labor."

Magazine with the Blue Mountain Cover
carries a masterly plea for osteopathy as the
"Proper Treatment of Winter's Diseases." No
knocking here, gentlemen, unless you regard
Truth as a slander. Do you? Surely not. It
is a fine editorial, full of science and fact, in
Bunting's best vein. That cover, too, is beautiful.

Osteopaths' Suit for Recognition Set
for December 5th
From Los Angeles Evening Express

EARING on the application of the College
of Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons of
Los Angeles for a writ of mandamus
directing the Board of Medical Examiners of the
State of California to approve graduates of the
college as eligible to take examinations before
the board, was set today for next Friday by an
order entered in Judge Jackson's court.
The college, in its petition, alleges that October 27, the state board decided that the college
should no longer be approved as an institution
qualifying its graduates to take the examinations, and asserted that no member ofthe board
had ever attended a lecture of class at the college except one member who, at the meeting
when the vote of disapproval was taken, cast
a minority ballot in favor of the institution.
The action 01' the state board was characterized in' the petition as "a capricious, wilful and
arbitrary refus·al" to comply with the act of
legislature governing the qualification of candidates for the medical profession.
.
The state board it was said would defend its
action on the ground of public policy.- November 29th. [Case postponed several days.-Eo.]

H

The Best Christmas Gift
You can send a friend or patient tlle littl€
December magazine with the Blue Mountain
on the cover telling him "What is Proper Treatment for Winter's Diseases." One of Bunting's
best. The cover is real art.

My Septennial
By John Barr, D. O.
.
HERE is an old custom, ri~h !n tr.adition and well worth whIle III
thought.
It is favored more by
scholars perhaps than other classes of
men and it seems to be altogether too
leisurely to suit modern tendencies. Yet
the man of today, busily intent on "getting on" might perchance gain his ends
more. rapidly, did he pause in his career
to make a personal use of the custom.
I am speaking of the habit of spending
one year in seven in getting out of the
beaten path and letting life lie fallow
while the time is spent, perhaps, in travel
abroad as is the classical inst:;l.llce.
Of course, we are all too busy to intercept the forward swing of our ambitions
in any such manner nowadays, but nevertheless, I have been indulging in my Septennial-much to my satisfaction. True
it is, my journey abroad took on none of
the classical dimensions. I did not go
abroad; I did not spend a year in consumation. Yet as I 'say, the purposes of
such an interlude have been fulfilled to
my gratification.
Seven years have passed since my graduation from school. Seven years of effort
and work and friendships, all carried on
in surroundings rather definitely isolated
from my school-days. Now in the seventh
year, I have paused to reconsider.
It may be the ties of friendship founded
in the old days first caused me to look
backward, for out of the seven years has
come the exquisite lesson of true friendliness. But whatever may have primarily induced this retrospection, the renewal
of time-endured friendship has not been
the only gain.. I have learned that by retracing in the Past some of the steps
there taken, one may with renewed confidence and reassurance look to the
Future. The progress of the next seven
years will be built largely upon the foundation of the mistakes, the failures, the
successes of the previous seven.
My trip of contemplation has its starting point anchored in school associafions.
There I first comprehended technical
training for my life-work, first shouldered
direct responsibilities, and first founded
the endurance of matured friendship.
As a member of a rather sharply defined group of men, I was deeply impressed with several personalities which
have since scattered. There I was associated with them in a loyal unit of aspirations and aims. Now, the tie is all but
ephemeral. Each is located afar. The
wideflung domains of our own country do
not encompass all, for one is now on the
high seas and another has not yet returned from war service in France.

T

During my septennial saHy, I have revisioned
some of these I01·mer companions; recommunicated with many of them. I have seen the shining light of assured success, and the dark despair
of utter failure.
I have amazingly considered
the note of true professional genius in one and
have regretfully felt another slipping away into
outside interests. I have followed hard on the
trail of one ever looking for pastures green and
I have broken bread with a sturdy plodder who
does not yet know how he is coming out.
Happiness, disillusion, contentment, wanderlust;
ambition and lackluster-all have passed before
me. From each I have striven to gain the essential truth, for of such is built the path over
which we make the journey of life.
Out of the pregnant Past comes the enfolding
Future. Out of these separate strands of diverging experience is being woven the bond which
may help to hold the uncertain course toward the
far off horizon.
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• cine as it is now being practiced by the . .
of physicians.

Chico Hot Springs
Sanitarium and H<;>spital

By C. E. Abegglin, D.O., Colfax, WashiJli\<lll.

"The Six Best Books for An
Osteopath to Read"
EEN interest is being shown by a great
many for the recommendations by individual osteopaths as to "the six best
books for an osteopath to read." We knew
when we began this department in the
August issue that it would interest ourselves
greatly but we were not sure it would appeal so
much to others. We always have been keen
for knowing what kind of books any person
reads in whom we are especially interested. It
is both a front and back door introduction to
his intellectual life. We feel that we know
how to classify him and about what to expect
of him if we know what he reads and studies.
Then there is that other big adventure of
getting tips on new books or important books
with which we are unfamiliar. Surely this one
advantage alone makes it a real privilege to
know what our co-workers value and recommend to us for our own studious hours.
We may say parenthetically that The OP 1s
prepared to supply its readers with any of the
books liste.d in these recommendations, or any
other medical books wanted that are on the
market at their regular selling price, plus postage. If you want some medical or osteopathic
books (that are in print) and don't know
wher~ to obtain them, just send your order to
The OP and we will do the rest.
These recommendations of our people for the
"Six Best Books for An Osteopath to Read"
will be published just as long as our field will
send them in. We think it a valuable feature
to keep going for months. Will you send in
your six preferred books for a later issue?

K

Located in the heart of the Rocky Mountains at an
elevation of 5000 feet. Open the year around.
The Mineral Water baths and drinking is second to
none for Rheumatism, Skin Diseases, Gastro-intestinal
and kidney troubles.
Hospital is completely equipped with Laboratories
X-Ray and operating facilities.

Special attention to surgical cases.

G. A. Townsend, D.O., M.D.
Surgeon-in-Chief

Emigrant, Montana, Post Office

The Perfect Sight Restorer
Dr. Cole's

«be;!}.
For treatment of the eye. The eye cup fits
over the closed eyelid, and by suction manipulates all structures of the eye, moulds the
eyeball into its normal shape, establishes
circulation of blood, and normal functioning
of the nerves. Restores vision in far sight}
near sight, Astigmatism, causes absorption
of Cataracts, relieves attacks of vertigo, sick
headache, nervousness and other conditions
which are due to eye strain. The P. S. R.
is made of polished hard rubber, cannot wear
out nor liable to get out of order. Guarantee<;l to giye sati'sfaction if used according
to IInstructions.
Write for descriptive literature.

PRICE $5.00

PERFECT SIGHT CO.
Dubuque, Iowa

NAEVOLA
Removes Warts
Read what Dr. Harold A. Fenner
has to say about it.
Dr. T. C. Lucas:
I can faithfully recommend the use of N aevola
to anyone who wishes to completely and permanently eradicate warts and moles without noticeable cicatricial formation.
Harold A. Fenner, D.O.,
North Platte, Neb.

Don't wait another minute, doctor. The
price is $5.00 a bottle and every bottle is
guaranteed to satisfy customer or money
refunded. Better send your check for
$5.00 today to Dr. T. C. Lucas, 1130 Lady
St., Columbia, S. C., and get a bottle of

Naevola.
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By Dain L. Tasker, D.O., Los Angeles, Calif.

In re your request for a list of six best books
for the osteopaths to read I submit the following:
Applied Anatomy. The Construction of the
Human Body Considered in Relation -to its
Functions, Diseases and Injuries. By Dr.
Gwilym G. Davis.
Hilton's Rest & Pain.
The Integrative Action of the Nervous System. By Dr. Chas. S. Sherington.
Diagnosis & Therapeutic Technic. A Manual of Practical Procedures Employed in Diagnosis & 'l'reatment. By Dr. Albert S. Morrow.
Dictionary of Medical Diagnosis. By Dr. Henry Lawrence McKisick.
The Case History Series. Published by Wm.
Leonard, Boston.
Preventive Medicine & Hygiene. By Milton J.
Rosenau.
A Synopsis of Medical Treatment. By George
Trebor Shattuck.
You will note that I have listed more than
six books. I have listed them somewhat in the
natural order of educational sequence. The
Case History Series is made up of several volumes covering different divisions of practice.
The reading of them would give our people a
better understanding of what the Osteopathic
Academy of Clinical Research would like to
have· in the way of contributed case reports.
The last book listed, "A Synopsis of Medical
Treatment," is a small volume which sets forth
in a concise manner, that which is now considered justifiable medical treatment. The exceedingly short list of so-called useful drugs
given in this book will give the reader a good
idea how severe an eliminative treatment has
been applied to the pharmacopeia by the leaders
in medical education.
The foregoing list of books will serve to give
our osteopathic physicians a clear cut understanding of what constitutes scientific inedl-

Since your symposium of "Books Osteopalll
Should Read" is open to "all comers" I sbaIl
have my say.
1. In the first place I wish to say that with·
out doubt the best thing that osteopathy llu
yet produced is the book of Professor M. ALane, published by The OP company. LIlt
winter, both during and after the flu epldem1e,
I gave this book to two ministers to read, with
the request to study it and not merely read It
thru, because I had other copies, and was not
in a hurry to get them back. Each kept the
book for about a month, and the first clergymlll,
when returning, said, "You fellows certalll\J
are on the right track, and the book is slmp17
fine." The other clergyman had been rather
skeptical about osteopathy, was sure that It
was good for many things of course, but fell
that there are other things that medicine Is
better for, etc. After reading the Lane book,
on its return he said: "I am thoroly converted
to osteopathy."
I believe that all osteopaths ought to have
all the osteopathic books published, to begin
with.
2nd. Some good Anatomy. Gray or Piersol
3rd. Some good Physiology. Starling.
4th. Treatment of Fractures by Mobilization
and Massage. Mennell.
5th. Book on the Physician Himself. Cathel.
6th. Nerve Injuries and their Treatment.
Stewart and Evans. Both Lovett's and Millard'l
"Infantile Paralysis" ought to be read and com·
pared.
[To be continued.}
Will you send in your recommendations?

That Row in Pennsylvania
(Continued from page 4)
"When every part of the machine is adjusted and ill
perfect harmony health will hold dominion over the
human organism by laws as natural and immutable II
the law of gravitation.
UEvery living organi m has within it the power to
manufacture and prepare all chemicals. materials and
forces needed. to build and rebuild itself, together with
all the machmery and apparatus required to do thiI
work in the most perfect manner, producing the onIJ
substance that can be utilized in the economy 01 th.
individual.
"No material other than food and' water taken in salitfaction ?f the demands of appetite (not perverted taste)
can be mtroduced from the outside without detriment."

"At the last session of the Pennsylvania legislature a bill was introduced to amend the
osteopathic law. This bill, in its original form,
was meritorious, but a clause which would
have conferred on the osteopathic profession
the rights to administer drugs, a highly dangerous procedure and inimical to the public
welfare, was inserted later. This clause W88
vicious and so headlined by a prominent Phil·
adelphia newspaper at the time.
"After much contention, it was agreed that
this clause was to be stricken out, but contrary
to said understanding it was kept in the bill
when it came up for final passage. We are
grateful to the house of representatives for
roundly defeating it. Why is it that those who
so desire this privilege do not transfer their
allegiance and become doctors of medicine?
"We hold that any osteopathic physician wbo
prescribes and administers drugs or any osteopathic college which teaches materia medica
is not only disloyal to our principles, but a
menace to the public health.
"In surgical procedure, we concur with the
schools of medicine in the employment of anesthetics and antiseptics. Our hospitals could
not exist without them.
"While antidotes are the heritage of every·
body, even the laity, they come in the class or
emergency measures.
"'fhe great point of diversion is on the intro-
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ductlon or arugs into the human body to cure
disease.
"The president of the medical board has
taken occasion to state that virtually all osteopaths are violators of the medical act. This is
absolutely incorrect. Legitimate osteopaths are
as law-abiding as those of the other professions.
Because a few have proved recreant to our
principles in no way reflects on the body of
the profession.
"Every offender and violator of the medical
act should be prosecuted, and it is clearly the
duty of our officials to aid in such prosecution
and not attempt to shield and protect one
clearly guilty of its violation. We commend
the verdict and regret exceedingly being compelled to make this public statement in repudi·
ation of the testimony of those who could corrupt the pure principles we advocate and the
profession we love."

------

The Weakness of the Pennsylvania
Osteopathic Association's
Newspaper Utterance
Our Association i s
amazed to learn that one
of our colleges has so
far departed from its
hitherto high standard
I's to be guilty of alien
teaching. It is most deplorable.
We take this means of
publicly repudiating so
much of their testimony
which relates to the internal administration of
drugs for it is manifestly
incorrect. and out of
harmony with the osteopathic concept. Internal
drug medication is not a
'part of our system of
therapy, and when osteopaths resort to
such
methods they violate the
law
and automatically
confess their lack of
knowledge of the fundamentals of osteopathy.
We hold that any osteopathic physician who
prescribes and administers drugs or any osteopathic college w hie h
teaches materia medica
is not only disloyal to
our principles, but a
menace to the public
health.

To~c?
Replacing tonics and specially prepared
liquid foods, many physicians are prescribing HEMO. It has especial value because of
its high Hemoglobin content. Contains six
times as much iron as cow's milk; as much
as mother's milk.
HEMO is rich, creamy, appetizing.. A delicious food-drInk for convalescents, prospective and nursing mothers, for the aged.
Safeguards infants against anemia, rickets
and backward growth. HEMO is much used
as a beverage and in many homes has replaced coffee.
We will send a sample of HEMO
to any physician or registered nurse.

Thompson's Malted Food Co.
128 Riverside Drive, Waukesha, Wisconsin

In

procedure
with
the
schools of medicine in
the employment of anesthetics and antiseptics.
Our hospitals could not
exist without them.
While
antidotes
are
the heritage of everybody, even the laity, they
come in the class of
emergency measures.

we

surgical

concur

QUERIES

How can osteopaths use anesthetics, antiseptics and antidotes for poisons if these three
classes of drugs are not taught in osteopathir
colleges?
How can osteopaths administer anesthetics
and antidotes except internally?
Does a drug cease to be a drug when we call
it an "emergency measure"?
If we must dogmatise, why not revise the
dogmas of a quarter century ago to fit presentday practice?
Why stultify ourselves this way before the
public?

HEMO
THE WAYNE-LEONARD SANITARIUM
130 SOUTH MARYLAND AVENUE, NEAR THE BEACH
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
ACTIVE STAFF

CONSULTING STAFF

Leonard H. English, M.D., D.O..
Ohief of Staff and Medical Director.

Ira W. Drew, D.O., Land Title Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

T. Wayne Ammerman, D.O.

Pediatrist.

Associate Ohief of Staff and Medical
Director.

Margaret Ammerman-Hill, D.O.

D. S. B. Pennock, M.D., D.O.,
Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Gynecologist.

Oonsulting Surgeon.

A new, modern, thirty room sanitarium, designed, built, and equipped for an Osteopathic Sanitarium, where your patient may have the advantage of the best Osteopathic
treatment combined with the advantage the seashore offers to the invalid or convalescent.
Within two minutes walk of the famous Boardwalk. All rooms have running hot
and cold water. Sixteen private baths. All rooms connecting so as to offer any combination desired. Tray service to the rooms. Graduate nurses in attendance. Diets
prepared by an experienced dietician. Sulphur Vapor Baths. Boardwalk chair service
for invalids.
Convalescents, chronic invalids, nervous cases, selected mental cases, and defective
children received. No pulmonary tuberculosis patients accepted. Patients may bring
the nurse of their choice, either graduate or practical, or nurse will be furnished special
where necessary.
Special Treating Rooms for Patients Not Living in the Sanitarium

Address Dr. L. H. English

Caesarian Section Before ASO
Students
CAESARIAN section was recently performed on Mrs. William S. Charles at the
ASC hospital, Kirksville, before the senior students.
It was done by Dr. George Still, Surgeon,
and Dr. B. D. Turman, Obstetrician. The baby,
a boy, weighed ten and one-half pounds. Dr.
Still persuaded the parents to name the young·
ster after Julius Caesar. Caesar's mother did
not live, probably being dead before the famous
Roman was released. In the Kirksville case
the mother did nicely and her organs were
removed after delivery. The case was somewhat of a record as less than thirty minutes
elapsed from the time the woman was taken
into the operating room, and both operations
performed, until she was put back to bed.

A

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

The Most Pro,minent
Osteopaths Write· Us
There is nothing better for the

treatment

of

Sacra-Iliac-Luxa-

tion. Strain, Svrain of the Sacrum

than the El-Ar Sacra-IlIac belt
and Abdominal Supporter. Patent applied for.
Surely sufferers of Sacra- nia.o
Troubles cannot afrard to miss

this

opportunity.

The

El-Ar

Supporter is also used for vrolapsed abdomen and ftoatfnc kidneys, or Umbilical-Hernia. For
particulars write to the

BATTLE CREEK
DEFORMITY APPLIANCE CO.
715 to 729 Poat Bldg.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Half a Million Gould's Medical Dictionaries have been Sold

By George M. Gould, A. M., M. D.

The Practitioner's Medical
---Dictionary--Containing 71,000 Words with Derivation, Pronunciation, Definition. It includes all the necessary words
in related sciences and many tables and summaries of
value for quick reference.
Handsome, Flexible Cloth, Marbled Edges. Round Corners,
$3.50 Postpaid. With Thumb Inoex, $4.00 Postpaid,
Beautiful Flexiole Leather, Marbled Edges, Round Corners,
$5.00 Postpai~. Witb Thumb Index, $5.50 Postpaid.

P. BLAKISTON'S SON & CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Indications for Tonsillectomy

The Delaware Springs
Sanitarium
Emphasizes Diagnosis, believing th'l.t
a condition accurately diagnosed is
half cured.
All moder~ facilities for diagnosis, as
well as treatment, are found in our
equipment.
Our institution has been inspected
and endorsed by many of. the best
men in our profession.

THE DELAWARE SPRINGS SANITARIUM
Delaware, Ohio

Doctors!
When ever you are ready to buy that good

Osteopathic Table and Stool
ask for our Catalogue and Cover Samples.
Same will more than please you. A good
Table and Stool is always the cheapest.
We also have a full line of Osteopathic and
Medical Books. and fill orders promptly.

====== Address ======

1 F. Janisch Supply House
Kirksville,

Mo.

Our New Catalogue
showing cuts of many styles of
tables, stools, vibrators and the
BEST FOLDING TABLE on
the market, sent on request. A
postal will do.

Dr. George T. Hayman
M anu/acturer
. Doylestown, Pennsylvania

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

This is offered to present definite reasons for
tonsillectomy, reasons which are not always
clear to the general practitioner. Heretofore
there were apparently only two indications for
this operation. One was repeated attacks of
quinsy, and the other when tonsils protruded
beyond the pillars. We know now that tonsillectomy is indicated in only about twenty-five
percent of the cases, as outlined in my communication to the AOA Journal, May, 1915, (CONSERVATIVE SURGERY OF THE TONSIL) a
circumcision of the tonsil separating the pillars
from the parenchyma. Many diseased tonsils
cannot be detected without pulling the anterior
pillar forward, and often are the most treacherous type.
The indications for tonsillectomy may be
classified as follows: Repeated attacks of cryptous tonsillitis, frequent tonsillar catarrh
marked cheesy crypts, pus exuding from peritonsillar tissue, and when interfering with voice
production.
In the chronic degenerative type the tonsil is
often submerged and difficult to examine, the
plica-tonsillaris completely covering the parenchymatous tissue. This kind of a tonsil the
general practitioner will diagnose as normal or
non-pathological. These cases will report an
offensive odor and bad taste in the mouth, the
diagnosis however, is questionable, as the teeth,
accessary sinuses and gastro-intestinal condition should be considered..
About 90 per cent of auditory impairment is
due to naso-pharyngeal diseases with the tonsil.a cardinal causative factor.
Tonsillectomy is indicated in cervical adenitis
with a non-tubercular history or lung involvement, repeated attacks of bronchitis pointing to
tonsillar infection, asthma in early childhood
with questionable tonsils, acute or chronic articular rheumatism with diseased tonsils, acute
n~phritis preceded by acute tonsillitis, chorea
with tonsillar infection, arthritis deformans by
exclusion, and transitory joint disturbance with
chronic pharyngitis.
Valvular diseases of the heart is a' common
sequella to articular rheumatism which in 90
per cent of the cases it due to tonsillar infection. In these cases tonsillectomy is indicated
as a prophlylactic measure to arrest the progress.
Tonsillectomy when properly performed will
not damage the throat, or interfere with voice
production, either Sluder operation or the dissection method may be used. I am using the
Sluder technique in 95 per cent of my cases.
-Jarnes D. Edwards, D.O., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

Medical Helplessness in the Epidemic

Child Welfare in Colorado
The chairman of the Woman's Bureau of
Public Health of Colorado is proud to report
that Colorado is the first state in the Union to
establish a State Child Welfare Bureau in con·
formity with the Federal Children's Bureau.
The osteopaths did their part in securing the
passage of the bill in our last legislature. Dur·
ing the past month the Denver Osteopathic
Association has established an Infant Welfare
Station or Baby Clinic which will be conducted
under strictly osteopathic auspices, and under
the direction of the State Child Welfare Bu·
reau.-Jeanette H. Bolles, A. B., D. O. Denver,
Oolorado.

My

Respon~ibility

Yesterday a fine big Swede less than 40 was
llUried-pneumonia.. First I knew he was ill.
Last year I treated him with very good results for Grand Mal. Later he brought his
little gor! from Chorea. Results equally satls·
factory.
We are taught it is unethical to "Advertise
our results."
But that does not relieve me
from feeling responsible for a widow and three
children without a Dad who did not think 01
Osteopathy for acute pneumonia.-H. L. Landis.
Secy., Ind. Os. Assn., Elkhart, Ind.

Those Three Disease Realms
Don't forget that man is a soul working
through three bodies, the physical, emotional
and mental. The lesion may be in anyone of
them. After the physical is thoroughly investl·
gated try to get in touch with the emotional
and mental nature of the patient and above all
surround your patient with an atmosphere of
optimism and hope. It will accomplish won·
del'S. Don't fix the patient's mind on his symp·
toms: Talk health to him, but do it tactfully.
-Lillian B. Daily, D.O., Rochester, N. Y.

D. O. Economics
Doctor, if the $2.00 fee with a $1.00 purchas·
ing value is satisfactory to you now you have
been a profiteer in days gone by.. If you can
make the old price meet present demands you
are a financier and should be a banker. I am
convinced however that but few physicians are
financial wizards, and for us to fail at this
time to adjust our prices to the purchasing
power of money is a decided backward step for
our science and profession. Don't wait to im·
prove service before raising price. Improve it
if you can, but that has not been the rule with
other necessities-wool is no warmer, leather
no hardier, nor sugar sweeter than before the
100% raise.-E. W. Patterson, D.O., Louisville,

A paper read by Colonel F .. F. Russel, U. S. A.,
which was to have been presented by Surgeon
General Merritt U. Ireland, U. S. Army, before
the Southern Medical Association in public
session' at Asheville, N.. C., Nov. 11, said:
"Of 98,000 deaths, 48,000 were from external
causes (referring to the late war). Of 50,000
deaths otherwise, 40,000 were from pneumonia
and pulmonary causes. Deaths from intestinal
causes had been reduced to a negligible amount
Yet we are nearly as helpless as at the time
of the Civil war, in handling respiratory diseases."
Yet these medical gentlemen refused to allow 1,500 osteopathic volunteers treat soldiers
and prove by a greatly lowered death rate in
respiratory diseases that we are not nearly so
helpless as at the time of the civil war.

The attitude of the Osteopathic School to the
older schools of healing is wrong.. We are
taught, faciously perhaps, in our schools that
we must hit first, as well as hit hard in our
fight against medical practices. Why should
we hit at all? True our ideas differ radically;
.true also we have at times been mistreated hy
men who believe in pills. Perhaps they have
had some reason to mistreat some of us, and
like the Indian believed in exterminating the
whole race.
Moral: Be honest with your medical brother
and make him your friend. You'll like him.

-Ohauncey Lawrance, D.O., Asheville, N. O.

-D. Marty, D.O., Moberly, Mo.

Kentucky.

Live at Peace with Competitors
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A Frank Medical Quotation

Do It Now

Says a Western M. D.· temporarily in the East
and under my' treatment, "1 tell you, Doctor, the
orthopedics have nothing on the osteopaths. All
they know is strapping and casts and in my
experience, not very successful at that." At
another time "The old-school doctors have a
good deal to learn yet. We spend a lot of time
studying a serious case with our microscope and
in the laboratories, but the patient gets tired
of having nothing done for him, goes to the osteopath and gets cured. Weare losing to the
osteopath in that way all the time, for the patient cares nothing about the method-all he
wants is the result." This doctor is most frank
and the most appreciative for what the treatment is doing for him of any patient I have had
for a long time.-Altred W. Rogers, D.O.,

The Irishman said to the fellow stuttering:
"Quit talking so much and say something." It
Is time for us to quit talking so much and do
something. We talk about how little the public
knows about osteopathy yet we are doing the
minimum in the education of the public. How
little our patients themselves know! How much
less the stranger to osteopathic treatment
knows! We believe that the education of the
public as it should be done is the underlying
solution of all our problems; our school question, the practice question, the legislative problem, the hospital problem, the army problem
and all. Let's inaugurate a great educational
crusade on the public for a period of five years,
anyhow.-M. CI. Hardin, M. A., M. D., D.O.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Boston, Mass.

Diet
Osteopathic Vision
What the osteopaths need more than anything
else is an enlarged osteopathic vision, as "Dad"
would say. Too many do not see further than
the ends of their noses. We have the condensed
medical knowledge at our finger ends, we are
indeed rich, but many think we are poor and
wander away after strange gods.
-Canada Wendell, D.O., Peoria, Illinois.

Respect Professional Mystery
If you want the patient to look up to you
and trust you because of what he imagines you
know, don't tell him too much. What he imagines you know will far out-weigh what you
know.-A. N. Ovens, D.O., Springfield, Illinois.

Demonstration Not Talk
Some are complaining that we did not have
enough osteopathy on our recent AOA Program. If as some seem to think "osteopathy"
begins and ends with an examination of the
spine and ribs and the application of manipulative technique, we hadn't much of it, but if we
could have a great variety of clinics upon which
to demonstrate what Butler calls the "Diagnostics of Internal Medicine" we could well
afford an "off year" of "manips." If there is
one department in which physicians of all
schools are weak in it is differential diagnosis.
After a correct diagnosis is made, the application of osteopathy, including conservative surgery, will result in a greater percentage of success than any other s~hool of medicine, but
we, especially those who have been practicing
longer, must brush up on internal diagnosis.
If the next convention is held in Chicago much
of the program should consist of operation of
actual hospital cases, acute, chronic and surgical, at the Chicago Osteopathic Hospital. What
we need is demonstration and not talk.-Chas.
J. Muttart, D.O., Philadelphia, Pa.

The big thing that grows bigger on my therapeutic horizon is the subject of diet. And the
milk diet and the fruit and green vegetable
diet seem to be attended with more decidedly
noticeable results than any other, altho two
cases of pellagra did best on Salisbury meat
diet, the one after milk diet according to Porter and then Salisbury. Can't we have some
primary lessons in diet to get an interest
started?-H. S. Beckler, D.O., Stattnton, Virginia.

Pain in Back from Intestinal Stasis
The professors in the Osteopathic College that
ordered 17 X-Ray pictures made of a spine in
search of lesion-causing pain in the back that
was due to intestinal stasis, had better study
diagnosis. After failing to receive any benefit
from hot water bottles and massage prescribed
by osteopaths the patient secured complete relief from the pain by the use of a rectal dilator.
In the above case the medical men advised an
exploratory operation on the back to search for
the pain.-C. A. Dodson, Little Rock, Ark.

Study Other Fellow's Technique
Christ said, "Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do
ye even so to them; for this is the law and the
prophets," and one might spell the last word
"profits," and apply to osteopathic practice.
Half the profession have some "pet" lesions
which they have failed to' have corrected. One
reason is. due to the fact that we don't realize
how inefficient our treatment feels to the olher
fellow. If we would study the technique of
those who treat us we could vastly improve
our own. I have learned more of the efficiency
of various methods in this way than I did in
ooserving the demonstrators in three osteopathic colleges.
-Leslie S. Keyes, D.O., Minneapolis, Minn.

Blocking Bacteria from Baby's Bot!le
Cow's milk travels a germ infested route before reaching the kitchen. Pure
milk is rare indeed. Heating is one of the simplest and safest methods for
destroying pathogenic organisms in milk. This is a reason why you should
prescribe the

Dennos Modification
Heating is one of its essential requirements; when Dennos is used the baby's
milk is being automatically safeguarded against bacteria.
.
Dennos renders the milk bland and easily digestible by breaking up the curd
into fine, flocculent particles which present the greatest possible surface for
action of the digestive fluids.
.
Sample of Dennos with literature and feeding formulas will be sent any
physician on request.

DENNOS PRODUCTS COMPANY

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

39 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Ill.
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Special Information
for Osteopaths
Under the laws of some States osteopaths are prohibited from using anything of a drug nature.
Dionol and Emulsified Dionol have DO
drug contents whatever and hence do
not come under these restrictions. Their
action is in strict consonance with osteopathic principles, being entirely mechanical, hence no drug re-actions are possible.
Osteopaths, throughout America, are
using large quantities of these preparations, and there has never been a legal
exception taken to their use, excepting
in one case, and when the authorities
learned the above facts the case went
by default and they never even appeared
against the doctor in question.
Dionol treatment is the only remedial
agent that we are aware of that· acts
strictly in a mechanical sense and without drug reaction and which may be
safely employed, internally or externally
by drugless physicians generally.-Thc
Dionol Co., Detroit, Mich.

Your Rupture
will be made more
comfortable and will
be afforded a much
belter opportunity for mending. if fitted with the modern, automatic air~
cushioned, no spri!Jg. no metal, scientific invention - the

C as e S

Brooks Rupture
Appliance.

Mr. C. E. Brooks

Alway. sold on 10 day trial with guarantee of satisfaction or
money back in fun.
Write for booklet and ask for special
discount if you are in practice. Measurement blanks and full
information sent anywhere upon request.

Brooks Appliance Co. 12SA State Street, Marshall, Mich.

Academy Blanks
and Binders
Supplies for Academy Case Record
work will be furnished at following
prices:
First Sheets
$1.50 a hundred in any quantity.
Second Sheets
$1.25 a hundred in any quantity.
Canvas Ring Binder - • $2.60
Leather String Binder - - - - 2.75
Indexes
- - - - . . • - .75
The above prices include express charges.
Send remittance with order.

The Osteopathic Physician
9 S. Clinton Street

Chicago, Ill.
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A Dietetic Standby

Sample Case
Small boy-bad cough nights-everybody
awake in the house for a month-cough med·
icine galore, etc.,-family distracted-consumption ahead (? ) etc., etc. Lesion 3rd Cervical
rotated to right. Cough stopped in 24 hours.
Family ready to turn handsprings-and sleep.
-A. W. Hart, D.O., Boston, Massachllsetts.

Make Them Take I t Seriously
Do all we can to make the people accept osteopathy more seriously. Their idea that "every
little helps" is hurtful to the profession and
belittling to our Ilrinciples and practice. We
do them good. Make them admit it.
-0. M. Case, D.O., St. LOllis, Mo.

THE ORIGINAL
Successfully Used Over One-Third Century
"Horlick's" is a complete,
safe, and convenient food
upon which infants show
normal gain.

It is highly nutritious and
easily assimilated as a food
drink for nursing mothers,
convalescents, and the aged.

Specify "Horlick's" to avoid imitations of the
ORIGINAL and DEPENDABLE product.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., Racine, Wis.

SOUTHWESTERN OSTEOPATHIC SANITARIUM
BLACKWELL. OKLA.

More Light in Osteopathy
Lift up your eyes, Oh Ye D. O.'s and let them
ever be open to the truth; ditto your mind. I
love to hear and read of specific techniques.
careful diagnosis, etc., and too, I am pleased to
note that a goodly number are directing our at·
tention to the eyes, ears. nose and throat. Fine!
keep it up. A rotten tonsil has no claim to
a cure; it can't be done. Nasal polypus, sprues.
etc., are osteopathic lesions just as truly as are
rotated dorsal vertebrae. Be ,specific. "Fit it."
The Old Doctor used to tell us. "If you step
on a eat's tail and it cries, don't pet that cat
and say 'poor pussy' but take your foot off that
tail," Likewise, if you find a too short fraenum
keeping a constant tension on the point of the
glans penis, especially during an erection. or
preputial adhesions fixing structures to the
glans penis or clitoris, rectal pockets, papillae.
ulcers, etc., don't turn away, like the priest and
the Levite, and leave the helpless sympathetic
nerve to suffer.
You can not find if you do not search. If
your "osteopathic string" reaches only from the
occiput ,to the coccyx, throw it away and get
another, or better still, add to it until it will
permit you to extend your observations and cor·
rective manipulations to the upper orifices. the
rectum and genitalia, and let this soak in. The
individual who stated that "God made one end
of man and the devil the other" was in error.
Let us join in the plea More Light in as teo·
pathy.-A. C. Tedford. D.O., Huntington, W. Va.

Poin ts in Pediatrics
The hospital stands for only the best in hospital care and' treatment.
Osteopathic.
What would be the future of Osteopathy without its worthy Institutions?
support.

Purely

They need

YOUiT'

This hospital is classed A-I by Oklahoma Department of Charities.
Best Course of Study. Registered by State Nursing Board.
Pupils wanted. Expense allowance given.

Training School for Nurses.

SOUTHWESTERN OSTEOPATHIC SANITARIUM

Blackwell, Oklahoma

Dr. Geo. J. Conley. chief Surgeon; Dr. L. S. Larimore. Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat and X-ray;
Dr. H. C. Wallace. Surgery. Orthopedics. Diagnosis; Dr. C. D. Ball. Obstetrician; Dr. S. T. Anderson.
Staff Physician; Dr. C. G. Tillman. Staff Physician; Dr. W. W. Palmer. Staff Physician; Dr. M. M.
Estlack. Staff Physician; Mrs. H. E. Welchel. R. N. Superint~ndent.

NO ADVANCED PRICES
Wel••reld Brand Washable Coats tor Dentists. Doc
tors, Druggists. Osteopaths. Jewelers, etc .• made to

'"

order. or ready made. Seventy ·five dUferent mater
ia18 to choose trom. Write for styles. materials.
and prices, tree upon request. Parcels Post prepaid
to all parts of the world.
Smoking Jackets. Dressing Gowus. Bath·Robee.
and Hospital UnU'orms a specialty.
WEISSFELD BROS., MnfrB. or Clo'hlng '" Uni-

forms of every description.
S5 & 81 White Rt.• New York. N. Y.

COFFEE'S CASE CARDS
Complete C::i. Record
On One 4x6 Card

$1.00 per 100 prepaid

Send for catalocue of outfit.

COLLINGSWOOD CASE CARD COMPANY
COLLli'tGSWOOD

Dept, C
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NEW JERSEY

Ost.eopaths in the U. S. ~eceived sample
pages of my Osteopathic Appointntent
Book, ruled, dated, lined, month. week,
. day treatment periods, 15-minute periods, 20-minute
periods and 30-minute periods. Adds greatly to office
efficiency. Price $1.50 for the year of 1920 if you
order early.

5990

DR.E. H. COSNER
914 Reibold Bldg.,

DAYTON, OHIO

Craig's AU Purpose Osteopathic Card System
4x8 cards, same old price.

130 cardll for $1.

200 for $1.50. (Guide cards have advanced)
DR. A. STILL CRAIG
3030 Tracy Ave.

Kans88 City, Mo.

In obscure fever clean out the intestines.
sweat as. follows: Boil 4 ordinary bricks 20 min·
utes in vinegar. Wrap bricks in towels dipped
in vinegar, cover with dry towels. place two
bricks on each side of patient. cover patient
with blankets. Acid of vinegar produces prompt.
profuse sweat.
Examine all orifices, rectum as well as oral
cavity and ears.
When unusual conditions are present in child.
examine parents. Remember they brought the
child into the world.
The quiet child is usually the most ill. A
baby with a sore bottom howls louder than one
with diphtheria.-Ira W. Drew, D. a., Phila·
delphia, Pa.

Simple Indican Test
A simple test for the estimation of indican
can be made by placing 2cc of chloroform In
a small test tube and adding 4'4 cc of urine
and 4'4 cc of Obermayer's reagent. This Is
shaken thoroughly and on standing a few min·
utes the amount of indican present will be
shown by an indigo blue deposit. If difficulty
Is found In locating a vein for the withdrawal
of blood for examination the vein may some·
times be made prominent by using a vibrator
for a few minutes on the forearm at the bend
of the elbow or by striking a few times with a
percussion hammer.-Robert W. Rogers. D. a..
Somerville, N. J.
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Shirtsleeve Professionalism

Helpful Office Assistants

Dr. Amsden Paged!

Thou shalt not appear in thy treatment room
in thy shirt sleeves. Neither shalt thou be
seen in thy reception room clothed in like manner, lest thou create a bad impression amongst
thy patronage. Selah.-Ernest C. Bond, D.O.,

Nose & Throat spray:
Alboline 100 parts
Menthol 3%
Phenol 1%
Sig-Spray with Devilbiss atomizer No. 15,
A. M. and P. M.
Pruritis Ani:
50% Sol. phenol painted on anal tissue and
left until same turns white; then paint over
with alcohol. Repeat every few days until a
cure is performed. Other tissue lesions must
be corrected.
To be called a good physician, you must
look for all tissue lesions from head to foot; including head and foot lesions.. Make your new
patients say "That's the best examination I ever
had." You can do it, too. Do not miss the orifices of the body, which have so much to do
with the welfare of the sympathetic system in
general. You never will cure some of those
old chronics (neurotics) until you do.

In the last OP Dr. Amsden's paper on "colon"
stopped just when it commenced to get interesting where he mentioned the faC'.t that he
had cured all his cases. If you can persuade
him to give you a boiled down resume of what
his treatments consist of, I know it will be
eagerly sought after by the profession.

Milwa1tkee, Wisconsin.

Health and Accident Insurance
Several Health and Accident Policies (and of
good Companies, too) contain a clause something like the following:
If accidental injury to Insured requires immediate medical or surgical treatment by a
physician, surgeon or osteopath and Insured
makes no other claim on account of that injury,
the Company will reimburse the Insured for the
eost thereof, not exceeding $10, provided claim
be filed within 90 days from date of accident,
together with physician's, surgeon's or osteopath's receipt and certificate duly filled out on
the company's blank.
When taking out a Health and Accident Insurance it appeals to me as a good business
to look for this clause.-Geo. M. McCole, D.O.,
Great Falls, Montana.

Must Have Been Acute Dilatation
The only criticism I have to offer is regarding that article entitled, "Mitral Insufficiency
and Hypertrophied Heart." I have no doubt
whatever that the good doctor got the results
that he claimed in this case, but the very fact
that he got the results proved that his diagnosis
was wrong. The case was, no doubt, one of
acute dilitation of the heart and mitral insufficiency was caused by the acute dilitation.
As you know, a true hypertrophy, which
means a hypoplasia of tissue, is not reduceable.
True mitral insufficiency with regurgitation is
eaused by streptococcic infection. Streptococcus get under the valves and start up an inflammation which causes the valves to curl up and
become insufficient. In some cases you know
streptococci fasten themselves to the auriculoventricular opening, in which case, vegetations
are liable to result, causing stenosis and thrill.
You know, of course, a condition of this kind
cannot be cured-in fact, there is no way in
which it could be remedied except by surgery,
which, undoubtedly, would prove fatal.
This is not written in the spirit of criticism
but simply to draw attention to the fact that
if this claim should fall under the eye of an
M. D. well trained in physical diagnosis, he
would put the whole down as a fake.
I think
physical diagnosis is one of the things in which
our older practitioners are very deficient and
they would all do well to take a course in that
branch of the science whenever possible.

-Arth1tr Taylor, D.O., Stillwater, Minn.

Want Light on Obstetrics

D. O. Drug Dupes
Someone asks, "what's wrong with osteopathy?" There is nothing wrong with osteopathy, but there sure is something dead wrong
with a big bunch of osteopaths. I see in this
one's office several shelves of dope the size and
variety of which would make a drug doctor
feel small, in comparison. In another moment
I pick up some drug advertisement and see it
indorsed by some dozen so-called osteopaths, and
then again I listen to an address by the president of the State Board of Osteopathic Examiners, in which he praises to tIle skies another
therapeutic mud. No great wonder the chiros
are claiming to be the only exclusive bone
setters. Let us get back to A. T. Still!
-F. E. Wilcox, D. O. (100%), York, Pa.

ElDorado Springs, Mo.

Three-Year Course
One of the finest, sanest sayings in advice
to the profession is that of Dr. C. H. Whitcomb
copied by Osteopathic Tntth from The Blotter.
To save the situation in New York State he advises a bill for all drugless practitioners with
a three-year course. The profession in general
needs this change to save it from stagnation
and perhaps decay. The greatest factor that
prevents us filling our colleges with students is
the four-year course.-Altred W. Rogers, D.O ..
Boston, Massachusetts.

Appreciates Dr. Edwards' Work
Once upon a time I was called to set a lady's
jaw who was very very much excited (as she
was not just certain that anyone could set it
save her father who was a "psudo osteopath"
and happened to be out of town when her jaw
flew out on this special occasion.) Well, I set
her up in a straight back chair and set her jawbut law, she opened her jaw as far as she could
and nervously called her sister to see if it was
set just straight, and low and behold, that jaw
flew out again and she wouldn't let me touch
it but went to a surgeon and paid him a fee
to set it. Ha! Ha! It's our failures as well as
our successes that make us strong in the osteopathic faith, (for hasn't dad often slapped me
on the head and said: "Bub, find it, fix it AND
LEAVE IT ALONE."
You see I should have made her keep her mouth
shut. This is the best lesson on patient silence
that I have ever received in my nineteen years
of practice..
-Eugene Pitts, D.O., Bloomington, niinois.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

Another Mouth Gag Sel1er Victim
Referring to the attached clipping, this fellow Williams stung me in a similar way_ I
purchased one 011 these mouth gags at the Columbus Convention, I found it impracticable and
placed it on my obsolete shelf. Williams dropped
in and offered to take it along and sell it for
me. This has been more than a year ago, I
Ilave not seen or heard from him since. This
crook should be jailed. I don't remember the
name of the firm. I purchased the gag from.
-James D. Edwards, D.O., St. Louis, Mo.

These associate editors seem to be telling
what they know, and some of them know a lot.
But how about the fellow who does not know
much? I take it they must ask questions. So
here are three of mine. Why don't we have
some literature on Obstetrics? How would you
handle the following cases?
1st. Prospective mother, 39 years old, first
child. Mother not strong. Father big vigor·
ous fellow. (six months).
2nd. Mother young, second baby. No blood
passed when born. Doctors bled mother. Kid·
neys were very bad. I find kidneys very weak
at this time, (six months).
3rd. Small young mother, with marked lat·
eral curvature, lower dorsal and upper lumbar.
Never been strong, (three months).
A personal letter from members of the profession who have handled such cases successfully
would be appreciated by.-B. H. Cubbage, D.O.,

-J. O. Howell, D.O., Orlando, Fla.

He Set the Jaw

-Leslie S. Keyes, D.O., Minneapolis, Minn.

I hope you will take the stand for Dr. Edwards as I am certain a great many doctors
have gotten a little taste of specialty work
through short courses that have been given by
the leaders of our profession under the enthus·
iasm of the National Convention. These have
taken up such work as this and under other
conditions never would have done so..
-H. S. Beckler, D.O., Staunton, Virginia.

Osteopathic Immunity
1 did not treat many cases of the flu, as I do
no acute work excepting among my own
clientiele. There were no cases among patients'
recently under treatment. The worst cases I
saw had had no osteopathic treatment in two
years. I deduct that osteopathic treatment had
raised the natural immunity of my patients so
that the prevailing infection could not reach
them.-Ralph H. Williams, D.O., Rochester,
New York.

The Osteopath's Responsibility
The osteopathic physician in his community
is more than merely a man who has educated
himself for a doctor. He is even more than a
man who has educated himself to be a particular kind of a doctor. To all with whom he
comes in contact professionally he stands for
osteopathy itself. Osteopathy to the majority
is an abstract idea for which there is no concrete conception. People must personify abstract ideas and osteopathy is nearly always
personified in the personality of the osteopathic physician with whom they come in contact.
Here rests the great responsibility, to make
that personality so positive' and thoroughly os·
teopathic, that if A. T. Still might see into the
m.inds of patients he could say "Well done,
good and faithful servant."-Leon E. Page,
D.O., Newport, Vermont.

Liberty Hospital Clinics and
P-G Work
Weare beginning the establishment of a
clinic here which I hope to make quite large
and very useful. In addition to the obstetrical and gynecological clinic which I will conduct personally we will have a clinic of general surgery, general osteopathic, general orthopedic, eye, ear, nose and throat and rectal diseases, we have specialists who will have charge of
each of these departments and I think I can
see some very profitable and interesting work
as well as some satisfactory research work.
We are conducting a post graduate course in
obstetrics and gynecology and eye, ear, nose
and throat. This will be open the year round
so physicians may come in and get the entire
course which will cover a period of four weeks.
-J. H. Orenshaw, D.O., St. Louis, Mo.
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Another Case of Sleeping Sickness Cured by
Osteopathy
By Dr. H. C. Wallace, D.O., Blackwell, Oklahoma.
HE case was treated by Dr. Hugh E. Wells bright mentally. Previous ailments, with the
. of Cedar Vale, Kansas, from the beginning exception of an attack of three months previous,
of the attack and is one of the very few which simulated Influenza, throw no light on
cases that was handled osteopathically through· the case. The Influenza attack if it was such,
out the attack. The patient made a good re- was not ty,pical and recovery appeared complete.
covery, which is not usual under medical treat- Patient became tired out and quite warm from
ment. I was called in consultation on this cranking a car about three weeks before present
case after the boy had been asleep fourteen ailment. Family history negative. Sunday,
days, and it was a genuine case of Lethargic March 2nd, complained of headache and was
Encephalitis as is evident from the findings in sleepy and sluggish. March 3rd, had double
the case, and not a hysterical or hypnotic sleep vision which continued Tuesday and Wednesas is sometimes encountered, and this should not day. Vision was also blurred. Temperature
not be confused with genuine African Sleep- was 102. Was drowsy and delirious most of the
ing Sickness which is caused by the bite of the time. Thursday began sleeping, which contintsetse fly.
ued until Thursday, March 26th. In no great
Numerous cases similaz; to those which have pain at any time. Fever first week only. Pulse
occurred the past few months have developed subnormal most of the time. Eyes changed
following epidemics of La Grippe. Such oc- after a few days. Seemed to cross some; could
curred following the grip epidemic of 1737, not focus both at once. At all times during
and again following the epidemic of 1890. Quite sickness could see better out of the left eye.
accurate descriptions are recorded of this latter
Physical examination reveals nothing abepidemic when the disease was known as Noma, normal in heart, lungs, kidneys or other chest
the first cases appearing in Italy and spread- or abnormal vicera. Patient can be roused long
ing over continental Europe and to America.
enough to take some nourishment by some perThe pathology of the disease is very similar' sistent effort.
Nystagmus present.
Ptosis
to that of anterior poliomyelitis, except the marked of both eyelids when patient is roused;
location is higher in the nervous system and left more marked than right. Pupils unevenly
motor and sensory cells are not so much in- dilated and sluggishly and incompletely react to
volved, although usually the motor cells are light. Some difficulty in deglutition. Tardy
involved to some degree. The onset with slight thought stream and slow motor response when
fever of course is also similar in many respects. induced at all. Sensation impaired but no anThe treatment, in my judgment, should be aesthesia. Babinski's toe sign positive. Gengentle, relaxing and corrective keeping up good eral condition appears fair, but some pallor and
blood supply and drainage to the inflamed cells emaciation. Urine practically normal except
on exactly the same plans as in anterior polio, considerable increase in phosphates. Hemoand it seems there is no good reason why the globin, 90 per cent. Errythrocytes, 3,780,000.
same excellent results would not obtain as in Leucocytes, 7,800.
the osteopathic treatment of the more common
The case was treated morning and evening for
malady.
three weeks, then once daily for ten days, then
Patient, boy aged 14. History indicates no occasionally until recovery was complete.
pre·existing disease.. Has a neurotic constitu- -Bulletin, S01£thwestern Osteopathic Sanitartion and never has been robust. Unusually ium, Blackwell, Okla.
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Anatomical Research at Kirksville

is during this time that I have the chance to
work out these things. During the last four
years I have seen and observed about 250 dis·
sections and some day I will correllate this
stuff and publish my findings. This next year I
will have' an assistant in the work, one whom
I have trained and I know that we will be able
to give the profession something tangible In
regard to the much discussed Sacro-Iliac and
perhaps add to our work on the spine.
Drs. Harry Vastine, Asa Williard, Geo. W.
Riley, John MacDonald and Marion Clark have
each inspected my articulated spine with rubberized ligaments and can give definite opinions
about its value for study, teaching, diagnosis
and research work generally.
The H Ippocratean Oath-2,500 Years OldGood Today
HI swear that I will work in the interest of suffering
Humanity first of all"-Hippocrates.

Office Equipment of Dr. Howell
at Orlando
ROBABLY there are few subjects of much
more general interest to the practitioner
than lay-outs of the offices and the thera·
peutic equipment in use by our successful prac·
titioners. We are glad
tt> show the "practic·
ing plant" of Dr. Jose
C. Howell at Orlando.
Florida this month.
"I have recently in·
stalled a McManis DeLuxe table, a 2,000
candle power radiant
heat lamp and the AI·
pine sun lamp (or ultra-violet rays). The
latter I have found
particularly valuable
in the treatment of
old skin lesions, espec·
ially
eczema,"
Dr.
Howell tells us by letter.
"I have also installed a McIntosh Number 12
wall plate, which I find very convenient in
treating rectal or uterine diseases.
"I have also installed an Auto-Hemic labor·
atory and am using the Auto-Hemic treatment,
discovered by Dr. Rogers of Chicago, in the
treatment of obscure conditions, especially those
traceable to lack of internal secretions and am
getting some splendid results."
Dr. Howell is president of the Florida Board
of Osteopathic Examiners.

P

By Professor H. Virgil Halladay, A. S. O.
HIS work of mine in preparing movable ar- the treatment of cases that indicate trouble
ticulated spines started about three years there.
ago when I got the idea that I would like to
As you perhaps know, my work here is all
see movement in the spine as written about in the
Anatomy. I spend the entire afternoon in the
various text books. You know, we cannot take laboratory working with he specimens and it
the 24 bones and make them sit up after they
are cleaned and do the tricks that they do while
1--------------:---- -----in the body; so the first thing was to note the
I
movement, using the ordinary methods of emI
balming. This was not satisfactory so I worked
I
i'
I
with various fluids and embalming methods for
Hall
Reception Room
I
over a year until last year I got a fairly good
V
I
specimen out and it was shown at Boston.
I
This last spring I worked out a little variaI
tion of the process and was able to get a better
I
I
showing and with a little more labor I hope to
have the fluid and method perfected.
L; kl"
Next year at Chicago I want to have six of
these spines where' the bunch can come and
-{..~
Hall
manipulate to their heart's content. Also if pos........
/
sible this year I am going to work out the sacroilias joint and when I do I will have something
X R~y
l~If\Sho"LofttCnfSt~ ..0il;~~r
to say about it.. The thing that gets my angora
0
c.~
now is that everybody gets up and says something about the movement of the spine or sacroiliac and no two say the same thing. Something should be done to standardize the thought
Elte1rotkerapy
UlIt"Q. V,'0/d Ra':[.
0.....;":' Room
D... s.. ,,~ 1100.,.,
along this line. I do want to make this stateO"'HI"~
Roo",
ment in regard to the Lumbo-Sacral articula·
tion; it varies in the individual. In one case
we find a great degree of rotation and in an·
other none at all. This is due to the arrangement of the facets on the 5th L and the Sacrum.
So this should be taken into consic;leration in
Layout of Dr. J. C. Howell'. Oftlee at Orlando, Florida.
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We Gasp For Blood, Not For Oxygen
A New Vision of Healing that Rep'-1diates Old Shapes of Foul Disease

[From the London Times.]
movement in modern medicine has been as the expressions commonly used by them in
more striking than that which ha:s di- regard to it showed. The man in the street did
not talk of 'breathing himself' while working.
rected attention away from disease as a
He spoke, on the contrary, of 'stopping to
:fixed point and turned it towards health. No
;movement has been more speedily productive breathe himself'-a very iIlllPortant distinction.
It was therefore decided to watch v-arious per-of results. We are on the threshold of a new
sons engaged in hard work and at exercise.
-vision of healing.
In these words the medical correspondent of The result was interesting. It was found, for
.the London Times introduces the subject of example, that during mo'st strenuous efforts
the breath, far from becoming freer and fuller,
what he calls the "'struggle for blood." He
was held altogether. The runner in the last
;takes a single illustration from modern work,
'''upon which the ink is not yet dry," and lap of a race always holds his breath-or, in
.around which storms of controve.sy are bound other words, always stops breathing. The
to rage-criticism of the theory of the need of blacksmith, sWinging'his hammer, always holds
more oxygen during effort. According to this his breath at the moment of greatest activity
,theory, when effort is undertaken more oxygen -expelling it later with an audible sound. The
is required for the body, and so active and same applies to every other form of hard bodily
forcible breathing takes place. The lungs are
exertion.
.expanded. The man brings into play additional
"But it applies to light exertion, too, even
means of securing needed oxygen, and so on.
to mental exertion. An ingenious apparatus
This theory has dominated medicine for a very
was assembled wher.eby it was possible to record
long time and it has been used to explain all on a drum the closing and opening of the wind.manner of disease symptoms, It has scarcely pipe and the movement of the muscles of the
/been questioned. Children in schools are taught abdomen. It was found that when a man is
it and instructed to act upon it, In a hundred told to listen intently, for example, to the disways it has affected the current of modern life.
tant ticking of a watch, to l(>ok intently. to
"Its apparent simplicity has made it welcome
think closely, e. g., adding up figures mentally
'tn the sick-room. The patient suffering from
his windpipe at once closes, he holds his breath,
.pneumonia, who is manifestly in difficulties
and his abdominal muscles contract~"
with his breathing, is accepted as an illustraFor what reason? The chest of every anition. He struggles for breath; he is fighting mal contains air and blood in considerable vol'for oxygen. It is pointed out that the inflamume and as, with the windpipe shut, ·air can'matory condition in his lungs has 'left him only
not leave the chest, blood must do so, if pres:a little lung space to breathe with.' Hence, no
sure is applied. The contraction of the abdom,doubt, his efforts to secure enough oxygen. inal muscles supplies this pressure from below,
And the reasoning stops there.
much as does the piston of a syringe. Blood
"Had the reasoning been carried only a little is consequently driven out of the abdomen and
'farther, disaster must have overtaken it. Be- chest, the air in the lungs, which cannot mean,
cause patients who recover from pneumonia time escape because of the closing of the windpass, as a rule, through a 'crisis.' That crisis pipe, serving as a kind of pneumatic buffer or
'is admittedly one of the most dramatic events lever. This blood can go only to two situa'in the whole of the realm of disease. A man tions-the muscles and the brain:
who has been in obvious distress, who has
"Here, then, is a beautiful mechanism, whereseemed to be within sight of death, who has by, when close attention is required, the brain
been struggling for breath, often blue in the receives more blood, and when muscular effort
face, suddenly pas'ses, as at the stroke of a is required, the muscles receive more blood.
wand, into rest and peace. The anxious look O;xygen plays no part in the process, because
disappears, the struggle for breath ends. Easy the windpipe is shut while it is being carried
'and comfortable respiration follows upon the out.
'agony of an hour ago. The blue color is dissi"But it was noted further that the 'muscular
llated.
picture' of effort is similar to the muscular
"And yet every' medical man knows that after picture seen during severe pneumonia. The
the crisis the lungs of. thi's man are just as
chest is expanded, the abdominal muscles are
-greatly out of commission as they were before tense, the windpipe opens and shuts in a spas·it. He is still vastly restricted in his lung modic fashion, the face may become dusky, and
'space, and should therefore be just as greatly so on. It was at once evident that the patient
in want of oxygen as ever. Why, then, is he suffering from 'severe disease is trying to ,do,
not now struggling for breath? Why have his in his bed, what the athlete is doing on 'the
struggles ceased?"
field-namely, charge his brain and muscles
,Those questions were asked by a group of with blood. . The healthy man by this means
wor:kers recently.
While they were being is rising above the normal level of his strength,
'asked, the influenza epidemic came with its the sick man is struggling to reach or to mainterrible "septic pneumonias." In the case .of
these pneumonias the "struggle for breath" tain his normal level."
At once a new conception of the effect of
~as all too apparent, the blue look, supposed to
denote blood which had been insufficiently oxy- disease was secured. It was seen that in some
genated owing to failing circulation, the anxie- manner the poison of disease tends to cause'
ties, these were all present, The lung space, the blood to stagnate in the body and to leave
liowever, as proved by post mortem, was not the brain and muscles. As the brain loses its
affected. These patients died of blood poisonblood SUP.ply great efforts are called for to
Ing. Often there were no gross lesions in the "pump" the blood back to it. The "struggle
lungs at all.' Thus the questions were an- for breath" is not a struggle for breath at all
·swered. Whatever else this "struggle for
but a struggle for blood to supply the brain,
breath" might denote, it did not denote desire a pumping action, upon the success or failure
~or more oxygen. What, then, was it? Why
of which the patient's future' depends. The
do so many of the victims of disease show this
need for this pumping action is obviously destruggle towards the end?
termined by the amount of disease poi'son pr~
" "The research workers turned to health in ent, At the crisis, when the poison is finally
search of guidance. The first thing that struck overcome by the patient's blood, the struggle
them was that the public, the man in the
ends. The man is at rest. He has won his
street, thought quite differently on the subject, fight.
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"The practical value of this knowledge is
bound to be great. For one thing, the administration of oxygen, long held in doubt, is seen
to be useless. For' another, the giving of mor-.
phia 'to ease the struggle' is seen to be a doubt-·
ful proceeding-as many of the older clinicians
believed-because if the struggle or pumping
process is eased, or stopped,- the patient is likely to die.
"But the value of the work goes beyond this,
because it suggests a new explanation of the
manner in which disease operates. The reason
why blood tends to stagnate in the body can
only be a weakening of the circulation in conjunction with a loss of tone of the vessels of
the lungs and abdomen. There is good reason
to believe that this weakening and this loss of
tone is produced by a direct action on the
nerves controlling these vessels, or, in other
words, that the poisons of disease act primarily on the nervous system, not on the organs
themselves. This, at least, is one of the vast
new fields which open today to the disciple of
the new medicine."

By M C. Hardin, M.A, M.D., D.O.,
Atlanta, Georgia
A patient under the influence of a general
anesthetic sometimes ceases to breath. A common method of restoring respiration is to lower
the head so that gravity will bring the blood
to the anemic brain.. When this is accom,plished, the centres of respiration are stimulated and respiration moves along normally.
This proves that the brain is anemic and needs
blood. It must be that the poison of the anesthetic produces this anemic condition. 'l'he patient, in this instance, does not need oxygen.
He needs blood-to the brain. When the blood
reaches these centres, normal function is restored.
In pneumonia we have a toxic condition.
From all symptoms, we know that the circulation is disturbed. The lungs are· congested.
The blood is filled with toxins. The nervous
system-it's chief characteristics and functions
being irritability and conductivity (of impulses
of energy)-is upset by the toxins and the reflexes cause abnormal functions-congestion of
the lungs and anemia of the nerve centres. The
extra effort· of the body at the crisis is probably due to the weakening of the impulses of
energy from the brain centres whose anemic
condition causes the lack of normal stimulus.
If the blood reaches these centres, the impulses
of energy sent out cause the reaction throughout the entire body of the disturbed circulation. The blue venous congestion disappears
and the forces of the body are modified in the
direction of the restoration of normal function.
It appears to the writer that this idea explains to us the greater success we have had
with pneumonia over the medical men. We
have done something for the circulation, even
if we did it ignorantly. With an intelligent
view and knowledge of what we should do, if
this new view proves correct, we ought to do
our work with an increased intelligence which
always means progress and success.

Comment by C. W. YounR, D. O.
Grand Junction. Colo.
That we gasp for blood is not new to osteopathy, who'se founder declares the rule of the
artery to be supreme. He says that the obstruction of the artery makes the hour for the beginning oll disease. He also speaks of the impure and muddy waters of the artery. In the
middle of the last century Louis Kuehne proclaimed the oneness of disease, asserting that
all diseases have one cause only-accumulations of impurities. This article speaks of
blood stagnation, due to poisons of disease.
Other writers speak of toxins in the blood
and lay great emphasis on auto-intoxica-
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tlon as a cause of disease. It is a mistake to
view disease from only one standpoint, but any
physician will increase his efficiency greatly if
he assumes that there are impurities to be removedJ to secure cure of disease. Bad hygiene
Is the greatest cause of accumulated impurities.
But we must not over-look injury from trauma,
congenital defects and injury from parasites or
germs. Too much food, the wrong kind of food,
impure food, air or water and insufficient quantities of air and water, destructive thinking,
that impairs activity of eliminating organs and
Insufficient or excessive activity of muscles or
brain are great causes of accumulations of Impurities according to early writers on the subject, and the osteopath makes a great mistake
if he' overlooks these causes.
But it is the crowning glory of the osteopath
to point out the great role that trauma and
anatomical mal-adjustment play in bringing
about obstruction to the flow of blood and abnormal transmission of nerve forces. The osteopath too has a most helpful agency in manual
stimulation and inhibition to help the organs
of elimination do their work. But the osteopath
should also clearly understand how to aid the
body to clean itself of disease poisons by fasting, enemas, water drinking, stomach washing,
sweating, poulticing, compresses, light, heat,
cold, etc., etc. It is no easy thing to become
an expert in doing the best thing to be done
under given conditions to rid the body of impurities.
The author of the "Gasp for blood" article
speaks the truth in pointing out the phenomena of pneumonia and influenza as indicating
a struggle for purer blood, rather than a struggle for oxygen. He also hits the nail on the
head in objecting to the giving of morphia to
ease the struggle. What we should do is to
give osteopathic treatments and the indicated
poultices, water applications, light, heat, etc.,

to help the struggle along to a successful issue.
We osteopaths have been signally successful in
the treatment of the flu and pneumonia. for the
reason that we use the agencies calculated to
help the gasp for blood.

+

+ +

Comment by Geo. M. McCole, D.O.,
Great Falls, Mont.
I have read the article "We gasp for blood,
not for oxygen" with considerable interest.
If the author had been more specific and
stated whether we gasp for the water, the
mineral salts, the vitamines or the oxygen contained in the blood or whether we gasp for
blood in its entirety, the article would have been
of more scientific interest. However, he advances one more proof of the osteopathic idea
of complete adjustment of body fluids and tissues for complete health.
Four worth-while ideas or principles of healing are out-standing today:
(1) The adjustment of body tissues. as supported by the original osteopathic idea;
(2) The supplying of vitamines for body vitality and the supplying of fibrous food for the
hygiene of the large intestine, as advocated by
scientific dieticians;
(3) The removal of points Of focal infection

for the curing of disease in, perhaps, distant
tissues in the body. as discovered by that
branch of the medical profession operating under the title M. D.;
(4) The removal of mental tension (which
means nerve tension) as developed at the hands
of the cults of mental therapy and the psychoanalysts.
The 1st, Osteopathic adj~f.,Stment, and the 4th,
mental theraP1-J are both openly directed to the
relief of nerve disturbance.
We already know it to be true that (2) correct diet means good health, largely through its

effect on the nerves and nerve centen of the
body. We also know it to be true that the tox·
Ins generated in focaZ infections exert their
evil influence largely by their poisonous etteet
on the body's nerves and nerve centers. It is
quite possible that future investigations will
prove both of the above to be entirely true.
As I see it, the article "We gasp for blood,
not for oxygen" is of more moment to the stu·
dent of healing-by-adjustment.
To the student of adjustment the battle cry
in the fight of adjustment against disease or
mal-adjustment is "Find the cause and remove
it." He already knows that under the control
of the nervous system, "The rule of the artery
is supreme."

+

+

+

Comment by Riley D. Moore. D.O., LL.B.
Washington, D. C.
We gasp for blood, not for oxygene. Perhaps,
but I am not satisfied that this statement is al·
together correct. At least taken by itself, It Is
somewhat misleading. While the blood has
other functions than that of distributing oxy·
gen, in so far as this is one of the chief uses of
the blood, the gasping for blood (the vehicle
of oxygen) is equivalent to gasping for oxygen.
The writer of the article attacks the theory
that more oxygen is required during effort than
at other times. While there may be sufllcient
evidence, not therein given, to support his
theories, I do not think he has made out a case.
Motion and oxydation are the two great
manifestations of life and while we may have
these without life we do not have life without
these. Oxydation furnishes the energy for the
doing of work, the continuation of life.
This Times correspondent seems to ignore
the existence of internal respiration and the
fact that the blood is not robbed of all of itg
oxygen the instant the respiratory action of
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the lungs ceases. A fish has no lungs, but take
him out of the water and he will gasp as soon
as his gill plates begin to dry. He is not gasping for blood, but for the oxygen which he cannot extract from the air except through the
moist tunics of the gill plates.
The correspondent presents the fact that in
many influenza patients who became blue and
struggled for breath, postmortem examination
showed the lung tissue to be unaffected by the
disease. While admitting that the "struggle
for breath" might denote much else than a desire for oxygen, a perfectly intact lung is not
final evidence that there is no air-hunger, no
demand for oxygen in the tissues.
The blood itself may be in such a state that
it is unable to take up or to release the oxygen.
The intrapulmonary air-pressure which greatly
influences the interchange of gases between the
air and the blood varies greatly, depending on
whether respiration is deep or shallow. In the
influenza cases and others where there is extreme tension in the muscles or respiration, the
breathing, while it may be rapid, is likely to be
shallow and inefficient.
Granting that under severe muscular or nervous strain one holds the breath, one cannot do
but one thing at a time and do it well, even
breathing interferes. The fact that the man on
the street must stop to breath after muscular
effort, indicates, for one thing, that the reserve
of oxygen in the system is becoming depleted
and must be renewed. The combustion of carbon compounds in the body seems to be the
chief source of energy and this requires oxygen, the more work the more combustion, the
more combustion the more oxygen is necessary.
After describing the blood-pumping mechanism of fixing the chest walls, closing the glottis
and tensing the abdominal muscles, the writer
tells us that "Oxygen plays no part in the process, because the wind-pipe is shut while it is
being carried out" Being a matter of physics
and not chemistry, I had never heard it claimed
that oxygen did play any part in that process.
However the writer appears to say, in a left
handed sort of a way, that oxygen is not necessary to the performance of mental or muscular
effort. Just as well say carbon and oxygen are
not necessary to keep your boilers hot in an engine because it may be good engineering at
times to stop shoveling coal and close all drafts.
Of course, the blacksmith fills his lungs and
holds his breath just before delivering a heavy
blow with the sledge. He fills his lungs to get
a reserve of oxygen to tide him over while he
is concentrating for the supreme effort he fills
his lungs to make a pneumatic cushion to abo
sorb much of the shock as the blow falls: he
holds his breath because if his blows fall accurately his arms must swing from fixed attachments, not from a shoulder girdle heaving with
respiration.
, Our correspondent missed just one more
proof of his theory which would not prove it.
He forgot to tell us that a diver needs no oxygen because he holds his breath while diving.
But most divers take down a reserve of oxygen in their well filled lungs in spite of the
fact that they could keep down easier and dive
deeper if they should empty their lungs before
diving.
The proposed theories are not essential to
prove that in most cases at least the administration of oxygen is useless. The difficulty is
not in there being not enough oxygen, but in
the fact that the cells of the organism are unable to appropriate to their use the oxygen already available.
.

+

+

+

Comment by Dain L. Tasker, D. O.
Los Angeles, Calif.
In discussing the "struggle for blood" article
let me call attention to the fact that you have a
group of people near Chicago who argue serIously that the world is flat.
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Whether we "struggle for blood" or struggle
for oxygen is a distinction without a difference,
since the blood carries the oxygen.
I spent five weeks this summer in the high
Sierra Nevada Mountains, part of the time atl
10,000 ft. elevation. Was it because my blood
wouldn't circulat~ that my respiratory rate increased, or was it because of a lessened amount
of oxygen in the respired air? Everybody is affected in practically the same way in high altitudes.
Laymen might read the London Times article and imagine they were being enlightened..
I think you are joshing your OP readers if you
print it as anything else than as evidence of
how easy it is to theorize if you leave out a
knowledge of chemistry, physics and biology.

Comment by C. B. Atzen, D. O.
Omaha, Neb.
It is my opinion that this article is sound in
judgment; the deductions are based upon the
theory of reactions to stimuli.
The living organism is held to be fundamentally an adaptive mechanism. In all its struggles
for self-preservation it depends upon motor activities which fundamentally are physical or
mechanical in nature, whether active in work
or play, fight or flight, the struggle is essentially a transformation of chemical energy, into
physical or mechanical motion.
The theory set forth in this article implies
that the organism will make appropriate and
purposeful responses to emergencies confront·
ing it, irrespective of whether the emergency
is a physical, psychical, or chemical condition.
That antibody elaboration is dependent upon
circulation and nerve control must be clear,
when the organism is viewed from the standpoint of organic adaptation, for circulation acts
as a common carrier of supplies, and the nervous systems act in the capacity of co-ordination
and control of the entire body-mechanism, and
that the physical struggles observed in pneumonia are self·preservative, appropriate and
purposeful, to the existing conditions within
the organism, follows as a necessity.
That respiration is a factor involved in the
process is of course, self-evident, but it is not
the fundamental factor. Antibody elaboration
is the essential factor, and circulation and nerve
control are fundamental to this conditLm.
Fixing of the abdominal muscles does not aid
respiration, but impedes respiration by forcing
the abdominal viscera against the diaphragm,
and further holds the chest cavity in a condition of exhalation, but it does assist in forcing
the blood out of the abdominal cavity into the
body framework.

+ + +
Comment by H. M. Dawson, D. O.
Augusta, Ga.
I don't think the deductions of this newspapet·
contributor convey anything new to the osteopath who has reflected on the phenomena of
the pneumonia crisis. The amount of lung involvement, or lessened breathing space, seems
to have but little bearing on the severity of the
case of pneumonia. We have seen double pneumonia with large involvement of lung tissue,
and breathing space considerably lessened, with
comparatively little toxemia; and on the other
hand we have seen very small lung involvement produce extreme toxemia, and out of all
proportion to the amount of lung involvedwhich shows rather conclusively that symptoms
and severity of the case are not dependent on
the amount of breathing space affected, or lessened oxygen intake. Then too we have noted
the utter futility of the administration of oxygen in the "fighting for breath" cases, they
being followed by the undertaker in plus 99%
of cases.

The Article bears out the Osteopathic Maxim
"The rule of the artery is supreme." The
heart, of course, is considered as part of the
arterial system, all under the influence and
control of the nervous system, thru direct connection with high nerve centers, and thru sympathetic vasomotor nerve centers. We know
that pneumonia toxins in the blood have a
direct effect on circulation thru action of these
nerve centers, causing probably both general
and localized stasis in blood stream. Stagnated blood means more poison formed and increased labor for heart in the effort to keep
blood moving. The blood must go thru the
elaborating organs to throw off poison, and thru
the antitoxin forming cells to form the antitoxin necessary to neutralize the poisons.
The areas of stagnated blood are usually
manifest to the osteopath by congested and sore
areas along the course of spine, and with this
pathology in mind we go to work to relieve
this stagnation in circulation by relaxation of
affected parts, thereby lessening the work or,
and protecting heart. I recently had a patient
go into the crisis while I was administrating
this relaxing treatment.
I was with an Army physician here at Camp
Hancock daily during the height of the flu epidemic, when the' death rate from pneumonia
was high. This physician marveled at the extreme toxemia of these cases from very small
lung involvement.
Is the struggle for more blood to the brain
or for a poison-free blood?
Relieve these stagnated areas, equalize circulation and trust to the selective powers of
the body to manufacture its own antitoxin.
This is the best treatment so far known.

+

+

+

Comment by Dr. C. W. Johnson,
Des Moines, Iowa
In respect to the article, "We Gasp for Blood,
Not for Oxygen," I can offer no objections when
it is stripped of its mystifying inferences. It
is pregnant with the fundamental principles of
our school of thought. The keystone of our
whole philosophy of theaputics is the "Rule of
the Artery," "The Artery Supreme," and so
forth.
This article argues but one thing-the movement of the blood mass, the free and unstinted
supply of blood to the most active organ at any
given phase of animal activity. To say we gasp
for "blood" in any given state, be that a physiological act, or an act to combat the products
of disease, is nothing more nor less. than a
broad statement of a well established tact in
the animal organism. To gasp for oxygen, expresses but a fraction of what is demanded by
the tissues. Since the life and function of every
organ is depencent upon the purity and quantity of its blood supply, and the blood supply is
dependent upon the integrity of the nerves controlling the arteries, it follows that if the
blood becomes loaded with the products resulting from organic action or disease, the nervous
tissue. along with the others, must suffer from
the toxins. Result-general stagnation due to
vasomotor inhibition, and at the same time excitation of the one nerve center which is affected, constantly, by the quality of blood, viz.
-the respiratory center. Hence, the struggle
for breath is the outward phenomenon of insufficient oxygen, or the effect of toxins in the
blood, or the combination of both as in pneumonia, flu, etc. Therefore the patient's recovery rests upon the efficiency of the tissues in
the production of antitoxins, or protective substances, together with oxygen enough to meet
the tissue demand. Deoxygenated blood would
not serve, oxygen in solution, would not do it.
It is not exact to differentiate in this case.
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Scientists are Scarce
By C. W. Young, D.O., Grand Junction, Colo.
HEY say Diogenes unsuccessfully went
around with a lantern to find an honest
man. Now if this old duffer had used
his lantern to see if perchance he could get the
rays to illumine the form of a scientist, he
-certainly would have had some job, as they are
.scarcer than any other kind of men.
A real scientist is a man who is really trying
to find the truth. But as the farmer said. to
the camel, "There ain't no such animal." The
man who can always look the truth in the face
-does not live. Once in a while there is a man
who, for a brief period of time, looks for truth.
When you see this great event take off your
nat, but remember it cannot last long.

T

Example No. 1
Illustration No. 1. Mr. O. came to me suffering with complete paralysis of his left arm
-caused by an elevator accident. He said he
had for six weeks been under the care of Dr.
{j., an M. D., a good ortheopedic surgeon, and
was told that nothing more could be done for
the arm, but if left to nature, it might be re.stored in a year. He said Dr. C had told Mr.
Behnke, his employer, that osteopathy could
not help the arm. I used technique described
in AOA Journal, December, 1915. Immediately
after the first treatment he had some use of the
arm and in two weeks there was a great improvement. He said he was to report to Dr.
C in two weeks and I accompanied him to the
doctor's office. The doctor with a broad smile
on his face, asked him how he was getting
along and for reply he held up his arm. With
great enthusiasm the medic said, "Isn't that
fine!" and then referring to me said, "Is this
a relative of yours?" "No," said Mr. 0, "this
is Dr. Young, he has been treating me." "How
-do you do, doctor," said Dr. C as he grasped
my hand cordially, "where are you located?"
I told him and he ceased to smile, as he asked,
·'Are you a regular physician?" I replied "No,
I am an osteopathic physician, and I thought
you might like to know how I fixed this arm."
Immediately an angry frown overspread his
face as he said with great vehemence "I told
Behnke that nothing could be done that way,"
and then to. Mr. 0, "What are you here for?" Mr.
a replied, "You told me to report in two weeks."
·'You needn't come in this office again," said
the doctor, as he disappeared into 'his inner
office, leaving us standing in the reception room.
Mr. 0 said, "He doesn't seem to care anything
about my arm." This doctor was not a scientist. Are osteopaths any better?

Example No.2
Illustration No.2. Some years ago I learned
Dr. X's method of correcting a tilted pelvis.
'This technique proved of great value to me and
.applicable to many cases. Dr. B, a D.· 0., heard
Dr. X the same time I did, but again and again
he declared the technique worthless. Sometime
later Dr. B said to me, "Now at the next State
Convention, Dr. Platt will demonstrate a splen-did technique for the tilted pelvis and I want
you to hear him, for he is a fine gentleman, ann
he is not egotistical and he will present his
subject in a fine way." Dr. B said the truth
about Dr. Platt, but I learned why Dr. B's patients would never get the benefit of Dr. X's
technique and I knew he wasn't a scientist.

Example No 3
Illustration NO.3. Last summer while attending a most excellent Post Graduate course
in Chicago, while the class was in session, I
,called attention of the class to a man before
the class, whose legs I had previously caused
to be of the same length and whOSe back I had
:straightened. The man admitted tha.t the treatments I had given him had brought said re:sults. I called to the attention of the class,
technique that I had described in AOA Journal
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for the tilted ,pelvis, and asserted that knowledge of this technique was of great importance
to the profession, whereupon Dr. Z rose with
considerable looks of wrath in his face and
told me I ought to hire a hall. I replied, "That
is a good idea-will you come to my class if I
do?" "No," he said, "I don't care anything
about your pet theories."

Example No.4
Illustration No.4. In one of the rooms in the
Sherman House, I saw Dr. W, an osteopath,
whom I esteem highly, use a technique on a
patient that he claimed would correct a rotated
innominate. I ungraciously butted in, and remarked that I did not think the great. majority
of pelvic lesions were fully corrected, until the
legs of the patient became the same length. He
replied to my impertinence with angry -Words.
I then said, "I am trying to find the truth, and
if you can show me that your technique is the
best, I want to use it." He was not yet mollified as he replied, "I don't care whether you
use my technique or not."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Illustration No. 1 was an eye-opener to me.
The M. D. had rejoiced with his patient over
his rapid recovery, but when he found that an
osteopath had contributed to the recovery, he
was angry. He 'was not looking for the truth.
When truth presented itself contrary to what
he wanted truth to be he was angry, and refused
point blank to investigate further. He was
cordial to the physician who had helped his
patient, while under the impression that he was
a "regular" physician, but when he learned that
the p'hysician was an osteopath he became insulting. It was like flirting a red rag at a bull
and he became no more reasonable or scientific than a bull. And the great tragedy of it all
is that ninety-nine percent of the great medical
profession are just like Dr. C! Our service men
treated for flu by doctors with title M. D. died
like flies and their dead bodies were piled in
the camps like cotd-wood. Every possible effort was made to call to the attention of these
M. D.'s the extraordinary success of the osteopath in treating flu, but they cried out "Away
with him! Away with him! Crucify him! Great
is Dianna of the Ephesians!"
Last winter I attended the lecture of a visiting medical missionary.
He told how he
brought truth and light into heathen countries.
He was truly a good man, and it was pleasant
to see his face glow, as he forcefully delivered
an insp,iring message. At the close of the meeting I was introduced to him as Dr. Young and
we soon began to discuss the flu. He spoke
with intense interest about the Mayo vaccines,
but when I told him that I was having great
success with the flu and that it responded remarkably well to a good sweat, he was not
the least bit interested. Even this fine gentleman could enthuse over worthless vaccines,
and be utterly indifferent to a statement .that
sweating would help stay the ravages of the
awful plague.
Illustration Nos. 2, 3, and 4 all show how
osteopaths, ave,age American citizens the same
as medical doctors, are just as truly unscientific as are these doctors. It is just amazing
how we all ins'ist tha.t tntth must be dished
np in a way to ou.r liking or we will refuse to

accept it; and we all must suffer as a consequence. Ignorance will bring its penalty upon
onrselves as well as on the people, who pay us
for falsely assuming that we have knowledge.
How childlike, how absurd it is to refuse information a man has to offer because we do not
like him or beca.use u;e thinl" he is egotistical
and not a fine gentleman!
'While we refuse to consider or test assertions
of men of whom we do not approve, we are
constantly ready to accept as true, without the

testing, any statement by a man whom we con·
sider as an authority.. It is just as truly a
mistake to assume that an assertion, is true,
lJecause Dr. Still says so, as it is a mistake to
assume that it is not true, because Mr. Nobody
says it is so. The scientist should "Prove all
things, hold fast to that which is good."
I am a great lover of glory. I'd rather have
glory than three meals a day. Several years
ago I cured a desperate case of gonorrheal ,
rheumatism by directing a big fast. My chest
swelled with pride. I thought I would have the
case published by the osteopaths, and they
would be delighted and would deliver to me
large chunks of glory, but instead they plastered
me with mud. They said I cured the nwn the
wrong way, and that I was no osteopath for
doing so. But a man wlio truly lives, is not
easily discouraged, so I changed my tactics and
began to develope my ten fingers and study my
skeleton and my living models. I believe my
diligence was rewarded with success. I origin·
ated some mighty fine technique and year after
year some of it has been published in the jour·
nals. Again my chest swelled up. Again I
thought I would get glory.
There is a certain group of osteopaths who
are actuated by really high motives in spend·
ing time and money to publish Osteopathic
Truth. They are using all kinds of language
to induce their fellow osteopaths to cling tight
to the osteopathic philosophy and to osteopathic
truth, and to reject any truth that is not osteopathic truth. I particularly expected glory
would be handed out to me by this group. I
had stopped talking about non-manipulative
technique, and had tarried in the camp, where
osteopathy is kept pure and simple. But again
I was doomed to disap,pointment. Dr. Z mentioned in Illustration No. 3 was a member of
this group. He very evidently is not pleased
with my personality and I do not blame him
for that. He also probably thought I had no
right to take up any time of a class met to
receive the teachings of another man, and in
drawing such conclusion he would be correct.
He may have justly believed thatj I was disrespectful to the professor in charge, and be
justified in handing me a good big rebuke. But
it is unscientific to bite off your nose to spite
your face. He was not justified in declaring
what I offered to demonstrate to be a "pet theory," as I had presented right before him a
fact not a theory. He took precisely the same
attitude as did Dr. C., M. D., described in II·
lustration No. 1. I presented to him a fact,
that he ought to know for the good for his pa·
tients. But he did not want to accept any
truth that was presented to him through what
he believed to be irregular channels.
Dr. W's attitude in Illustration No. 4 is the
attitude we all take at times, but it is not the
attitude of a scientist. The attitude was as
follows "You must be, respectful to me and
treat me right, or you and your patients must
endure such suffering as will come from ignorance of the truth I have discovered." The
true scientist is always loyal to the truth. The
discovery and promulgation of truth is his first
consideration. But we are all selfish, and nar·
rowly think first of ourselves. Dr. W was sure
he had a technique that would relieve suffering.
But if I did not conduct myself satisfactorily,
h~ did not care if my patients, who never did
him any harm, should suffer through my ig·
norance. That, in a way, is the attitude of nearly
all medical men. Their first consideration is
for themselves. They do not care about reliev·
ing the sufferings of humanity, except as such
relief brings advantage to themselves. They
much ,prefer to have hundreds of thousands of
flu patients die under their bungling treatment,
than to have them survive under osteopathic
treatment.
The leading osteopaths making a specialty
of diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat
have taken a truly scientific .attitude toward
their specialty. It was indeed a refreshing ex-
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perlence to meet with them at their convention
in Chicago last June. They all seemed to make
truth a first consideration and not their own
feelings or prestige. Can you beat it? Actually
one doctor was allowed to treat a clinic another
had treated and point out why and where the
other doctor had failed. At the opening session, Dr.. Deason enjoined on every member the
duty of criticising the other fellow freely. He
was told to state the truth as he saw it, with·
out regard to the other fellow's feelings! Another great thing they did, was to give credit
when they thought credit was due, as well as
criticism. No man felt he might lose in standing by praising another for his original dis·
coveries or for his great work. Every man
keen to recognize the good metal of truth the
other man had, and just as keen to point out
spurious metal. Each one anxious to benefit
from the truth the other fellow had, and yet
determined not to be misled by error. Each
one encouraged to stand for the truth as he
saw it, and let it stand the test of the light of
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the other fellow's knowledge and experience.
Drs. Ruddy, Deason, Edwards, Goodfellow and
others, as scientists, are making a most brilliant ch&.pter In osteopathic history, and we
hope students of other phases of osteopathic
investigation will strive to become real scientists also.
.
To secure earth's most brilliant gems for
the osteopathic crown, we must have our osteopaths become scientists. The earth Is honeycombed with treasure. Its bounties are beyond
computation. No man, woman or child need
go hungry. There Is adaquate clothing and
shelter for all. No one .need be lonesome or
discouraged'. There should be love and companionship for all. Hunger, hate, distress and
disease are all in a large measure due to our
great scarcity of scientists. There is truly a
glorious opportunity for the osteopaths.
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Note: Beginning next month The OP will feature
a monthly department by Dr. Young entitled
"Little Stories of the Clinic."-Bditor.
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Gastralgia Caused by
a Fall
Mercy for i\ppendicitis
Victims

Deafness Following
Influenza

Woman's Diseases Number for January
NE thing must have occurred to you very
often in your studies of woman's ailments,
towit, that while textbooks classify and
describe her complaints with very sharp and
precise boundaries and give certain groupings
of symptoms partlclular names, yet In actual
experience, we seldom find such Isolated typical
diseases. One reallJ weak and ailing woman
may have a half dozen different things in combination wrong with her at the same time.
Isn't it so?
For this reason we have prepared the new
January Issue of Osteopathic Health on the
plan of letting it appear what osteopathy will
do for women who are sick in various ways, by
telling of actual cases that have been cured of
a combination of ills. The sick woman who
reads this number will feel that it covers her
. condition far better, we think, than if it dealt
with the classic pictures of female ills.
It really makes it very plain a,nd In rather
a new way to read about a woman who had
half a dozen pronounced symptoms, each Important enough to her to seem a separate disease,
and yet under osteopathy they all were obserVed to clear up about the same time..
. Dr. Carl McConnell said once that eighty per
cent· of osteopathic practice came from women
patients. If that Is anything like true, it emphasizes the opportunity and necessity of using
literature freely which will talk to the heart
of a woman as this, our January educative ser·
vice does.
It is a number that will make friends for
osteopathy and better friends of old friends.
You would do well to put a copy into the hands
of every matron in your region.
"Why Women Praise Osteopathy," is the title.
Here are the subjects treated in this Issue:

O

Chilblains and Leg Cramps
Slipped Ribs May Simulate Tumors
Lame Hip Cured
How to T·reat Painful Breasts
Peritonitis with Breast, Kidney and Bowel Involvement
Dropsy, Milk Leg, Bowel Ulceration
Hemorrhoids and Indigestion
Persistent. Vomiting in Pregnancy
A Happy Confinement Experience
Flooding Following Currettment
Amenorrhoea or Absence of Menstruation
Suppressed Menstruation and Headaches
Stopping Menstrual Cramps
The Retjex Cause of Dysmenorrhea,
Leucorrhea and Backache
Goitres, Simple and Exopthalmic
How Treatment is Given.
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Owing to unsettled industrial and high production costs we have printed this splendla
campaign story very conservatively. We expect it to sell out soon and doubt If it will last
as long as' the inrush of orders. So get your
allotments right away.-HSB.

What Is Proper Treatment for
Winter's Diseases
See the magazine with the Blue Mountain
cover. A typical Bunting brochure for osteopathic advancement and private practice building. "Osteopathic Health" for December.
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Overcoming Handicap of Deficient
Education
NE of the greatest faults In our profession,
from the time of its origin until a few
years. ago, has been the deficient preliminary education required; when a graduate of one
of our largest colleges writes a letter full of
mistakes in English and spelling (and I have
received many such, so have you) it is reasonable to assume that his education has been
deficient in other lines as! well as English. It
Is a matter of great gratification that our present college entrance requirements prevent the
matriculation of those whose education lacks
the fundamentals. Now, the question is: What
are we doing to improve the education of these
unfortunate ones? It does make a difference to
us. If I do poor work in my community all
other DO's suffer because of it. I don't mean to
suggest that we Institute classes ·In the "three
R's" but I do say that we ought to insist on
and emphasize the importance of more postgraduate work.
The example of the California Osteopathic
Association in the matter of a week of postgraduate work after each State Convention is
a step in the right direction, and is worthy of
praise and duplication In other States.. Each
member of the Association is urged and expected to take the week's work (free of charge
to members of the Association). The work for
the last two or three years has been conducted
at OUR COLLEGE in Los Angeles and has been
a wonderful Impetus to further study, more
careful diagnosis and better Osteopathy.-Yours
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That U. S. Army Failure of AntiTyphoid Vaccine
HE high percentage of typhoid during
the Spanish-American war was due to the
notoriously insanitary conditions in the
camps. On the other hand in the recent war
the sanitary conditions in the camps were in
general very good. The men were housed in
permanent buildings and the sewage properly
disposed of. Hence in this war the troops were
not exposed to typhoid until they went overseas.
And when they were exposed, due to insanitary
conditions at Chateau-Thierry and the Argonne,
they contracted typhoid as easily as did the
troops in the S.panish·American war.
To prove that vaccination against typhoid
affords immunity it is necessary to show that
men who are vaccinated and exposed to the
disease do not contract it. Figures showing
how many vaccinated men did not contract'
typhoid are of no value when the men were not
exposed to the disease.
On the other hand if men who have been
vaccinated nevertheless contract the disease
when exposed to it then vaccination is proved
a failure. That this occurred in the recent war
is set forth in the official report of Col. W. D.
McCaw, chief surgeon, who says: "In July, 1918,
a replacement unit consisting of 248 men from
Camp Cody, N. M., reached England with typhoid and the case death rate was 8.42 per cent."
This is what happened when men who had
been vaccinated against typhoid were exposed
to it because of insanitary conditions.
As for my authority in saying that during the
recent war our boys at Chateau-Thierry and the
Argonne contracted typhoid as readily as the
troops in the Spanish·American war, I quote
from'the official government health report on
this point:
"During the Chateau-Thierry offensive diarrheal diseases were very prevalent in the troops

T
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your cards and letterheads
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. engaged-approximately 75 per cent. It was
demonstrated bacteriologically in thi5 area
that the prevailing intestinal diseases were
simple diarrhoea, bacillary dysentery, typhoid,
paraty,phoid A and B.
"Following the offensive in the Argonne sec·
tor typhoid and paratyphoid began to be reported from' practically all divisions engaged in
that offensive. * * More than 300 cases of
typhoid paratyphoid may be attributed to the
Argonne offensive. Eight hundred and seventy
four typhoids and pilraty.phoids have been reported in the American expeditionary forces
since Oct. I, 1918." Walter D. Ma.Caw, colonel,
medical corps, chief surgeon, March 28, 1919.
-Kent Conser, Ph. B., in Rocky Mountain News.

We Said It First
You will recall that Professor Lane in his
book "A. T. Still, Founder of Osteopathy" (made
up from contributions to "Osteopathic Health")
published before the war, said (page 154) "there
is no serum to cure typhoid fever"; that "vaccines and serums have been prepared that are
claimed by some to be preventive; that is, if
a person is about to be exposed to the germs
these serums and vaccines are said to prevent
the infection, but it is exceedingly dfficult to say
whether results are positive or the reverse. In
no case are these claims made by any of the
scientific experimenters of first rank but by the
commercial pharmaceutical houses which make
money out of putting forth every conceivable
kind of 'cures,' as fast as any new theory
comes out to make new experimental preparations possible."
Yet the editor of "Osteopathic Health" was
called down at that time (May, 1914) for his
boldness in printing that the much vaunted
allopathic anti-typhoid serum was not a specific and had not been proved to wipe out typhoid
effectually. When Prof. Lane states science facts
you may accept them as facts. Have you got
his book? It's authoritative. And you might
as well realize now as later that "Osteopathic
Health," while a purely popular periodical for
the laity, has always been about ten years ahead
of its time in its authoritative utterances on
such matters. In fact many of the "old guard"
call it their "post graduate course in the scientific statement of osteopathy's strength and allopathy's weakness." Doesn't a lay journal of
such merit deserve its wide popularity and
usage at the hands of our profession?

Dr. Starr Acquitted in Montana
N the case of the State vs. Dr. C. W. Starr
of Big Timber, Montana, the jury returned
a verdict of not guilty. The trial was held
on the 12th and 13th of November. Dr. Starr
was charged with practicing medicine without
a certificate. The case arose out of his having
given an anaesthetic for a dentist. It was
backed and pushed by the medical men. Although it required but a two-thirds majority
for the jury to reach a decision, the offense being a misdemeanor, the vote was unanimous
for acquittal. Dr. Starr is an ASO, 1915, graduate.

I

Not Malpractice
[From The Farmer City,

(Ill.)

Tribune.]

WO or more newspapers of the vicinity
last week contained an item to the effect
that Dr. J. A. Nowlin, Osteopath, had been
sued for malpractice by local parties through
the state's attorney. A suit was lodged, to
come before the October term of court, but its
nature was not correctly stated.
No charge is made that the professional services rendered were not proper and efficient, or
that there was a lack of professional skill or
ability displayed, it being conceded that .the
treatment in each case was highly successful.
No question of malpractice is involved in any
of the proceedings; nor is there any averment

T

that the proper and recognized modern treat·
ment of each patient's case was not followed
The only issue raised is whether or not an osteopathic physician has the right under the
present medical act to administer drugs and
anaesthetics and perform surgical operations,
This question has never been passed upon by
the Supreme Court of this state, and these cases
will be made test cases as to the meaning and
interpretation of the new medical act; whether
or not the contention of the osteopathic school
that they have the right under the present
medical act to administer drugs and anaesthet·
ics and perform surgical operations is correct,
or whether the contention of the medics that
osteopaths have no such rights is correct.
The osteopaths claim that our colleges pre·
scribe and teach a course of surgery and the
use of drugs and anaesthetics equal to the
standards of the best medical colleges.. Consequently, the result of the Supreme Court's
decision in these cases is awaited with great
interest by all members of the osteopathic and
medical professions of the state.
News from Kirksville
Dean Teall has been appointed Counsellor for the
Vocational students of which there is an ever increasing number.
After a years suspension because of war the Oste~
blast will be published in 1920 with F. E. Johnson, editor, Andrew D. Becker, art editor and J. J. Coan, busi·
ness manager. Work on it bas progressed far enough
to show that it will be up to the high mark of previous
editions.
Every fraternity house is filled to capacity with happy
students. This phase of school life is a feature of the
ASO and receives every encouragement from the man~
agement and faculty.
With a coal mine in its back yard the hospital and
school is warm and happy, although, with sympathy for
less favored ones.

George Fights Vaccination
Dr. George W. Reid had a column communication in
the Worcester Sunday Telegram of Nov. 16th entitled
"Dr. Reid Flay's Vaccination and Ways of Getting Virus,"
Dr. Hain Gives Illustrated Lecture
Dr. H. S. Hain gave an illustrated lecture before the
Third District Osteopathic Society at Ottumwa, Ia.. recently, using an illuminator and about 50 x-ray pictures,
mostly ortheopedic cases from his clinic at the ASO.
ASO Hospital Buys Two McManis Tables
The ASO Hospital recently purchased two DeLuxe McManis tables for the osteopathic work of the hospital.
These are in addition to the equipment of the A. T. Still
Infirmary and School, and are solely for use in tbe
surgical hospital.
Dr. George Still says these tables
represent the bulk of his drug supply.
Versatile John!
John Comstock, secretary of the Los Angeles County
Osteopathic Society, is some speaker. He spoke before
the Cliff Dwellers Club, the American Institute of Architects, and the Travel Club, all in one week. Johnnie
is right at home in a cliff, building a castle, or on a
hike-and buttering a butterfly.-"Team Work" for No·
Ventbe1·.
Dr. Coffman Lectures ASO Students
Dr. M. J. Coffman of Owensboro, Ky., one of the real
Old Guard, was a Kirksville visitor recently and was so
impres.ed with the good work at the school that he
requested to be allowed to talk to the upper four classes
and tell them the plain fact that they are getting mucb
more oseopathy than any old class ever got, in addition
to the many science subjects that the old classes never
even heard of.
Boston Osteopathic Society Meets
The November meeting of the Boston Osteopathic
Society was held at Trinity Court 'Cafe, November 15th.
There was an attendance of twenty-four. After the
dinner the following program was given: "Not a Pest,
but a Protest", by Dr. George W. Reid, Worcester; "The
Diagnosis of Some Surgical Conditions of the Abdomen",
by Dr. R. 'V. Walton, Belmont, formerly of California;
UDiagnosis in Children's Diseases", Dr. Howard T. Crawford, Boston; "Osteopathic Technique Department", Dr.
Alfred W. Rogers, Boston, Chairman, assisted by Dr.
Anna G. Tinkham of Waltham.
Several other good
numbers were on the program but owing to lack of
time were held over for a future meeting. In the business meeting it was voted that a legislative committee
he appointed by the president to watch for legislation
which would be unfavorable to osteopathy in Massachusetts and to guard against the same.-Fra..ce8 Grave.,

D.O., Secretary, Bosto.., Massachusetts.
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SOS-When Matthews Salesman Calls!
When the next medical book salesman for Matthews
of St. Louis calls upon you, please ask him for his card
and personal address and send it to The OP.
ASO Hospital Interne Examination
In order to accommodate field practitioners, the ASO
Hospital Interne Examinations for next spring's work
beginning February 1st, was held on the 11th and 12th
of December and will be repeated also on January 1st.
Dr. Cherrill Takes Interne Examination
Dr. Kate Cherrill of Carthage, Ill., took the ASO
Hospital examination at Kirksville, just before leaving
for her winter vacation in Honolulu. She will take
up interne work and special studies at the hospital in
April.
All Say the Same Thing
I had a daylight ride home from the New York Society meeting with Dr. Earl Jones of Lancaster ?ver the
Lehigh Valley and felt that the trip was a fittmg end
to the best and most insh'uctive state meeting I have
yet seen. May there be more as good.-Walte>· J. Novinger, D.O., Trenton, New Jm·sey.
British Osteopathic Association Meets
The British Osteopathic association held a regular annual meeting at Hotel Russell on the 18th of October.
The following officers were elected for the comi~g year:
President, Dr. Harvey R. Foote, London; VICe-president, Mrs. Hough-Collins, London; treasurer, Dr. F. H.
Ashton, Manchester; secretary. Mrs. Harvey R. Foote.
Smallpox in Toronto
Toronto Canada, is having a smallpox epidemic and
had 361 ~ases on Nov. 15th and over 1,000 citizens in
quarantine. We are indebted to Dr. W. L. Durham for
a file of Toronto newspaper clippings covering the
situation. Dr. F. P. Millard had a column communication
in the Toronto World of Nov. 17th claiming that vaccination was a fruitful source of cancer and sterility.
Dr. Virgil Halladay Lectures at Many Places
Dr. Virgil Halladay has lectured during the past month
before the Associations of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and
the local osteopaths in Chicago. Dr. Halladay's vulcanized-ligament dissected spine. will be made a part. of
osteopathic exhibit in the NatIOnal Museum at Washmgton. If it wasn't for having to pass up lecture dates
on account of his classes, Dr. Halladay would be l.<ept
on the road by our professional societies most of the time.
New York City Society Meets
The regular monthly meeting of the New York City
Osteopathic Society was held November 15th at the HoIland House 5th Avenue and 30th Street. An exceptionally good 'program had been arranged which was ~s
follows: "Arthridies, Differential Study of the Art~rl
dies' Pathology and Treatment, Dr. O. J. Snyder, Philadelphia; "Applied Anatomy of Colonic Disease," Dr. A.
M. Flack, Philadelphia.

----

Fraternity Men Attention
Graduates and under-graduates of Phi Omicron Gamma,
Phi Sigma Beta and Phi Sigma Gamma Fraternities
are urged to immediately send their names and addresses,
also their chapter and year of graduation to the National
Secretary for publication in the new National Phi Sigma
Gamma Directory. Members listed in the publication
will receive copies of the directory.
Mail data to
Nathaniel W. Boyd, D.O., 138 E. Washington Lane,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Theory of Disease, and the success of that theory as
developed in practice; he compared the success of the
Osteopathic Physician with that of the Medical Doctor
of the Old School, and pictured the success to which
they might attain. Both doctors were extremely well
pleased with the showing of the college, and expressed
a willingness to assist whenever possible.
Philadelphia Osteopathic Hospital Wants
a Manager
The board of managers of the Philadelphia Hospital
want a business manager for the Institution. Do you
know of anyone in the profession who might be valuable to us in taking charge of the business affairs of the
College and Hospital? I mention the profession, having
in mind the fact the value that might come to the
College if we had a good man to devote his entire time
to same.
We are entering upon a prosperous year, we hope, as
we have a satisfactory class. If you can put me in
touch with a professional man who will have enough
business ability to take charge of our Institution, kindly
communicate with me.
-James C. Snyder D.O., Philadelphia.
Dr, Dayton of Escanaba, Wants Help
I am busy with many things and yet practice continues
to develop. On the cash register practice for September
1919 showed up twice as much as practice for September
1918 and the attendance at my free clinic for children
showed over 50 per cent increase, 72 in attendance for
the month of September and in September I made a
trip over to Marquette which took three days, to help
out the osteopathic brethren there. I am planning to
spend February with Dr. C. C. Reid at Denver. Would
like to have a good osteopath take hold of my practice
here for me about January 20th and continue until about
March 10th. October 11th, work at the children's free
clinic was especially good, 15 children out with four
helpers. There is nothing the matter with osteopathy
in this neck of the Michigan woods.-F. E. Dayton, D.O.,
Escanaba, Michigan.
Theta Psi Enters Chicago College of Osteopathy.
On Saturday night, November 15th, 1919, Beta Chapter, Theta Psi Fraternity celebrated the installation of a
Chapter in the Chicago College of Osteopathy with a
banquet at the Chicago Athletic Club and a vaudeville
performance. Theta Psi was organized in Kirksville, Mo.,
on May 21st, 1903, and has continued local until now.
Their house is at 5109 Kimbark Avenue. They now have
an active chapter of nineteen members which includes
two Post Graduates, Dr. P. Keller Jones, June '18, A.S.O.,
and Dr. Wm. B. Lamb, June '17, A.S.O. Others of
chapter are J. Burrus Perrin, Hubert M. Eckersonl and
Jean B. Claverie, who has returned from 59 months in
France, and of whom so much has been written in
osteopathic circles.
Among recent initiates is Arthur
Still Hulett, son of Dr. "Mac" F. Hulett, of :Columbus,
Ohio, grand-nephew of the "Old Doctor," and namesake
of Dr. Arthur G. Hildreth.
Following the feed the boys were entertained by six
acts from vaudeville. The party were all the guests of
Dr. Oliver C. Foreman, who represented the Alumni
Association. Those present were Drs. P. Keller Jones,
Wm. B. Lamb, O. C. Foreman, Messrs. E. Bernhardi, T.
W. Perry, Vernon R. Carlisle, A. S. Hulett, Jean B.
Claverie, J. B. Perrin, H. M. Eckerson, Arthur D. Mayer,
Chas. Sugden, Stanley Howe, Stanley Brainard, T. L.
Stein, A. J. Clark, R. Tappan, W. Neff, L. Anderson
and R. Walker.

Dr, Joseph Swart Visits Chicago College.
Dr. Joseph Swart of the Kansas City College of Osteopathy stopped off in Chicago on his return from the
New York State Convention, at Rochester, N. Y., and
spent the day with the :Ch,cago College of Osteopathy;
he addressed the upper classes, and later demonstrated
hill strapi technique. It is a great pleasure to have the
visiting doctors give 'the student body the benefit of their
experiences, writes Mr. Bower, secretary, and as Chicago
is the stopping place for many of the field men on
their journeys, an invitation is extended to all who will,
to visit the school and speak to the students.

Michigan Association Annual Meeting
The 21st annual meeting of the Michigan State Osteopathic Association was held at the Hotel Statler, Detroit,
October 29th and 30th. Dr. H. W. :Conklin spoke on
national matters and AOA conditions. Dr. W. A. Gravett
discussed AOA affairs and then gave a brief talk on
arthritis. Dr. Jerome Hall Raym;ond discussed the colleges and their conditions. Dr. Frank E. Dayton of
Escanaba, Michigan, told of his experiences and results
in connection with Children's Clinic work. Dr. A. G.
Hildreth told of the cases' handled and methods used at
the Still-Hildreth Sanitarium. The fraternal dinner in
the evening was followed by the business meeting. The
association endorsed the declaration and policy of the
new Detroit Osteopathic Hospital, voted to become a
Divisional Society of the AOA and elected the following officers: President, Dr. C. A. Williams, Coldwater;
Vice-president, C. J. Manby of Battle Creek; Secretary
and Treasurer. C. B. Root, Greenville; Statistician,
George B. Clark, Detroit; Trustee, E. G. Sluyter, Alma;
Delegates to AOA, E. A. Ward, Saginaw and A. J.
Carlinghouse, Charlotte. On Thursday Dr. Carl P. McConnell of Chicago gave a fine demonstration of Technique. Dr. Von H. Gerdine discussed the prognosis in
mental diseases with concrete examples. Dr. H. V.
Halliday gave a fine demonstration of his osteopathic
spine. Dr. E. S. Comstock told of recent discoveries in
research work and Dr. Harry Irish gave a resume of
influenza.

Chicago College Hears Drs. Hildreth and Gerdine.
, While enroute to the Conventions at Toledo, 0 .. and Detroit, Mich.. Drs. Hildreth and Gerdine took the opportunity' of visiting the Chicago College of Osteopathy. The
student- body was assembled and. both doctors. spoke.
Dr. Hildreth admonished them to; be true to the Osteo'pathic Principles as laid down by the Old Doctor; to
learn their anatomy and physiology and the adjustment
principle.
Dr. Geraldine spoke on the Osteopathic

Indiana State Association Meets
The twenty-first annual meeting of the Indiana Osteopathic Association was held November 12th and 13th.
An exceptionally interesting program had been arranged.
Dr. Halladay of the ASO, chairman of Anatomy, was
there for the entire time and not only did he give a
wonderful demonstration and lecture, but he was a
great assistant on oth.er parts of the bill. Dr. Gerdine

Dr. Steffen on Anti-Typhoid Vaccine
A. F. Steffen, D.O., Scottsbluff, Nebr., ~ook a hand
in a recent communication battle over vaCCines, serums
and smallpox vaccination which has been runnin~ in ~he
Rocky Mountain News of Denver. He made thls pomt
against the claims of anti-typhoid vaccines: "Vaccinated
troops contracted typhoid when taken away from t~e
comfort and sanitation of the camps and placed m
battle conditions just as they did in the days before
vaccination and sanitation.' And the death rate was
just as high."

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

was also there for the entire session. He examined and
described all cases brought in with his tireless Persistent
thoroughness and entered into the life of the meeting as
really one of the members. A new constitution and bylaws was adopted to conform with the AOA and application made to form a divisional association.
Dr.
Frank Hunter Smith discussed thoracic and rib conditions
and technic. He received a very cordial welcome. The
following officers were elected for the coming year:
President, :0. J. Crain, Union City j Vice-president, J. G.
Morrison, Terre Haute; new trustees, Dr. J. C. Gulmyer,
Elkhart, publicity bureau; Dr. R. C. McCaughan, Kokomo,
educational bureau; Dr. J. F. Spaunhurst, Indianapolis,
legislative bureau. Secretary and treasurer will be elected
by trustee>'( under new By-laws, Dr. H. L. Landis, Elkhart, holding over as secretary and Dr. Kate Williams,
Indianapolis, as treasurer. The fiscal year was changed
from November 1st to June 1st, and dues were made $10.00
per year. The time of annual meeting will be decided
by the trustees and probably will be but a business meet,.
ing at the Chicago AOA convention.
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Dr. Percy Evan Roscoe
Osteopathy and Minor Surgery
601 Guardian Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Dr. J. Deason, Osteopathic Physician
Specializing in Ear, Nose and Throat
27 East Monroe St., Chicago
Wm. Otis Galbreath, D. O.
OCUlist,
Adenectomy, Tonsilectomy
Ear and Nasal Surgery
321 Lan,d Title Bldg.', Philadelphia
Dr. James D. Edwards
Originator of "Finger Surgery" in Catarrhal
Deafness, Hay Fever, Cataract, Glaucoma,
Optic Nerve Atrophy, Tonsil and Voice
Impairment.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat Diseases. Referred cases given special attention, and returned to home Osteopath for 'foUow up treatments.
407-08-09-10 Chemical Bldg.
St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. C. E. Amsden
Diseases of the Alimentary Tract
2 Bloor St., East Toronto, Canada
Hubert F. Leonard, D.O., M. D.
Consultation and Surgery
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery a Specialty
703-706 Morgan Bldg., Portland, Oregon
Riley D. Moore, LL.B., Oph. D., D. O.
Osteopathic Physician
1410 H. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Careful attention to referred cases.
Dr. T. J. Ruddy
Eye, Ear, Nose and'Thl'oat
Originator (Bowling) of "Finger Method"
for Hay Fever and Catarrhal Deafness, etc.
Chief of E.-, E., N. & T. Dept., C. O. P. & S.
Los Angeles, Calif.
302-9 Black Building
Dr. Frank J. Stewart
Diseases of the Skin and also
Genito-urinary and Venereal Diseases
Room 1201, 7 W. Madison St., Chicago

Dr. J. C. Howell
Osteopathy, Orificial and Finger SurgerY,
3 N. Orange Ave., Orlando, Florida.
Dr. Preston R. Hubbell
Osteopathic Physician
504 Fine Arts Bldg., Detroit, Mich.'
Dr.' C. C. Reid
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Dr. C. L. Draper
Dr. J. E. Ramsey
Adjoining Suites with tiled and·specially equipt "surgery" in common.
501-10 Interstate Trust Bldg., Denver.
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Dr. W. W. Palmer, of Blackwell, Okla., is taking
special work in operative surgery under Dr. George Stin
atI t~asA~h~~en as a charter member of our local Rotary
Club and made Vice-president of same.-A,.thu,. Taylo,.,

D.O., Stillwater, Minn.

., .

Dr. Leonard A. Mundis, of AlexandrIa, LouIsIana, was
recently appointed president of the Louisiana Board of
Osteopathic Examiners.
Dr. J. Edwin Downing of York, Pa., was elected at
the annual meeting to serve for another three year term
on the York Chamber of Commerce.
.
The Women's Auxiliary of the Chicago OsteopathIC
Hospital held its first bazaar at the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago, on November 21st. It was a; bIg success. .
Dr. Guy L. Barr has located at Tremont, Pennsylvama,
for the general practice of osteo~athy and t~e 15th of
November he opened a branch offICe at PottsvIlle, Pennsylvania.
The Chicago Osteopathic Associa~ion commemor:;ted
the death of the Old Doctor at theIr regular meetmg,
December 4th, at the Sherman H.otel. Dr. Joseph H.
Sullivan was chairman of the occaSIOn. .
.
The Osteopathic Woman's :Club of ChIcago held a dmner-dance on the evening of Decemher 11th at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, the receipts going to. establish a
scholarship fund for some student at the ChIcago College
of Osteopathy.
.
Another Osteopathic baby has arnve~; born. to Mrs.
and "Private" Peat, Nov. 4th, a baby gIrl. ThiS makes
two girls in their family, and as the first was nIcknamed "Pat" the second is to be UMickey," Both mother
and babe are doing fine.
.
.,
Dr. R. E. Curry, of Farmer ~Ity, Ilh.nOl~, recently had
the misfortune to have the radIUS of hIs rIght arm fractured by being "kicked" by his. Ford an? is therefore enjoyed a forced vacation at hIS home m Holdrege, Nebraska. for a few weeks..
..
Dr A M. McNicol, of DIxon, IlhnOIs. recently purchas~d a:n abbot frame and put on his fi~st cast. The
patient being a girl, eleven years old, wIth a marked
scoliosis of the upper dorsal, brought on, the mother
claims, from neuritis about six years ago.
.
Dr. L. A. Rausch, a post graduate of the AmerICan
School of Osteopathy, has just recently purchased. the
practice of Dr. Geo. V. Nienstedt at South Bend, IndIan'.'.
Dr. Nienstedt has decided to retire so Dr. Rausch IS
going to take up the work where he left off.
Dr. Edmund A. Roe is now permanently located '.'t .Edmonton, Alberta, with offices at 322 Tegler BUlldmg.
After he graduated from college Dr. Roe was, for a
short time, in practice in Picton, On~rio and fr0In: there
he went to Edmonton and temporal'lly took up hIS residence at 538 Fourteenth street. His proper permanent
address is' now 322 Tegler building and all mail should
be addressed to him in that way.
Announcement has been made of the marriage of Dr.
Edith Brown of Charleston, Illinois, to Arch~r Nicho!son, M. D., of Stamford Connecticut. Dr. NICholson IS
in literary work being connected with Good Health magazine of New York for the time being and Dr. Brown
Nicholson will continue her practice in Charleston. Next
spring it is expected she will join her husband as they
expect to reside in East Orange, New Jersey.
Lieutenant Andrew P ~ Sullivan, the "soldier boy" son
of Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan,. of Chicago, has r~turn.ed
from France and is now stationed at Camp Eustis, VIrginia. He is a first lieutenant in the regular army.
Lieutenant Sullivan is only 22 years old. . He was a
real osteopathic baby as he was born whIle Dr. and
Mrs. Sullivan were at Kirksville. Dr. Sullivan exp~ts
to spend a Christmas holiday with him at Camp Eustis.
Rather late in the day, Dr. Michael J. Howard, of
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, has let the profession into the
secret. that he was married June 25th last at Ottawa, to
Miss Beatrice S. Brazean, of New York City. . ~r. Ho~
ard reports that he has had a great deal of dlffl~ulty m
finding a home and he has been busy house huntmg hut
has succeeded in getting a nice residence and he has
changed his address from Aylmer Apartments to 188
Cooper Street.
Dr. Ella H. Quinn of Miami, Florida, made an address before the Parent-Teacher Association of the Riverside School at Miami, Florida. This is the largest school
association in the city. The Miami Herald states that
--there was a large attendance and ~n interesting meeting:' "That Dr. Ella H. Quinn made a fine talk on
the care of young children. Dr. Quinn was formerly
a teacher and her talk was valuable and interesting."
This is the first talk given by a D. O. in a public school
on the East Coast of Florida.
Dr. M. L. Hartwell of St. Joseph announces the association of Dr. R. H. Hurst and Dr. ·C. W. Mayhugh in
his office. Dr R. H. Hurst will limit his practice to
laboratory diagnosis and consultations. fully equipped
for analysis of all -body secretions and tissues. Dr. C. W.
Mayhugh will practice surgery and treatment of the eye,
ear, nose, and throat; eye testing and fitting of glasses.
Drs. Hurst and Hayhugh will co-operate with the Osteopathic Service League in conducting free clinics at the
osteopathic hospital in their lines of practice: They
will have the facilities of the. osteopathic hospital and
well equipped ojfices and laborat~ry offered by Dr. Hartwell.
Drs. Church and Plummer of Calgary, Canada, have
announced that they now have associated with them
in practice, Dr. W. F. Siemens, who will specialize in
eye, ear, no~ and throat work and surgery. Dr. Siemens
is a graduate and post-graduate of the Des Moines Still
'College of Osteopathy, also he is a graduate of the Iowa
.OPtical College and for. OJle. year was ~House Physician
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and Surgeon at the Des Moines General Hospital. Abo.
he has taken special work of Dr. Reed of Denver and.
Dr. Andrews of Chicago. Before locating in Calgary he
was assistant eye surgeon at the Illinois State Medical
Eye Infirmary at Chicago. Dr. Siemens was in United
States service during the war, being attached to the
Medical Corps and connected with the Eye Department
of the United States Army Base Hospital at Camp Grant,
Illinois.
Commodore Louis D. Beaumont, N. Y. City, president
of the commission to establish the first aero derby around
the world was entertained by the Chicago Assn. of
Commerce the day this commission was in Chicago:
after lunch, Commodore Beaumont stole away from the
party with his protege Jean B. Claverie and Dr. P.
Keller Jones, whom he had met in Paris, to visit the
'Chicago College of Osteopathy and the Hospital. The
Commodore was urged by the association to accept maDJ
other invitations during the day, but preferred to insped
the school. He expressed himself greatly pleased and
predicted a great future for the institution, and said he
would buy some of the honds the school is putting out.
Mr. Beaumont is head of the May Stores Corporatioa.
and is noted for his many philanthropic activities. The
commission were guests on the trip, aboard the private
car "Philadelphia" and the party numbered 14; he sailed
November 3rd on the S. S. "Siberia" to continue his trip
around the world, which is to last until next April
Passports were necessary for 32 countries, thru which he
will pass.
The Commodore expressed himself greatly
pleased with the improvement Osteopathy had brought
about in Jean Claverie, whom he had not seen sinee
Jean left Paris in May.
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Dr. A. E. Watts, at Maitland, Mo.
Dr. E. S. Bendix at St. Peter, Minn.
Dr. G. A Johnson, at Vinton, Iowa.
Dr. C. E. Mead, at Red Wing, Minn.
Dr. Geo. Clement Bell, at Santa Maria, Calif.
Dr. Paul R. Kohlmeyer, at Weeping Water, Nebr.
Dr. V. V. Everson, from Toulon, Ill., to Wyoming, Ill.
Dr. M. B. Starbuck, from Urbana, Ohio, to Whittier.
'Calif.
Dr. A. B. Clark, at 341 Madison Ave" New York,
N. Y.
Dr. P. Lander Tait, 1118 W. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Drs. C. L. and Ethel Wheeler from Ira, Iowa, to Madrid, Iowa.
Dr. Chas. A. Bennett, at 721-721 Stevens Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Dr. Geo. H. Snow, from Kalamazoo, Mich., to 100
Angeles. Calif.
Dr. Charles Bradbury at 509 Auditorium building, 100
Angeles, 'Calif.
Dr. Laura P. Tweed, from Bowling Green, Mo., '"
Lindwood, Mich.
Dr. Mary G. Hunter, from Norwalk, Ohio, to Bank
Bldg., Elyria, Ohio.
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Advertisements in this column 7c per word, add,..
free. Terms strictly cash in advance.
For Sale-Established practice, city 40,000. Add,..
No. 186. c/o The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ills.
What is Proper Treatment
for Winter's Diseases
A System of Healing that was Safe
in the Flu· Pneumonia Epid.emic
can be Safely Trusted in any Disease

Wanted-LadY assistant. capable of taking full charge;
or will sell practice to her. Address No. 187, c/o The
OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago.
Experienced lady osteopath wants position as assistant to osteopath. Have Nebraska and Iowa licen....
Address No. 190, c/o The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicag?, Ills.
For Sale-Well established practice in Ohio town of
6.000. No competition. Want to take P. G. work. Your
opportunity. Write Quickly for particulars. Dr. E. If.
Steele, Wilmington, Ohio.
Wanted~Woman graduate osteopath to take care of
. practice for four months while I take much needed rest.
. Would not require state license.-Address No. 188, c/o
'The OP, 9 So. 'Clinton St., Chic:,go.

Wanted-A live couple,' man and wife, D.O., to lake
charge of a good practice in a good town of 30,000
January to May 1920. Write at once.-Address No. 189
c/o The OP, 9 So. Clinton St" Chicago. Ills.

